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Council mulls over tax decreases 
By JEFF NAGEL 
BUDGET KNIVES are being shar- 
pened in anticipation city council will 
deliver a property tax cut next year. 
Several councillors want to cut 
local taxes in light of the economic 
downturn hitting local businesses and 
homeowners - one they said may wor- 
Councillor Ron Vanderlee favoured 
a four per cent tax decrease, delaying 
major projects if necessary. 
But mayor Jack Talstra urged cau- 
tion in contemplating tax reductions. 
"It's foui" times as hard or more to get 
back to the standard level where you 
were before," Talstra said. "Let's be 
sen because of softwood lumber tariffs really careful." 
and the Skeena Cellulose crisis. 
"I certainly think we have to look 
at some reductions this year," said 
councillor Val George. "We've got to 
set an example." 
Councillors Sept. 21 debated the 
merits of property tax decreases of 
anywhere from 1.5 per cent to more 
than four per cent. 
George prefers a cut on the low end 
of that scale, perhaps targeting most of 
the tax reduction for businesses. 
Vanderlee reminded Talstra that 
people in town are losing their liveli- 
hoods and can't afford current ax le- 
vels. 
But Talstra said most of the pain so 
far is being felt by independent loggers 
and to a degree small business people. 
People in government and many 
service industry jobs are unaffected, 
he said. 
"Maybe 30 per cent of our com- 
munity is affected," Talstra said. "Half 
Loggers 
take aim 
of them don't live within our boundar- 
ies. Is the province going to reduce 
rural taxation? I doubt it." 
Talstra also said the city should 
prepare to live without he $800,000 in 
annual property taxes Skeena Cellu- 
lose pays here. 
"I have no idea what the economic 
climate in this town will be in 
March," Talstra said, referring to the 
city's budget deadline. 
Councillor Rich McDaniel went 
even further than the mayor, saying 
the time might be appropriate for a tax 
increase to accelerate road rebuilding 
projects and create work in the city. 
"Maybe we should be doing some 
of these capital projects and increase 
taxes a little bit to create employ- 
ment," he said. 
Councillor David Hull said a 1.5 per 
cent tax decrease would amount o no 
more than $15 a year for a typical 
homeowner. That amount of money 
isn't going to save any family or busi- 
ness truly hit hard by the forestry cri- 
sis, he said. 
Rather than make a token gesture, 
Hull said, council should either main- 
tain service levels or else find a way 
to deliver a more significant ax cut. 
New councillor Marylin Davies said 
she favours a small tax decrease, but 
wants to achieve it by trimming city 
services rather than road construction 
or other needed capital projects. 
"I think they need to look at the 1.5 
to 2 (per Cent range)," she said. 
"When people are hurting they would 
probably be willing to accept a little 
less services." 
An increase of four per cent or more 
would force the city to cut services 
and to axe much road reconstruction,• 
effectively pushing major capital pro- 
jects ahead indefinitely, said chief ad- 
ministrative officer Ron Poole. 
"In order to get back on track, it 
would mean a large increase in future 
taxes," Poole Warned. 
A 1.5 per cent tax cut, amounting to 
a $112,000 overall budget reduction, 
would be "most feasible" to deliver, 
Poole said. 
That would effectively roll back the 
1.5 per cent tax increase council put in 
place last year after surprise increases 
in policing and natural gas costs. 
A property tax decrease would put 
more money in hands of local tax- 
payers next summer - jus t  a few 
months before the next city council 
election in November, 2002. 
at bank 
Contractors end blockade, 
will meet minister Friday 
By JEFF NAGEL 
LOGGING contractors have ended their five-day 
blockade of Skeena Cellulose's awmill here in 
exchange for a meeting this Friday with enter- 
prise minister Rick Thorpe. 
Contractors voluntarily removed heavy equip- 
ment blocking the front gates of the sawmill 
Sept. 21. 
That allowed SCI to resume sales and ship- 
ments of lumber early this week, a factor crucial 
to maintaining its cash flow. 
It's expected the company, if it can prove in- 
solvency is not imminent, will go to court Oct. 5 
and seek an extension of creditor protection to 
allow it more time to seek a buyer. 
Contractors pokesman Ken Houlden said 
continuing the blockade would have triggered 
layoffs of mill employees working the kilns and 
planers here by Sunday. 
"That's not our intent," he said. "We want to 
keep as many people working right now as 
possible." 
Houlden said Thorpe has pledged to do what 
he can to get the contractors paid. 
Skeena Cellulose sought and obtained an in- 
junction Sept. 18 to remove the blockade, which 
sprang up the day before. 
Company officials served the injunction Sept. 
19 but never asked RCMP to enforce it and re- 
move the blockaders. 
Contractors continue to crowd the TD bank 
parking lot with heavy machinery draped with 
anti-bank slogans. 
The contractors are owed millions since Skee- 
na Cellulose got protection from its creditors 
Sept. 5. 
Cheques issued by SCI would have cleared 
had the bank not begun bouncing those cheques 
as early as Aug. 31, say contractors. 
Government officials say creditor protection 
was necessary to prevent he company from fall- 
ing into bankruptcy after the bank demanded 
payment of outstanding loans. 
But it also froze all SCI debts and amounts 
owing for 30 days. 
SCI can't selectively pay those bills without 
the court's anction. 
Thorpe said he has tried but failed to persuade 
the TD to jointly ask the court to allow the com- 
CONTRACTORS maintained a blockade of the Skeena Cellulose sawmill here for five days last week. They ended the blockade, which kept 
SCI from shipping lumber, on Friday amid fears it would trigger mill layoffs and possible bankruptcy of the company. JEFF NAGEL PHOTO 
pany to pay the outstanding bills. 
"They chose not to do that, therefore we're 
tied up by the courts," Thorpe told The Standard 
Sept. 20. 
"Myself and my staff have tried very, very 
hard with the bank officials to have the cheques 
issued up to Aug. 31 honoured," Thorpe said. 
"We're unable to get the bank to do that." 
The next most promising scenario to deliver 
payment is if the province sells the company to a 
buyer and payment of the contractors i either a 
condition of purchase or built into the purchase 
price. 
That option, advanced by Skeena MLA Roger 
Harris, isn't being ruled out by Thorpe. 
But the minister is cautious about raising 
hopes. 
"I can't even say maybe right now," Thorpe 
said, "If I say maybe right now everybody's going 
to interpret that as a yes." 
The first step, he said, is to get a buyer. 
If efforts to sell the company fail, or it falls 
from creditor protection into bankruptcy, contrac- 
tors plan to press the government, as SCI's ma- 
jority owner, to pay the company's bills. 
"The provincial government is the owner and 
should come clean with the monies promised," 
Houlden said. 
quires all of cabinet o agree with him." 
The political uncertainty connected to that 
idea brings Houlden back to the need for a deal 
that doesn't depend on a sale of SCI or broad 
B.C. Liberal support for what might be seen in 
the south as more money for Skeena Cellulose. 
"If we don't get something now we're headed 
into a black hole of unknown," he said. 
Therefore, Houlden said, contractors who have 
ended their blockade of the sawmill here will 
likely look for ways to increase pressure on the 
TD bank. 
Contractors believe money was in SCI ac- 
counts to pay them at the end of August but was 
effectively seized by the bank. 
"It's becoming very clear to us the bad guy is 
the TD," Houlden said. "I think we're going to 
step up and try to force some conscience upon 
them." 
More inside 
[] Skeena Cellulose's losses may 
be biggest selling feature, A5 
[] Victoria hits pause on stumpage 
double whammy, A5 
Houlden said Thorpe has promised his support 
on that if necessary. 
',If it goes to bankruptcy, his admission is 
there's a moral responsibility of government to 
do something for us," Houlden said. "But that re- Continued PageA5 . 
For example, a city shuttle route that doubles as a 
school special for Birch Hill students has been slightly 
altered to meet demand from an unexpected ridership 
base: elementary school students. 
Peltier said the route was initially changed with ju- 
nior and senior high school students in mind, 
But it's turned out a number of younger students are 
taking that bus, too. 
He offered a final note for passengers with mobility 
problems who plan to take the new Dennis Darts once 
they arrive, Routes served by low-rlding buses are high- 
lighted in blue on the transit schedule, 
By JENNIFER LANG ment program. 
TWO NEW wheelchair accessible buses won't arrive in "They are on the way," Peltier said. "We should have 
Terrace until later next month, them by the third week in October." 
The low-riding Dennis Dart buses that will replace the Before that, transit drivers here will be given orienta- 
Terrace Regional Transit System's existing bus f leet tion training on a Dennis Dart from Kitimat, a move that 
were supposed to arrive in August. will eliminate further delay oncethe new buses are here. 
Jerry Peltier, manager of Coastal Bus Lines, the com. Meanwhile, a major transit expansion that's increased 
pany operating the transit system, said the Brltish2rn'ade; 'the Inumber of bus trips in Terrace and Thornhill has 
buses were delayed because of shipping pr0blemsi ~ ~ gone ahead as planned. 
Terrace s new buses have now arnved in VancbuVeri:. The response from the public has been poshive, over- 
where they,re being painted and inspectedi by B,C. : all, Peltier said, 
Transit, which is in the midst of a major fleet replace- The transit system is now making small adjustments, Jerry Peltler 
Shipping delays bus arrival time 
A2-  The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, September 26, 2001 
M LA beats bushes for work /#'//power 
for those affected by SOl 
"1 want to minimize the transition" 
ROGER HARRIS wants to 
be very clear. It's not wel- 
fare and it's not make 
work. 
But the Skeena Liberal 
MLA is lobbying his gov- 
ernment for ways to help 
find work for those affec- 
ted by Skeena Cellulose's 
latest financial crisis. 
Although the first prior- 
ity is to sell the company 
and have it resume opera- 
tions, Harris said he's also 
moving ahead on plans 
should there be a protrac- 
ted closure. 
One short term plan is 
to find out what road work 
is on the books for the re- 
gion, said Harris. 
" I 'd be looking for a 
way for contracts to be of 
such a size they could be 
bid on by local compa- 
nies," said Harris. 
"This wouldn't be a 
preferential bid. It would 
be a matter of how they 
could do it to meet the 
size of businesses up 
here," he added. 
Harris said these pro- 
jects would have to make 
sense, and wouldn't take 
place simply to put people 
back to work. 
"It wouldn't be a case 
of a road to nowhere." 
He said the kinds of 
road work contracts he 
wants may not be needed 
should the uncertainty sur- 
rounding Skeena Cellulose 
be short term. 
But Harris said it was 
better to start thinking and 
talking about what might 
happen now instead of 
later. 
He hopes any economic 
downturn from Skeena 
Roger Harris 
Cellulose will be short 
term. 
One thing Harris won't 
endorse or support is the 
opening any of Skeena's 
mills - if they remain 
closed - simply to put 
people back to work. 
"I don't think you'd find 
anybody in favour of that," 
said Harris. 
He will support opening 
mills if they can be run on 
a profitable basis if there 
is any long term transition 
from creditor protection to 
private ownership. 
Harris has spent he last 
several weeks making 
contacts with municipal 
and other officials to begin 
the job of figuring out what 
post-Skeena Cellulose life 
might be like up here. 
'Td think we'd be look- 
ing at any number of 
Judith Reid 
things. Tenure reform is 
one," Harris continued. 
"What I want to do is 
minimize the transition. 
That's my job," said the 
MLA. "There is a future 
for forestry up here. I be- 
lieve that." 
Harris said he hasn't 
asked yet if anybody in the 
government has put toge- 
ther an estimate of em- 
plpyment insurance and 
social assistance costs 
should there be a sustained 
period of no activity at 
Skeena's mills. 
" I 've not taken that 
step," added Harris who 
noted he'll be working first 
on other alternatives. 
O~OOO 
Transportation minister 
Judith Reid and her offi- 
cials are examining ways 
to offer work here in light 
of the Skeena Cellulose 
meltdown. 
One of the possibilities 
is hiring people and equip- 
ment on a daily basis - ty- 
pically called day labour - 
in addition to establishing 
smaller contracts for smal- 
ler, local companies. 
But Reid, who has been 
urged to look at ways of 
creating work here by 
Skeena Liberal MLA 
Roger Harris, said she and 
her officials first have to 
make sure the planned 
work makes sense. 
"We're not given those 
kinds of budgets," said 
• Reid when asked if she 
would put people to work 
just for the sake of having 
them work. 
"And that's philoso- 
phically not where we're 
headed," she added. 
Reid did say that re- 
quests for more day labour 
work came up most every- 
where she visited in the 
course of a northwestern 
tour recently. 
"I 've directed my offi- 
cials to examine day la- 
bour and to clarify the 
policy," said Reid. 
"There may be areas 
where it will work, and 
areas where it may not - 
for instance the type of 
equipment need for a par- 
ticular project," she said. 
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ale right now at Weight Watchers. 
Funny thing about willpower: you have a 
lot more of" it on a full stomach than an 
empty one, That's why Winning Points is 
so effective: you get to eat the foods you 
like, so you stay satisfied, stay wi th  the 
program, and lose. It's that 
simple. This special of fer  
won't  last, so join howl 
Sarah, Duchess of York 
FREE REGISTRATION. Join now and pay onl.y $14. 
Call 1 -800-682-8011 for more information. 
Knox  Un i ted  Church  (Ter race)  4907 Lazel le • Tuesday  7 :00  pm 
www.weightwatchers.com 
Va l id  in  Br i t i sh  Co lumbia  fo r  a f i rn i ted  t ime on ly .  Subsequent  week ly  Fees app ly ,  GST  inc luded .  
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~~i~ ,.- , 2001 H igh lander  ~__=~ FWD 2.4 L, 4 Cylinder, DOHC, 16 Valve 
~ ~  vvr. i  engine, Low Emission Vehicle (LEV), 
4 speed, ABS, tachometer, carpet mats, 
~ i l l ! l l l~  ~ cruise control, driver and front passenger 
.... . . . . . . .  air bags, digital clock, accessory power 
outlets, keyless entry, engine immobilizer, 
door ajar/low fuel/ low washer fluid warnings, rear window defroster with 
timer, colour-keyed bodyside mouldings & bumpers, power doors and 
windows, AM/FM Cassette CD, 6 speakers, air conditioning. 
LIA|S ION 
s399' Z00l  Camry  CE Plus 4-cylinder,  -ieng ne, U,ra 
'~~~'~'~'~ '~ '~ '~ '~ Low Emissions Vehicle (ULEV), automatic 
transmission, fuel economy 10.1/6.8 El100 km 
~ 28142 mpg City/Hwy, Dunlop P205/65R15 tires 
with full-size spare, 60140 split rear seab rear seat 
heater ducts, front & rear splash guards, full wheel covers. 
- EXTRA VALUE PACKAGE INCLUDES: Remote keyless entry, power 
windows/door locks, AM/FM CD, 4'-speakers, air conditioning, cruise 
control, colour-keyed power remote mirrors. You save  $1,230. 
pER MO, 
148 MO14TH LEASE 
$S,45) DOWN 
PAYMENT 
OR ,URCHASR FOR 
$3,145 
,INANCING F lOE 
5.92~ 
)01 4Runner  
3.4 L, V6, 24-valve, DOHC, 183 HP, 
SMFI engine, Low Emissions Vehicle 
(LEV), automatic transmission; 
uel economy 14.4/11.4 I./100 km 
20/25 m pg City/Hwy, cruise control, 
driver and front passenger airbags, ABS, centre console box, power 
door locks, power tailgate window, tinted glass, intermittent wipers, 
chrome bumpers. 
EXTRA VALUE PACKAGE INCLUDES: Tilt steering, aluminium 
alloy wheels, AM/FM CD, 4 speakers, air conditioning, power 
windows/mi r rors .  You  save  S2 ,830 .  
- Amr   0Ol RAw 
~~?~,, . ,~~i' -~~ 16 valve vvr.i englne, 148 HP, 
~ ! ~ _ s ~ ~  ~ speed, driver and front passenger a~r 
___, :~.~i~ .... V-L__~ bags, ~o/so sp,t rear seat, AM/~ CD, 4 
speakers, aero-style halogen headiamps, 
low emission vehicle, intermittent wipers, styled steel wheels. 
EXTRA VALUE PACKAGE INCLUDES: A,B.S. brakes, air conditioning, 
power windows/door locks/mirrors, cruise control, keyless entry. 
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Last Chance for 2001's 
some k ind of w•  
Smart Move. Reading The Fine Print: L0ese ~nd linence otfms lot qealili0d ~etail DUSt•rams DUty on new 2001 medals sold and delivered helot0 October I.2001. Lease paymor 
with $2.336 down. Total lease obligations ale $It889. Lease payments of 3299 Im ',he 2001 CarnEy BG22KPIOI brad on 4~nth watkawo,~ lasso with $3.950 down. Total lea 
GO21AP based on 40-month walkaway lease with S5.453 down. Totallease obligations ore $24,605. Lease payments of $449 I~ 4~onnor HN94~PIB) based on 48-month walkaway 
~f $385 per month far the 2001 RAV4 ttH20 VM (B} based on a 48 month walkaway lease. Told lease obligations are $2t400. Financing plan at 0,9~ for Comfy Rus and Echo, t! 
on a maximum of 96.000 ~m. Additional d~arges am 10t/kin. License, insmance, and applicable taxes are ex~'a, tPotchase price includes a maximum forfreight end prod•linty h .  
pta~ avaitahte. 0 ster may lease salt for less. Some conditions apply, and offers may change without notice. See your participating Toyota BC Deelals for more details. 
. ;., , 
": .'~ CASTLEGARYOYOTA HEARTLAND TOYOTA .... ."~-i  .:"" KELOWNATOYOTALTD, 
. ]~ - ~,  ,, ~'- ;:~i:''" ~: (250) 491.2475 ;!~, (250) 305.7241 ' "ii-(250} 3924114 "" 
J0) 352-2235 , "  -~:~ "" i..~i~/ :: 1,~8&29G.3388 . " ~::-~':'?;M: ~' ;;~'~;'" :. ~:" t,,.. 
~--.:~) i:- .. 
. Go  to  www.toyota .ca  fo r  more  in fo  
NORTH KAMLOOPS TOYOTA 
800 Fortune Drive 
Kamloope, BC 
.i 12501,,4.6000 
tN TOYOTA CENTI~ 
Redwood Street 
ice George, BC 
50) 664-7205 
200.331.2005 
PENTICTON TOYOTA LEISuRELAND. 
2405 Skaha Lake Road 
Pentictan, BC 
[250 !493-1107 
VERNON TOYOTA " ~' ' <;: ~'~ "~'  ~
" CENTRE LTD, !~; 
" 4370- 27th Street ii "i~! 
Vernon, BC 
, 12SO) ~43-05G7 - , "' 
" 201 Anderson Drive . . . .  "~< ;~;~; ~I,I!~L ' 
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Easing Afghan suffering 
life's work of local woman 
By ROD LINK 
TO US, they're one-dimensional 
images on TV. We've seen them 
before and we'll see them again. 
To Heather Bellamy, those 
images of people from Afghani- 
stan - masses of humanity jam- 
med on large, colourfully decora- 
ted trucks, crying women, child- 
ren staring with large, dark eyes -
are very real. They're the people 
she's been living and working 
with for the better part of the past 
five years. 
Bellamy is from Terrace and 
works for Samaritan's Purse, a 
Calgary-based, non-denomination- 
al Christian relief organization. 
She's the only Samaritan's Purse 
worker in Pakistan. Living in Isla- 
mabad, the Pakistani capital, 
Bellamy has devoted her life to 
helping Afghan refugees, primari- 
ly women and their children, who 
have flooded into that country. 
Bellamy arrived back in Cana- 
da in mid-August for an extended 
leave but that changed two weeks 
ago after the terrorist attacks in 
the United States. 
Afghanistan, with the Taliban 
in charge, is apparently the prime 
target of the United States when it 
comes to retaliation. Hundreds of 
thousands of Afghans are now 
massing at border crossings lead- 
ing to Pakistan, fearful of what 
may come. And these are on top 
of the estimated 2.5 million 
Afghans already forced out of 
their home country and living in 
Pakistan because of civil war. 
Bellamy has spent the last 
week trying to get back to Paki- 
stan. Her latest efforts have been 
devoted tO faxing United Nations 
organizations to see if her Afghan 
language and cultural skills can 
be used. 
The prospects of a fast return 
seems to change with each day. 
Although the Pakistani govern- 
ment is siding with the U.S., sig- 
nificant numbers of its citizens in- 
stead support he Taliban. They've 
offered haven to Osama bin 
Laden, the prime suspect now 
wanted by the United States. Ca- 
nadians are being warned to leave 
Pakistan and the United Nations 
is pulling out its people. 
HEATHER Bellamy (second from right) and her roomate, Cindy Irwin from Indianna, U.S.A. 
(middle), enjoy a meal in their Islamabad, Pakistan home with three Afghan refugee women. 
"As a refugee, you have no 
money, or family. No help," said 
Bellamy last week. 
As  it is, Afghanistan went 
through a drought his past spring, 
putting people at risk and at the 
border with Pakistan before the 
attacks on the United States. 
"The Kabul River dried up. 
People were so desperate they 
were eating grass," said Bellamy. 
"This is a nation that has been 
so desperate for so long, they are 
telling Christian workers that they 
don't care about freedom, they 
just want to live." 
But it is the Taliban, the ex- 
treme fundamentalist Islamic 
group which now runs the country, 
which has the most drastic effect 
on the lives of ordinary Afghans. 
"There are 25,000 war widows 
alone in Kabul," said Bellamy of 
the Afghan capital. "The latest 
edict from the Taliban is that 
women, aside from having to be 
covered from head to foot, are 
only allowed outside of their 
home twice a week." 
That means incredible hardship 
for those women in buying food 
and tending to the ordinary busi- 
ness of life. 
stan, making her absence at at 
this time particularly hard to 
handle. 
"We're helping and giving 
comfort and hope where there is 
none. It's such a privilege from 
God to help them. It's giving 
God's comtbrt." 
"The Kabul River 
dried up. People were 
so desperate they 
were eating grass." 
Bellamy knows the United 
States and its allies will extract a 
price for the terrorist attacks in 
New York and in Washington, 
D.C. 
"You have to go after this level 
of evil to this degree," she said. 
"But I would hope they remember 
mercy for those everyday people." 
Shocked at the level of de- 
struction and death in the United 
States two weeks ago, Bellamy 
notes it does not have anything to 
do with Islam. 
"I see lots of Afghans and Pa- 
kistanis who are devout Muslims. 
"There are~.layers of suffering This is not devout lslam.~.dt is 
we know nqihin~ :ii~b.out,!~said ......against Islam. It'~is~like,!ih~"l~le 
Bellamy. ~ . . . .  ~i~:i~ ' , ,b i.~ wh0iblow up abortion,i:¢ntres~mld 
She enjoys her w6rk in Paki- hold signs*saying~:it's~:~'6r Goclt"~ 
Heather Bellamy 
it's not for God," she said. 
Despite the horrors past and the 
conflict to come, Bellamy sees 
hope for Afghanistan in the people 
who have left the country and who 
will return someday when the si- 
tuation is better. "There will be 
good from this bad," she said. 
In the meantime, Bellamy sits 
and waits for her chance to return. 
"The Gospel of Jesus is the an- 
swer for these people," she said. 
"It is giving compassion and love 
which are li~t~'~ut!:there~!:Pe~i~'b 
need to know:~that God is i:doing~ ~ 
wonderful work." ~' ~ . . . . . . . . .  
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News In Brief 
Nurse exec named 
THE PROVINCIAL government has hired a chief 
nurse executive as part of the effort to recruit, re- 
tain and educate more nurses in B.C. 
Anne Sutherland Boal was most recently director 
of the Canadian Education Centre Network in 
China at the Canadian embassy in Beijing and be- 
fore that was director of patient services at the In- 
ternational.Hospital in Beijing . . . . . . .  
She has also been vice president of patient ser- 
vices at the Children's and Women's Health 
Centre in Vancouver and president of the B.C. 
Children's Hospital. 
Lumber trade debated 
A RESOLUTION urging the federal government to
begin immediate and vigourous negotiations with 
the U.S. to ensure free trade for Canadian lumber is 
on the table as municipal politicians meet this 
week in Vancouver. 
The resolution for the Union of B.C. Municipal- 
ties convention also urges the federal government 
to involve Canadian producers and local govern- 
ments to ensure all are united in negotiations. 
Also to be debated is a motion asking the health 
planning ministry 'to take the lead role in passing 
legislation to achieve a complete.smoke-free en- 
vironment in all indoor public places and work- 
places, including pubs, bars, restaurants, casions 
and bingo halls. 
Hagen dodges on SCI 
CABINET MINISTER Stan Hagen won't say whe- 
ther he'll support Skeena MLA Roger Harris' push 
to get contractors here paid out of proceeds from 
any sale of Skeena Cellulose. 
Harris' idea of paying contractors first if SCI is 
sold would mean the government not returning 
some money to taxpayers - a concept hat may be 
contentious to people elsewhere in B.C. who may 
feel they've already paid enough for SCI. 
"Roger's job is to support his community to the 
greatest extent possible," said Hagen, the minister 
of sustainable resource management. 
What are you hunting? 
HUNTERS in the north are being asked to help 
collect wildlife data for the Northern First Nations 
Summit and the provincial government this season, 
The summit consists of seven aboriginal groups in- 
eluding the Iskut Tahltan, Dease Lake, Teslin 
Glinget and Taku River Glinget amongst others. 
Checkpoints are going up at various access 
points to high-traffic hunting areas to collect infor- 
mation about big game that'U be used by the Mini- 
stry of Water, Land and Air Protection. 
. The focus is on colleetingi.,~nformation about big 
'.game?'stich::as moose, cari~oo, sheep, goat and 
possibly grizzly:' Hiltiters' par'~i~tpation is voluntary 
e 
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Dialysis now 
THE ONE glaring gap in northwest health care 
services concerns kidney dialysis. As our popula- 
tion ages, the need for dialysis will grow. Yet for 
northwesterners, the closest centre for the life- 
giving treatment is in Prince George. 
And that means more and more northwester- 
ners are faced with uprooting their lives, homes 
and families to move there. 
About this time last year, a concerted effort 
began to plan for a dialysis unit in vacant space at 
Mills Memorial Hospital. Earlier this year, the 
news was rather cheerful. The need for a unit here 
was • accepted and the next stage was to put toge- 
ther the costs and push for budgetary approval. 
Unfortunately, that effort was derailed because 
of the nurses' job action. Now, it has been re- 
vived, albeit in a much different monetary climate 
given increasingly empty provincial coffers. In- 
quiries as to when the unit might be approved are 
met with guarded responses. 
This should not be the case. If you look at 
health care as an expense beyond actual treatment, 
the amount of money spent by people from here 
who need dialysis - not to mention the disruption 
in their lives to which no price tag can be applied 
- far outweighs the cost of operating a dialysis 
unit here to service the northwest. 
Kidney dialysis is not a one-off medical proce- 
dure in which a period of time away from home 
for treatment and recuperation can be accepted in 
the normal course of events. 
It is a life-giving, continual necessity affecting 
not just the patient, but the person's home and fa- 
mily. We must push for the unit's approval at 
Mills. Aftei MII' we"cdtild ' I ". ' r . . . .  ~ ' "  ' '~ " : '  be next in line for'tl"i6" 
need for,dialysis~2 ............................................... 
The real thing 
ERNIE COOMBS, fondly known to millions of 
Canadians as Mr. Dressup, died at the age of 73 
last week. 
-When he retired from the Mr. Dressup Show 
in 1996, after nearly 30 years, the CBC vowed to 
air the show in reruns indefinitely. You don't 
mess with a hit. 
Big kids loved him, too: his Tales from the 
Tickle Trunk tours of college and university cam- 
puse swere proof of his enduring popularity. 
"I get lots of hugs," he said of the college 
crowd the last time he was in Terrace, in the fall 
of 1998 when he crossed the country for a fare- 
well tour. 
At the time he said his lasting legacy might be 
that he made people smile, and taught hem how 
to treat each other with respect. 
We Canadians are often considered a polite 
bunch. Those of us who grew up watching Mr. 
Dressup might have a former American named 
Ernie Coombs to thank for that. 
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All ,)ut bombing simply won't work 
VICTORIA - It seems almost 
frivolous to write about provin- 
cial politics so soon after the 
horrific events in New York 
and Washington. Allow me, 
therefore, to write another col- 
umn on the subject hat is still 
on everyone's mind. 
In the aftermath of the ter- 
rorist attacks, emotions ran 
high the world over. In my im- 
mediate circle of relatives, 
friends and acquaintances, 
they ran the gamut of "bomb 
the hell out of Afghanistan" to 
"give peace a chance." 
One letter writer in my 
local daily suggested we "kill 
them with kindness, pointing 
out that violence only begets 
more violence." 
Let me deal with the latter 
first. It seems pretty clear to 
me that the Afghan Taliban, 
which has been harbouring 
Osama bin Laden, the "prime 
suspect" behind the attacks, 
isn't going to be very impres- 
sed.by kindness . . . .  ,: ~ , 
~ ff bin Laden Was indeed the 
architect of the terrorist at- 
tacks, he should be brought o 
justice by whatever means. 
No, let me rephrase that, by 
very specific means, means 
that do not involve massive 
bombing of civilian popula- 
tions. 
When I speak of civilian 
population, I am referring to 
Afghans, since Pakistan has 
apparently and'wisely already 
come on board the U.S. 
retaliatory train. 
I am convinced that the 
U.S. can bomb Afghanistan 
until not a building is left 
I 
I | IlOt511111~l.'l II a I:I I 
HUBERT BEYER 
standing, and bin Laden would 
not be among the dead, but 
tens of thousands, if not hun- 
dreds of thousands of Afghan 
civilians would be. 
To invade Afghanistan with 
ground troops is probably un- 
wise. Just ask the Russians. 
They're still licking their 
wounds. Afghanistan isn't 
known as the graveyard of 
,armigs,fornothing. ,~ : ~ ~ ,: 
..... • Arid' the public,s appetite 
for a prolonged:war in-which 
tens of thousands of soldiers 
would die, would soon wane. 
Which brings me to another 
point: there isn't,t a hell of a 
lot left in Afghanistan to 
bomb. The Russians beat us to 
it. 
Tamim Ansary, an Afghan 
journalist in exile, said in an 
article two weekends ago that 
Afghans are "starved, exhaus- 
ted, hurt, incapacitated, suf- 
fering." A few years ago, he 
said, the United Nations esti- 
mated that there are 500,000 
disabled orphans in Afghani- 
stan- a country with no econ- 
omy, no food. 
"There are millions of wi- 
dows. And the Taliban has 
been burying these widows 
alive in mass graves. The soil 
is littered with land mines, the 
farms were all destroyed by 
the Soviets. These are a few of 
the reasons why the Afghan 
people have not overthrown 
the Taliban." 
We come now to the ques- 
tion of bombing Afghanistan 
back to the Stone Age. 
Trouble is, that's been done. 
The Soviets took care of it al- 
ready. Make the Afghans suf- 
fer? They're already suffering. 
Level their houses? Done. Turn 
their schools into piles of rub- 
ble? Done. 
Eradicate their hospitals? 
Done. Destroy their infrastruc- 
ture? Cut them off from medi- 
cine and health care? Too late. 
Someone already did all that. 
It has also crossed my mind 
3hat~th.o ~i~ of ~rchiLcct, of the. 
terrm:~cts was not jllst to m- 
. filet.damage but to lure.Amer- 
;lea into an all-out confronta- 
tion with Islam. 
Maybe I have been reading 
too much Tom Clancy, but if 
even half of what he writes, 
and is said to be in the know 
about U.S, matters military, it 
should be possible to extract 
bin Laden from whatever cave 
he is hiding in and bring him 
to justice. 
If early reports are to be be- 
lieved, the first contingent of 
Navy Seals has already arrived 
in Pakistan. Meanwhile, satel- 
lites have apparently been 
tracking bin Laden's move- 
ments. He is now believed to 
be hiding out somewhere near 
Kandahar. 
And finally, when all this is 
over, perhaps the democracies 
of the world ought to rewrite 
their global policy manuals. 
For those who are not yet 
aware of it, it should be poin- 
ted out that as long as the Rus- 
sians were mired in Afghani- 
stan, bin Laden was a welcome 
U.S. weapon in its cold-war ar- 
senal, along the lines of the old 
saw, "my enemy's enemy is 
my friend." 
American troops in Afghani- 
stan may well be attacked with 
weapons once provided by the 
U.S. 
That the U.S. will retaliate 
is a given. It is also a necess- 
ity. This terrorist act, the big- 
gest in history, cost more than 
5,000 lives, hitherto unthink- 
able. 
It is only a matter of time 
• before ,some terrorists attack 
wztl~ bmlogzcaI.,weapons and 
~. ultimately with:nuclear de- 
vices, in which case the num- 
ber of victims will would run in 
the millions and trigger an all- 
out holocaust from which man- 
kind might not recover. 
Alarmist? I don't think so. 
Realistic is a better word. And 
that's why we should all hope 
that whatever means the U.S. 
uses to retaliate for the terrible 
attack on New York and Wash- 
ington, it will be effective but 
reasoned. 
Beyer can be reached at: 
E-maih hubert@coolcom.com; 
Tel (250) 381-6900; 
A I  sson for U,S, airport security 
SiX WEEKS before terrorists 
caused all U.S. and Canadian 
flights to be grounded, I flew 
my first vacation trip in 20 
years. That was luck. To have 
done it safely, now that I learn 
of the gaps in security, was a 
miracle. 
Oddly, the first thing to 
catch my attention was a sign 
in the Terrace airport (and in 
every airport later). 
'Some Things Were Never 
Meant to Fly', read the sign. It 
pictured revolvers, knives and 
other in-flight hazards. 
During the security check, 
the wand beeped crazily until 
my husband emptied his pock- 
ets of watch and nail clippers, 
and unfastened his four inch 
belt buckle. He was even 
asked to remove his hat, 
In Vancouver, our security 
person seemed disinterested, 
gazing off into the distance as 
our bags ducked under the x- 
ray barrier, Not in Lloydmins- 
ter. 
When we departed Lloyd- 
I I I ll{ollld I I "l I IItlff:l I[-I 
CLAUDE'ITE SANDECKI 
Beechcraft 1900D, security 
was stricter than at either 
Vancouver or Calgary. 
If asked, I'm sure the fellow 
who cleared us could have de- 
scribed us in detail for a 
sketch artist, 
Certainly, he could have 
itemized my belongings. 
About 50, an eager beaver, 
and obviously experienced in
his work, he tugged on rubber 
minster on an 18 passenger gloves before sifting his way 
through the contents of our two 
bags. 
My bag harboured three 
weighty pieces of pottery, two 
mugs and a sugar bowl, indivi- 
dually wrapped in layers of 
newspaper, and stuffed with 
socks. These he expected to be 
hand grenades. 
This was after I had been 
shooed out of the room for fol- 
lowing my husband. I had mis- 
sed the sign: 'One Person in 
the room at a Time'. 
All last week I kept hearing 
about "no more curbside 
service." 
As I understand it, after 
hearing Peter, a travel writer, 
giving tips on an Oprah rerun 
in July, it was possible to drive 
up to the front door of an 
American airline terminal, 
hand your bags to a skycap, 
and for a $10 tip, have your 
baggage whisked straight to 
the conveyor belt loading your 
plane. 
I thought after the Narita 
bombing, no bag was loaded 
unless it was attached to a 
ticket and a passenger. 
"Tell the skycap 'I'm late. 
My plane is about to take off.' 
the skycap will ask, 'Did you 
pack this bag?' Say Yes and 
you're on your way. No waiting 
in security line-ups." Peter 
looked pleased. 
Well, I was flabbergasted. 
All the fancy, expensive secur- 
ity possible won't safeguard us 
from terrorists if it's that simple 
to bypass. 
American airlines give as 
their excuse that their security 
is contracted out to the lowest 
bidder. 
Security personnel are paid 
little, inadequately trained and 
- lacking incentive - : their  
turnover is high, limiting their 
experience, they could learn 
from the fellow in Lloydmins- 
ter. I don't know what he's paid 
but I know he enjoys his work 
and I'd be surprised if anything 
slips past him. 
And while he's pawing 
through panties, T-shirts, and 
toiletries, his partner is memor- 
izing every wart and mole, 
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By JEFF NAGEL 
FORGET about sawmills, 
:forest licences or the pulp 
mill. 
The part of Skeena Cellulose 
that may be worth the most to a 
potential buyer is not any of its 
. . . .  'physical assets, but rather its 
losses. 
i A buyer could use Skeena as a 
tax shelter, buying the company 
and then using its losses as tax 
deductions against profits from 
operations elsewhere. 
That would reduce the amount 
o f  tax the buyer would pay on its 
regular operations. 
:"If a company has been losing 
money it gets a free ticket from 
the government ot to pay taxes," 
explains UNBC finance professor 
Charles Schell. 
"With somebody like Skeena 
Cel lulose, you've been losing 
money year after year and accu- 
mulating all these options not to 
pay tax," he said. 
A buyer making profits and 
paying tax could buy the company 
and harness those tax losses. 
"If they're making a profit they 
can apply Skeena Cellulose's 
losses against their own profits," 
Schell said. 
"Even though the business 
might not have much value, the 
business as a tax write-off might." 
Exactly how much SCI might 
be worth as a tax shelter is tough 
to calculate. 
Corporate taxation experts say 
tax losses can be carried forward 
seven years before they must be 
either used or lost. 
Although Skeena Cellulose 
made a small profit of $18.5 mil- 
lion in 2000, it has rung up net 
losses of more than $330 million 
from 1994 to 2000. 
Most of that is concentrated in 
1996 and 1997 when SCI lost a 
SCI may be a giant tax 
shelter in eyes of buyers 
Hundreds of millions in losses valuable as tax write-offs to a profitable buyer 
From front 
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1994-2000 
combined $250 million. 
Corporate tax rates range from 
17 to 45 per cent, says KPMG tax 
accountant Peter Ranson. 
Based on that range, SCI's 
$330 million losses could trans- 
late into tax write-offs worth $56 
million to $150 million for a 
buyer that succeeds in using the 
full value of the tax losses. 
It's not that simple, however. 
First of all a buyer would have 
to be making a profit on other 
operations in Canada and paying 
• i 
Ranson. 
If it's not a slam dunk, he said, 
the value of the losses should be 
discounted to reflect that risk. 
A halt in the company's opera- 
tions can also affect whether the 
losses are preserved for future use. 
"It's very, very complex," 
Ranson said. 
What is clear is that the pro- 
vincial government - which owns 
SCI - knows the losses are valu- 
able and has carefully protected 
them. 
filing to the court. 
"Even though the business might not have much 
value, the business as a tax write-off might." 
taxes because of those profits. 
Profits are in short supply with 
the multitude of troubles presently 
facing the industry. 
That raises doubt as to when a 
buyer could realistically make use 
of tax deductions from SCI losses. 
Also, the use of such losses is 
subject to a decision by federal 
tax officials. 
"Is it a slam dunk that I can 
claim the losses or is there some 
risk that I won't be able to?" asks 
Preserving the tax losses was a 
key reason the government moved 
Sept. 5 to place SCI back under 
protection from its creditors, court 
documents show. 
Had Skeena Cellulose fallen 
into bankruptcy as a result of the 
TD bank calling its loans, SCI as- 
sets would have been liquidated 
and those tax losses erased. 
"Skeena would lose the benefit 
of a significant amount of its tax 
losses," stated the government's 
Enterprise minister Rick 
Thorpe also confirmed keeping 
the tax losses is a major factor 
helping attract potential buyers. 
"T l ie  goal is to preserve them 
through restructuring, thereby al- 
.... lowing a buyer to buy shares of 
Skeena and get tax loss benefits," 
he said. 
"While in negotiations with 
potential purchasers, to be in pro- 
tection is a way better situation 
than to be in bankruptcy." 
For the government, he tax 
losses are a major carrot to en- 
courage a buyer to pay a signif- 
icant amount of money for Skeena 
Cellulose. 
Victoria could then return that 
money to the taxpayers to in part 
offset the massive government 
bailout of the company. 
From a buyer's perspective, the 
tax savings could have the effect 
of greatly reducing the price tag 
on SCI. 
And if the tax savings it expec- 
ted to enjoy matched or exceeded 
the purchase price, the buyer 
would get the forest company ef- 
fectively for free, or even turn an 
instant profit - regardless of the 
future value of Skeena Cellulose's 
assets or potential profits. 
Scheli notes tax deductions for 
Skeena Cellulose losses mean the 
taxpayers - through the federal 
government - may continue to 
pay more for SCI's hard times for 
several years to come. 
If the eventual buyer of SCI 
ends up being foreign-owned, 
those tax dollars could even exit 
Canada. 
"If we get a foreign buyer get- 
ting something like this for free, 
the taxpayer will continue to be 
paying because we'll be giving 
them a tax credit based on tax- 
payer-supported losses," Scheil 
said. 
Log.qers may.tarqet more bank branches 
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with more protests outside TD 
as I would have liked," Thorpe 
said. 
Two companies are actively 
examining the possibility of buy- 
ing SCI, Thorpe said. 
One of them is Swiss-based 
Mercer International, which vi- 
sited the Terrace sawmill last 
week. 
"We're trying to get an offer on 
the table," Thorpe said. 
Skeena MLA Roger Harris ap- 
plauded the decision of contrac- 
tors to end the blockade here. 
"The action's the guys took 
today in terms of taking that down 
will send a very clear message to 
potential buyers that these are 
contractors who are very interes- 
ted in the survival of the facili- 
ties," he said. 
The direct action campaign of 
SKEENA 
MLA Roger 
Harris meets 
with logging 
contractors 
on the front 
lines of last 
week 's  
blockade of 
Skeena Cel- 
lulose's Ter- 
race sawmill. 
JEFF NAGEL 
PHOTO 
SKEENA CELLULOSE was expected to be able to resume 
shipments of lumber from Terrace early this week. 
contractors pread to Smithers, blockade the SCI sawmill there as 
where contractors continued to of late last week. 
bank branches in other cities, 
Houlden said. 
"There's talk of having a heavy 
metal party at the branch in 
Prince George," he said. 
An even more expensive option 
would be to drive logging trucks 
to Vancouver for Friday's meeting 
with Thorpe. 
"We're discussing maybe 
going down there with some 
equipment and iron and see how 
the City of Vancouver feels about 
having a bunch of equipment 
parked around the TD building 
there," Houlden said 
He estimates the bank has 
made at least $120 million in in- 
terest from Skeena Cellulose over 
the years. 
He said SCI had been incurring 
$3 million per month in interest 
payments. 
"I ran the numbers and got mad 
all over again," he said.' 
"There have been times when 
SCI has shut down logging be- 
cause it was trying to build up 
money to make interest 
payments." 
Houlden says SCI is paying a 
high interest rate at three percent- 
age points over the prime rate. 
He said when he started his bu- 
siness he was paying 1.7 per cent 
over prime. 
Meanwhile Thorpe said pro- 
spects for a sale of SCI have dim- 
med somewhat. 
"It's not as positive right now 
Victoria pauses stumpage demands 
and pledged to pay the stumpage 
fails to do so. 
Parry said the situation resulted 
in the province freezing deposits 
independent loggers made on 
other timber sales over SCI's un- 
paid stumpage. 
"It was a flag coming up so 
they couldn't bid on other timber 
sale licenees," he said. 
He estimated $1 million to $2 
million worth of stumpage is owed 
by SCI that falls on the shoulders 
of independent'loggers. 
Northwest Loggers Association 
vice-president Ken Houlden was 
not optimistic the reprieve will 
last long or be permanent. 
"It's in abeyance," Houlden 
said. "Once there's no more 
media and nobody paying atten- 
pension of stumpage demands is 
"until further notice." 
"The ministry of provincial re- 
venue agreed to hold in abeyance 
any collection of that stumpage 
revenue if it was in connection 
with SCI," Parry said Friday. 
Provincial revenue ministry of- 
For many it was a double 
whammy. 
The loggers, who got forest li- 
cences under the small business 
program and agreed to sell the 
wood to Skeena Cellulose, had 
not been paid for the timber they 
delivered to SCI. 
'Then the province demanded 
they pay the stumpage owed by 
the government's forest company. 
Da Costa said it was like add- 
ing insult to injury. 
"Not only have we not got paid 
but we also have to pay 
stumpage," Da Costa said. 
"This is supposed to be the 
government for the small business 
man," 
Acting regional forest manager 
"This is supposed to 
be the government for 
the small business 
man." 
ficials were unavailable to com- 
ment further on the situation. 
Parry said it is normal for the 
government to hold the loggers 
Loggers hit with 
double whammy 
By JEFF NAGEL 
VICTORIA agreed Thursday to 
suspend demands that indepen- 
dent loggers pay stumpage owed 
to the province by Skeena Cellu- 
lose. 
The announcement came after 
loggers surrounded the forests 
ministry regional headquarters in 
Smithers for several hours Sept, 
20, 
Independent loggers like Ter- 
race's Mario Da Costa and many 
in the Smithers-Hazeltons area 
found themselves on the hook for 
stumpage royalties SCI was sup- 
tton theyql come back and try to 
company that received the logs collect heir money again." 
posed to cover after the forest Norm Parry said thedecision does who cut the timber esponsible for 
company was placed under credi- not absolve independent loggers stumpage when the mill or forest 
tot protectxon' Sept 5 ofresP0nsibility, and said the sus- 
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The gift of life 
Dear Sir: 
In recent months there have been several articles 
in the paper with regards to the "hoped for" 
hemodialysis unit at Mills Memorial Hospital. 
This is another letter to highlight he need for this 
unit. My daughter is in renal failure and has been on 
peritoneal dialysis at home for over a year now. Just 
last week she took a turn for the worse and had to be 
medevaced to Prince George Regional Hospital to 
be put on hemodialysis. 
Just when a patient needs family and their 
• support more than ever they are whisked away to 
a hemodialysis centre where they have no family or 
friends and are too far away for visits. This ought not 
to be so. 
The renal outpatient clinic in Prince George is 
absolutely wonderful. They have a team working 
together for you and with you. Without their support 
I'm not sure where we'd be having to walk through 
this difficult and frightening time. However, as 
wonderful as they are, we need this support in our 
own local area. 
There have been times when my daughter's 
condition took a bad turn and we could have easily 
lost her. Had we had dialysis support here, these 
conditions would never have gotten as bad as they 
did. The symptoms of trouble could have been 
recognized and dealt with immediately, not after 
conferring with the Prince George clinic and driving 
there to see her doctor. . 
There are several persons in the northwest in renal 
failure and the desperately needed facilities and 
support should be here for each and every one. What 
is going to take, a death? 
Several, if not all, of these patients are 
waiting and hoping for a kidney transplant. A 
transplant is still only a treatment and not a cure, but 
the quality of life is very much improved. 
I ask everyone to consider being a donor. Kidneys 
can be a living donation (usually to family or friends) 
or donated after death (cadaver donors). Please talk 
to your families and be sure your wishes are known in 
this regard. Give the gift of life. 
Linda R. Compton, Terrace, B.C. 
Why the logging? 
Dear Sir: 
I really find it difficult to understand the mentality 
of the forest service in allowing the logging of Ritchie 
Flats to go ahead. 
This area has been a picking site for pine 
mushrooms since this industry started over 25 years 
ago. Obviously Ministry of Forest personnel could 
care less about the people that live" in the Terrace- 
Kitwanga areas. Many of these people are, and have 
been, in desperate need of the mushroom oney that 
they make each year. 
The company is said to have advertised its 
intentions a number of times in the past. 
If-they really wanted some input, .~,'h.y did they 0ot 
I |  I l l  i ' " ' . (  J ' b  ~ ~ ~ t I .  ) .  ~ .=~.LP¢ . . Ih  | . .3 ~1 I; ". t '  ~ ~ l . ; .  t. 
get hold of someone concerned about the mushrooms 
in that area, and let that person~!cbfiti~d ~tJi~iJapers'rto 
see if there is opposition to logging in this area. 
They didn't do that. They instead insert a small ad 
(which a person needs to take out a magnifying lass 
to read) in the local paper. If you happened to miss 
these ads in the classified section, that's it. 
I've tried in the past to  keep an eye on what's 
happening in the West Nass area, another prime 
mushroom picking spot. It has been a major 
undertaking so see which cut blocks are up for future 
consideration and how these correspond to known 
picking areas. 
Forestry personnel know which areas they should 
..leave alone to protect his renewable and valuable 
resource, but they do not choose to do so. Instead, 
they hide behind the fact that they have done their 
job by a couple of newspaper advertisements. 
Obviously, the forest service methods of informing the 
public are not very effective. 
We hear opposition to the logging of Ritchie Flats 
and other areas after the flagging has been put up in 
the bush. Why? Because we did not know of Skeena 
Cellulose's intentions ahead of time. If we had, you 
can be sure that there would have been significant 
! opposition expressed. 
I hope that pickers will not just sit back and say 
that this is a done deal. Ignorant people must be 
stopped from carrying out action~ that are against he 
will of the people. 
This has to be one of the most unbelievably stupid 
and inconsiderate actions taken towards the people of 
the northwest by the forest service to date, and to say 
that they had no opposition expressed shows how 
much they really tried to survey the general public. 
Good mushroom ground likely comprises less than 
five per cent of the total forested area in B.C. Why 
should this not be left alone for the present and future 
generations of this province? 
Ed Ansems, Terrace B.C. 
We need each other 
Dear Sir: 
I must voice my concern regarding the publication: 
"Youth, Unions and You". 
Such a book should be available in a bookstore for 
those who want to buy it and certainly not be paid for 
with taxpayers money. There is absolutely no question 
of my concern. Let me make it /tuite clear. What 
would a mother and father do if they had a child who 
is an hourly worker and another child who is on 
management side. 
It is very obvious that this would not be good for 
anyone and we must take whatever steps are 
necessary to get rid of the labour against business 
mentality. In plain and simple words, We all need 
each other to exist. 
J. Andre Nabess, Terrace, B.C. 
About the Mail Bag 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters. Our 
address  is 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. VSG 
5R2. You can fax us at 250-638-8432 or e-mall 
us at standard@kerrnode.net. No attachments, 
please. We need your name, address and 
phone number for verification. Our deadline Is 
noon Friday or noon Thursday If It's a long 
weekend. 
i 
"l ¸ I .  
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Angered, saddened 
I 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
Dear  Sir: 
It amazes 
me today, as 
I watched 
the news be- 
fore leaving ~ ti 
to school, 
the immense amount of stupidity that oc- 
curs in this world today. 
'When I saw the World Trade Centre 
collapse and the Pentagon partially de- 
stroyed due to hijacked airplane crashes, 
I was disgusted. 
Although I am only a fifteen-year-old 
with a Grade 11 education 1 realize that 
these appalling event have a great impact 
on Canada and this world The United 
States has enough ammunition to blow up 
this world three times over. There were 
435 tenants from 26 countries operating in 
the WTC. As well, dozens and dozens of 
Canadian companies functioned in the 
twin towers 110 storeys high. 
Not only did these despicable acts of 
terror fatally injure thousands of civilians 
The Mail Bag 
but also if it 
does result in 
a war or 
World War 3 
(as rumours 
are circula- 
ting), then 
millions of additional individuals will be 
killed for a worthless cause. 
I was infuriated at the sight of Palesti- 
nians jumping for joy at the news of the 
world-renowned twin towers collapsing 
into rubble in contrast o the pictures of 
grief-stricken Americans. 
As well as angered, I was saddened by 
the sight of pools of blood from people on 
the streets who had been hit with shrap- 
nel, This tragedy was so horrendous that a 
recent poll showed that 48 per cent of 
Americans are less willing to fly. 
"We've got to find a way to get along 
better than this" was a quote from a man 
that barely escaped the collapse of the 
WTC. I agree. 
April Tam, Kitimat, B.C. 
poem for New '"o"k 
New York, New York 
who attacked it was a dork 
I'm going to go there someday, 
someday, but not today. 
It is a nice city, I know 
For I have seen pictures on many 
shows. 
People died, people cry 
realizing that planes and flames 
were no joke. 
Morns and Dads, Uncles and Aunts 
died there today. 
I hope who killed them say I'm an 
idiot, 
I deserve to pay. 
No one can replace them for anything 
not even gold. 
I feel sorry for them, 
for being like that in a sudden blow. 
I'm so lucky I wasn't here, 
but VII always remember that thou- 
sands of people 
died there. 
Coty Ganson, Age 12 
Terrace, B.C., Canada 
More security needed 
Dear  Sir: metal detector and they do not check 
Those terrorists could have been pre- 
vented if the airport had mdch higher se- 
curity, checking hand bags more thor- 
oughly, not allowing any sharp objects on 
board etc. 
I have noticed' that at our airport, espe- 
cially with the smaller airlines such as 
Hawkair, that you do not go through a 
your handbags. Why is this'?. 
Anything is possible anywhere any- 
time. Just because we live in small town 
and the planes are not very large does not 
mean that you should avoid •doing so. 
I am just very concerned because 
people should feel safe. 
Andrea Fontes, age 16, Kitimat. 
Did you know, B.C.'s Chi|dren's Hospital sees more , .~%~/ '~ 
than 157,000 patient visits every year, from over ~.s  ~o~p~ 
200 communities'across the province? www, kidstetethon,com 
i.e~.~z4o~ 
"Operation Infinite Justice" 
...................... ~,~!.. • . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  ' ..... ~.::~:~,:::." . . . .  ,::~i~::~.,~i+l~ill~ ' ~i i~! l : : " :  :~ J;i~!~:~.:: ......... ::!i;!i~ll~ ~, -~ 
~ 
..... )~i~:~ :~. :'::~':~:i:~!~i~:!~*: 
. . . . . .  :;9.~:~::::::i$ ~ ~ i~ ..'~ 
The Wor ld ' s  events  and  issues cont inue  to  shape  and  impact  our  da i ly  
l ives.  
Catch  up  on  all the  break ing  news  and  cur rent  affairs f rom around the  
wor ld  and  local ly,  hook  up  to  Monarch  Cable.  
Monarch  Cable  de l ivers  to  v iewers  full coverage  o f  the  la test  b reak ing  
news;  in -depth  examinat ions  o f  key  i ssues  and  h igh l ights  impor tant  
deve lopments  in pol i t ics ,  and  g loba l  affairs f rom top  Canad ian  and  US 
networks .  
s4 95 Monarch Cable for as little as • 
i nc lud ing  pro fess iona l  insta l la t ion and  first month  o f  serv ice ;  i 
Call Monarch  today  
Alberta: BC South BC North 
527-5586 423-6442 635-6463 , 
1-800442-8664 1-866-356-6666 1.800-663- 
i~wswom,~ 
PUT 
YOUR 
BOSS 
BEHIND 
BARS! 
I ;  "__.d51 1111 l' Help us 
round'emup. 
i Skeena Mall 
October 10 & 11 
Call Marianne at 635-2942 for more information 
REGISTRATION 
Tax deductible registration fee: $25.00 
NAME OF PART CIPANT. 
COMPANY NAME 
POSITION 
ADDRESS 
CITY 
CONTACT PERSON 
PREFERRED ARREST DATE 
ALTERNATE DATE 
CHARGES FOR WARRANT 
CODE .. 
PHONE 
TIME 
TIME 
DIRECTIONS 
COMPLETE THIS FORM AND FAX TO: 638-5441 
7E I ; f I ]ACE l R I IACE r 
STANDARD 
• ~o L. L Kermode.net  
$ 
BaxCer  ORTHO B IOTEE3H 
www.kldneydire©tions.com www.eprex.com 
I I I  I 
Skeena 
River 
P layers 
° ~ . '  
www,kldney.ca 
Regional District of 
litimat-Stikine 
RECYCLING IN THE GREATER TERRACE AREA 
Terrace and Thornhill landfills are filling up. Costs are increasing as we look at closing 
these landfills to construct a new one. To help keep taxes from rising, we need to 
reduce the amount of garbage we bury in our landfills. 
Everything we do as individuals really makes a difference, and the effect is immediate. 
Each individual piece of refuse is a small part of the problem. If it ends up with a recycl- 
ing business, local employment is created and our landfills will last longer and cost less. 
Terrace has lots of recycling opportunities, and they are listed below. Locations with an 
(*) after their name will in many cases resell or give materials away. 
R E C Y C L E Where to Take It 
Antifreeze Return to point of purchase 
App l iances  
In working condition - Salvation Army Thrift Store * (635-3749) 
Nnt wnrklnn - Nearest landfill - -  tipping fees may apply 
Automobiles Huggy s Recycling (638-1841) 
Automobile batteries Bold Salvage (635-1228), Hug 
or see landfill site attendant fol 
Automobi le  oil I f i l ters  
Beverage  conta iners  
_Bicycles 
Cleaners  
Cloth ing  
Compost  
Corrugated cardboard, 
boxboard  
Furn i tu re  
G lass  
Meta ls  
Of f i ce  Paper  
P_a in_t, .P_e s.t i£id. es; Solvents 
gy s Recycling (638-1841), 
t r drop.q if area . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Return to point of purchase or: Mohawk Lubricants (635-6935), Canadian 
TiLe_(6__35-717 8) .................................................................................. 
Terrace Bottle Depot (Note: Includes cans, glass, plastic, tetrapaks) 
Terrace Bottle Depot 
S_ttore *~635-3512),. S a I v t i_o_n _A r_m_ y_T_hri ft Store,_.(63,5:3749.) .. ....................... 
City of Terrace residential garbage pickup (615-4032) 
Terrace Bottle Depot 
Salvation Army Family %rift-Sto-re"-i6-35-374§) ......................................... 
Terrace Bottle Depot (rinse glass with cold water & leave labels on) 
Bold Salvage (835-1228), Huggy s Recyclln-g i638-;I 8-~,'i i ............................. 
or see landfill site attendant 
Terrace Bottle Depot 
Terrace Bottle Depot 
T i res  
Yard Waste 
Return to point of purchase or: Canadian Tire (635-7178), Cedarland Tire 
.(635-6170) Kalum_T]re (.635~902)_ ................................................. 
Segregate at landfill - -  no kitchen scraps or animal products 
NOTE:Controlled salvage areas existatboth Terrace and Thornhilllandflllsites. 
withthe a~endant, 
Check 
Phone 
_ Recy.c!!.ng Hotline __  _(800)_ 667-432_ 1__ 
Terrace Bottle Depot 635-6909 
#2 -- 5008 PoNe, Terrace 
3098 Kofoed Rd., Thornhill 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Sunday.s 1:00pro - -  5:00 pm 
Terrace Landf i l l * .  Kalum Lake Drive --. - -  CI--o-sed T--ues. &--w-ed,- ........................... 
city of Te_e~ace 615-4032 • Winter hours Oct, 1: noon -- 5:00 pm 
Thornhill Landfill *. Old Lakelse Lk, Dr. Closed Thurs. & Frl. 
Re ional District Kitimat-Stikine. 615..6100 Hours: 10:00 am--  7:00 pm 
NOTE: If we. missed your business, our apologies. If you would like your name included in our 
next ad, please call 615-4032. 
Hours 
Mon. - Sat.10:00 am - -  4:00 pm 
Mon. - Sat. 9:00 am - -  6:00 pm and 
~. L 
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SAFEWAY THURSDAY |htu Si TUIIDIIY FOOD & DRUG 
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Inside Round 
Roast 
Boneless. Valu Pack. 
LIMIT ONE FREE. 
*At regular price, get one of 
equal or lesser value free. 
F I _ _ I 
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Kraft 
Cheez Whiz 
Assorted varieties, Process Cheese Food. 
500 g, FIRST ONE- Combined varieties. 
SAVE at least $2 .00  
HOUSEHOLD LIMIT- REGULAR PRICE APPLIES 
TO OVERLIMIT PURCHASES FROM SEPT, 23- 29, 2001 
Campbell's 
 oup 
Cream of Mushroom, Chicken Noodle or Vegetable, 
12 x 284 mL FIRST 0NE. Combined varieties, 
HOUSEHOLD LIMIT - REGULAR PRICE APPLIES 
TO OVERLIMIT PURCHASES FROM SEPT, 23- 29, 2001 
Ul I I  
Bake Shop 
Bread 
White or 60% Whole Wheat. 
Unsliced ONLY. 450 g. 
,.i.L~l~,~,o,,~,o,, ,~,,,,~,,, 
' Primo Ta91io line of 
~.ses and Artisan breads. 
Hail Caesar, Chicago South 
o, California Dreamin, 
noke Stack. Veggin Out, 
Regular Price, get one of equal 
IELIS 
Pnr l r  I n ln  [ Kraft Peanut 
Butter 
Assorted varielies. 
I k 9, 
SAVE at least $2,00 
/INI 
Ocean's 
Sockeye Salmon 
213 g. FIRST TWO. 
Clover Leaf Old Dutch ~ ~  ProductsC°Ca'C°ia 
Assorted varfelies, Excluded Teas, 
12 x 355 mL Plus de.sit and/or enviro 
levy where applicable. "AtR~ular I~ice, 
gel o~e ol equal 0¢ lesser value. 
Tuna ", -- Potato Chips 
~ So,~or n~ked. IoWa,er. 170 g. ~ld ~'~. I'~ "~ '  Assortod vano,ies. Outth SAVE at least 98¢ on two mt f~ l l  ,J/ ~,,,,., ~,' , ,~ SAVE at least 98¢ on two 
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Damaged building a worry 
CITY PLANNER Paul That investigation is 
Gipps is growing increas- now over and no point of 
ingly concerned about the origin or cause has been 
safety of a burnt-out build- determined. 
ingdowntown. "It's a safety hazard," 
The Lakelse Ave. ce- Gipps said, adding he's 
mcnt block building which worried because the build- 
contained a Terrace Furni- ing is attracting curious 
ture Mart wholesale outlet people who want to poke 
may look safe from the around. 
outside but the ceiling is "A couple of times 
falling in, charred contents, people have broken into 
are piled up and interior 
walls are crumbling. 
Its owners have until 
Oct. 4 to tear down the 
structure arising from a by- 
law passed the end of Au- 
gust. 
Fire consumed the in- 
terior of the building and 
its contents July 3. 
In the normal course of 
events, it may have been 
taken down already but 
fire investigators and po- 
lice had it guarded for 
nearly a month while their 
investigation went on. 
Liberals 
won't be 
coming 
ONE OF the most crucial 
legislative committees of 
the new Liberal govern- 
ment is skipping Terrace 
as a hearing site. 
The legislative commit- 
tee on aboriginal affairs is 
touring the province to 
hear opinions on the con- 
tent and shape of a plan- 
ned referendum on how 
land claims should be ne- 
gotiated. 
It has 15 hearing loca- 
tions set across the pro- 
vince, including Prince 
Rupert, Smithers and 
Prince George. 
Skeena Liberal MLA 
Roger Harris expressed 
surprise at Terrace being 
left out. He was also sur- 
prised there were only 
three hearing locations in 
this region. 
"Twenty-five percent of 
the native population in 
the province lives between • 
Prince Rup~rt:;dn~l'. Prmce"~' . . . .  . . . .  "' "' ' ii ;. 
George," he said. 
In fact, Terrace was on 
the original list of hearing 
locations but it was dele- 
ted in favour of Smithers 
after some lobbying from 
Dennis MacKay, the Lib' 
eral MLA for Bulkley Val- 
ley-Stikine which takes in 
that town. 
"Terrace is mainly af- 
fected by the Nisga'a 
agreement, which is done 
and passed. I would like . .... 
the people of Smithers to 
have a say in any future 
treaty process that takes 
place that is going to af- 
fect Smithers and the Sur- 
rounding the communities," commit- said MacKay in a meeting 
of legislative 
tee Sept. 19.  
"Given the fact that 
we're only going to get one 
location in the northwest 
between Prince Rupert and 
Prince George, Smithers is * 
a more central location 
and could also include 
it," said Gipps. 
"It's very unsafe in 
there - everybody should 
stay out," he said. 
Gipps said building 
owner Kewal Bal is still 
waiting for a final evalua- 
tion as to whether parts of 
the building can be sal- 
vaged. 
Also affected by the by- 
law was a Lazelle Ave. 
house heavily damaged by 
fire earlier this year. 
It was torn down by the 
owner Sept. 17. 
STAND 
a 
A DEADLINE of Oct. 4 has been given to tear down 
! this Lakelse Ave, building heavily damaged by fire. 
In the meantime, city officials are worried that its 
condition poses a safety hazard. 
= Dakota Quad Cab 
"'IHL ~:1 ~l-LLIttLi PICKUP IN ITS CLASS'.' 
Burns Lake, Houston and . :~ • . ~ ~ r ~  . . . . . .  
the Hazeltons," he added. ~.  ]l 
 ,so op o . I: 
J Chrysler Intrepid 
"THE FAMILY SPORTS SEDAN FOR THE DRIVING ENTHUSIAST;' 
to meeting on a reserve, 
advocating again for a ses- 
sion in Smithers. 
Peace River South Lib' ~!: [ 
eral MLA Blair Lekstrom : ]  
objected to there being no [ 
hearings in northeastern I 
B.C. when there are three I 
scheduled for Vancouver 
Island. 
"I know that Treaty 8 
does encompass a good 
i chunk [of the northeast]; but this is about more than 
Soft Cool Velcro Soft Cool tie 
Twist Pear Tie 
¢CC0 
2001 COLLECTION 
Soft Cool Bootie 
Limited time offer! 
0% purchase financing for 
48 months on most 2001 models. 
Act now while supplies last. 
"#1 SELLING VEHICLE IN CANADA'.' 
Amount 
Financed 
l i l lh~ilql l  
Cost of 
Borrowing at 
8.5% 
for 48 months 
Cost of 
Bor(owing at 
o% 
for 48 months 
YOU 
SAVE* 
$15,000 $2,746.78 $13 $2,746.78 
$20,000 $3,662.37 $0 $3,662.37 
$25,000 $4,577.96 ~ $4~577.96 
$30,000 $5,493.56 $0 $5,493.56 
$35,000 $6,409.15 $0 $6,409.15 
$40,000 $7,324.74 $0 $7,324.74 
~5,000 0 $8,240.34 $8240.34 
Chrysler Neon 
"A SOPHISTICATED MiD SPIRITED PERFORMER;' 
5yr/100,000km powertrain warranty together with 
roadside assistance on every 2001 vehicle. (~ .=,  5yr/100,000km' 
just meeting with affected ~ L 
bands; it's about meeting 
with British Columbians," 
he said at the Sept. 19 ] Wl~ costomem read the fine pr nh ° 0% APR offer applies to allvehicles excluding Chrysler Prowler PT Crui~r Sebring Coupe Sedan and Convertible, O0dgo Durango, Viper, Ram 250013500 se ies and Jeep Grand Cherokee, 0% purchase nanclog on most 
meeting. :. J 2001 Chrysler. Dodge, Jeep vehicles up to 48.months, Example:S25 (3001535 0(30/$45 000 @ 0%'APRI48.mo'n herm. men hty payment is $520,83/$729.17/$937.50. Cost of borrowtnR is $0, Total obtigahon is $25,0001535,0001545.000. 0% purchase 
J f nanc eg for a 60.mon h e m on a 200 ! Chrysler Neons, Example: $20 000/$25 0(30 0 0% APRI60 month term • monthly paymenl is $333,33/$416,66. Cost of borrowing s $0, Tote ob gat on s $20.000/$25,000 These are ramp e ca cu at ons, F nancing 
His comments appear to ,,. [ includes ire ght, taxes and excludes licence, insurance and registration. 'Financing' subiect to apptova by OaimterChrtsler' -F naectal . . . . . .  Servies. Offer sub oct to change without notice. See dealer for compIete details and conddions, Th~s ~s a 
have worked because the ' • - . . . :  j hmtted time offer which may not be comb ned with any other oiler exceot Graduate Rebate and adobes o retail deliveries for personal use only on roDS new n-s ock 2001 vehicles. Dealer fade may be necessary t Sav*ngs based on 0% 
- [ purchasehnanclngcompared ocurren average nanca nstitut~nrates~Y~ureovingsmayvary~AG~raduaeRebete~pp~esasf~ws~5~casha~wan~eon~easedvehic~es $750cashallowanceonNeonpurchase St O00 cash allowance ! Jt3R&UUOI 
hearing location schedule ,t on purchase of vehicres excluding Neon; offer applies to all vehicles excluding Dodge Viper and Chrysler Prowler, Some conditions apply, See dealer for details, t Warranty valid for 5 years or lO0,O00km, whichever comes lirst, L,,..-~.~--,.,~,~ 
[;Sqme conditions apply, See dealer for detads, f l  Compttme~tat'/tank el fuel w th the pu chase ot a(I new 2001 OaimlerCh~ster vehicles, @ Official Mark ut the Canadian Olympic Association. ® Jeep is a registered trademark of Kw~J  "¢ 
released after the Sept. 19 I DaimterChrysler C0~por'etion used under licence by DalmlerChrysler Canada no, a whol y owned subs d cry o Da mlerChrysler Corporation. Chrysler is a registered trademark of DaimlerChrysfet Canada Inc .  www.dalmlerchrysler,ca ~ ~ ¥1000 ~ 
meeting week includes ml 
TER ,. E 
4916 Hwy. 16 West, Terrace 
635-7187 
W.V • www.ter raceautomal l . com 
Fort St. John, 
The committee's tour is 
to be the first of a series of 
MLA appearances  
throughout the province. 
Next on the list is the 
legislative finance com- 
mittee which wants to hear 
what people think about 
the upcoming budget and 
soon, the legislative com- 
mittee on health will be on 
the road. 
B US INES s REVI  :W 
PNG service to be watched 
PACIFIC NORTHERN 
Gas has been placed under 
close monitoring by the 
B.C. Utilities Commission 
for customer service pro- 
blems, says commission 
secretary Rob Pellatt. 
The move fol lows 
PNG's creation of a custo- 
mer service call-centre in 
Terrace to cut costs by re- 
placing staffed service 
centres in other towns. 
The 'commission has 
been receiving an inordi- 
nate number of complaints 
about PNG service, Pellatt 
said, much of it centred on 
difficulty accessing the 
Award 
finalists 
named 
THE NOMINEES are in 
and the judges' work is cut 
out for them. 
The Terrace and Dis- 
trict Chamber of Com- 
merce htst week released 
the short list of people and 
businesses in the running 
for Business Excellence 
Awards next month. 
The winners will be 
named at an Oct. 27 gala 
awards night. 
The finalists, drawn 
from 139 nominees, are: 
Company of the Year -  
Canadian Tire, CFNR Radio, 
Hawkair Aviation, Terrace 
Pre,Cut, Terrace Totem Ford. 
Business Executive of tile 
Year-Doug Barrett, Ken Earl, 
John Evans, Justin Rigsby. 
Tourism Excellence - Kit- 
call centre. 
"There are a lot of 
people frustrated because 
they haven't been able to 
get a hold of PNG," he 
said. 
many customers it actually 
cuts off. 
The utilities commis- 
sion investigation began as 
a result of dramatic PNG 
billing errors last winter. 
PNG agreed to add two It happened because a 
workers in the Terrace call computerized billing pro- 
centre ef fect ive this gram incorrectly estimated 
month, the meter readings for cer- 
PNG has been ordered 
to disclose to the commis- 
sion every month the num- 
ber of complaints it re- 
ceives and the type of 
complaint. 
It also must disclose the 
number of disconnection 
notices it issues and how 
tain months. 
PNG and other utilities 
routinely read meters only 
every second month and 
estimate the in-between 
months. 
The low estimates 
meant c t ts tomers -got  
dinged the next  month, 
The billing of gas con- 
sumption was effectively 
delayed a month and - be- 
cause of price increases 
-was  wrongly charged at 
a higher rate. 
Pellatt said the problem 
was corrected and all af- 
fected accounts were ad- 
justed. 
"We feel that's a suffi- 
cient resolution," he said. 
He also said PNG is 
being directed to include a 
message to all customers 
explaining the situation, 
and telling customers 
where to find bill payment 
drop boxes. 
COMPANY OF THE YEAR finalists are Terrace Pre-Cut's Mo Takhar, Kevin 
Kennedy and Shane de Jong of Terrace Totetn Ford, Clarence Martin of 
CFNR and Canadian Tire's Bryan Gascon. Absent from photo was Hawkair. 
sumkalum band council, Ri- 
verboat Days Society, 
Shames Mountain Ski Cor- 
poration, Skeena Ecosystems 
Society, Skeena Valley Golf 
and Country Club. 
Business Community 
Booster - Canadian Tire, 
ICBC, Terrace Sight and 
Sound, Terrace Totem Ford. 
Contributor to the Arts - 
Diana Braathen, George 
Clark, Terrace Sight and 
Sound. 
Corporate Citizen of the 
Year- Central Flowers, Ev's 
Mens Wear, The Garden Shed, 
Hawkair Aviation. 
Home Based Business- 
Elite Computer Cleaning, 
Mike's Computer Services, 
Precisely Right Moving, the 
Ultimate Security Company. 
Newsmaker of the .Year - 
Ev Bishop, Roger Harris, 
Debbie Scarborough, Ken 
Veldman. 
Retailer of tile Year - Ca- 
nadian Tire, Kermode Trading 
and North Store, Northcoast 
Anglers, Ruins Board Shop, 
Totem Furniture. 
Rookie of the Year - Ker- 
mode Auto Sports, Koala Sun 
Salon, Mike's Computer Ser- 
vices, Northern Vacuum and 
Sewing Centre. 
Student of the Year- Sandi 
Harrison, Robert Haugland. 
 9 '++flALF MILLION DOLLAR LIQUIDATION 
P E+T F00D-PETSUPPLIES 
!i::: . . . . .  ..... . . . .  :<:i:i 
Hurry- This is a 
one time insurance 
liquidation of 
$500,000 in 
inventory 
conducted by 
Crazy Willy's- 
Prince George. 
Just a few examples... 
Vlainstay Dog Food 
18 Kg .............................................. S8-gg  
"lagen Aquarium Kit 
10 US Gallon (37 L) ..... Reg. $53.99 
)rime Cut Dog Food 
12 can case ................ Reg. s  r$11.89 
~itty Litter Scoop Cat Litter 
14 Kg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Reg. s  $7.99 
HUGE SAVINGS!  
Food and supplies for horses, chickens, 
rabbits, dogs, cats, birds - you name it! 
At the 01d Terrace Co-Op location +,+ 
UNTIL THE INVENTORY IS GONE! 
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PRODUCTS ON SALE I 
Garage sale prices on many products in store. Up to 
50% Off various other goods in store (see the following 
list) plus many other in store specials (to many to list). 
DISCOUNT PRODUCT 
~-~ 20% Off Selected Wine & Beer Mixes 
25% Off Flecto Products 
[~ 25?/o Off Cement Pavers & Blocks 
[-~ 25% Off Door Locksets 
[~ 25% Off All Remaining Behr Products ~[ 
[~ 30% Off 
[] 3o% off 
30% Off 
[~  50% Off 
[-~ 50% Off 
Wine Labels 
How To Videos 
Cast Iron Cookwear 
Dowels 
Craft Supplies 
[-~ 50% Off Wallpaper Borders 
[-~ UPTO 50% Off Christmas Lights 
REG___..~. SALE 
[-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'~ $84.99 $72.99 
I-~ $71.99 $49.99 
$239.99 $149,99 
PRODUCTS 
Pittsburg Paint 20L Interior Eggshell 
Pittsburg Paint 20L Latex Primer Sealer 
Medicine Cabinet White 
48"x30" Tri View DLX (1 only) 
$79.99 $63.99 Ceiling Fan 52" (1 only) 
[~  $198.99 +. $169.15 'Makita 3/8" Drill Cordie:ssil,~only)i~)~ +) 
[~  $549.99 $467,49 Makita 10" Mitre Saw (1 only) 
[~  $208.00 $176,80 Makita Drill 1/2" 850RPM 6303 (1 only) 
[~  $145.99 $99.99 Poulan Elec 12Amp Chain Saw (1 only) 
[ ]  $121.99 $97.99 Disc Sander 5" PR16202 (1 only) 
[~  $54.99 $46.99 Bench Grinder 6" (1 only) 
[~' $249.99 $209.99 Scroll Saw PR23102 
[~ $449.99 $399.99 Delta Portable Planer 12" 
22-540C (1 only) 
[~  $299.99 $259.99 Bosch Recip Saw 1634VSK (1 only) 
COMPANY REPS COMING 
COMPANY PRODUCT SAL_._..EE 
Cameron Ashley Laminate Flooring 
Premium Pellets Pellet Stoves 
& Pellets 
Taiga Engineered Wood 
Products 
Georgia Pacific Drywall 
$1,90/sq,ft. includes underlay 
& glue (regular $3.06/sq.ft.) II
Start at $60 per month O,A.C, 
1 ton pellets free with purchase 
of pellet stove ($150 value) 
Will be doing demos 
PRIZES 
[~  Main door prize at the end of the day 
[~ 2nd door prize drawn at the end of the day 
Additional door prizes drawn every 1/2 hour 
from 12 noon- 4 p.m. 
Additional giveaways supplied by our various uppliers 
Refreshments 
I I ,  I im lv l  
, 4  
+I 
t 
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Medical Briefs 
They're back 
THOSE FILIPINO nurses living in Libya who want 
to come to Terrace appear to be back on the health 
council's radar scope. 
Once all but written off because of the difficulty 
of writing an English proficiency exam as the first 
step toward coming here, the effort has been re- 
newed to bring the five nurses to Terrace. 
This time the nurses are working with Health 
Match, a provincial organization which works to 
speed up immigration and certification checks. 
"They're phoning and faxing," Mills Memorial 
nursing director Marg Patrick said. "They really 
want to come." 
The key is to their potential arrival is taking the 
English proficiency exam and it's here where 
Health Match is being used, she said. 
Health Match works with a specific immigration 
program called the Provincial Nominee Program 
which targets foreign-trained people who have 
skills badly needed in B.C. 
At the same time, a Filipino nurse now in the 
United States is making arrangements o take the 
English exam and a registered nurse now working 
in Kenya has expressed an interest in mov!ng to 
Terrace. 
Heading overseas 
HEALTH COUNCIL 
nursing director Marg 
Patrick is to embark on 
a two-country, four-city 
overseas recruiting trip 
in November to attract 
badly needed specialty 
nurses to B.C. 
She and four others 
will talk to nurses in 
Australia and New 
Zealand as part of the 
effort to overcome cri- 
tical nursing shortages 
here. 
"Hopefully we can 
find some," said Pc- 
trick of the trip planned 
for Nov. 1 to Nov. 18. 
She and others will be 
talking to candidates 
screened. 
Patrick will represent 
~/aradero,. : . :  Cayo Coco ,  ..": • Cancun. .  
Marg Petrick 
who have already been 
rural hospitals on the tour. 
Help needed badly 
FINDING MORE nurses for Mills Memorial Hospi- 
tal can't happen too fast. The facility will have a 
shortage of emergency room and intensive care 
unit specialty nurses in October, says nursing dir- 
ector Marg Patrick. 
"It's going to be a struggle. We're reaily going to 
be short-handed," she said. 
' An unexpected injury toa nurse and 0thers With 
vacation time are among the reasons for the com- 
ing shortage, Petrick added. 
2001 
Job cuts Jar~es W. Radelet RADELET & COMPANY Barristers &Sollcitors 
HOUSE OF COMMONS 
attacked 
THE STUDENTS associa- 
tion at Northwest Com- 
munity College is criticis- 
ing the provincial govern- 
meat's decision to chop a 
student employment pro- 
gram. 
NWCC was one of 12 
Tax Law. Trusts. Corporate & Commerc ia l  aAv..n_/Burton 
Mem~r of parliament 
Fax: 604-689-1386 For Skeena 
Consfiluency Office 
4654 Lazelle Ave, 
Dr .  R .D .  Greenwood Terrace, B.C. V8G ]$6 
, - , , - "  t-, ~ r'~  : ro~' rac*or  Phone: (250) 635-1601 
Fox: (2,50) 635-,t109 
4 ce  Toll Free: 1-800-661-2208 
E-rnoih ondy@ondyburton.co 
Welosite: www.ond~,budon,co 
1330 - 1075 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
Phone:  604-689-0878 
NWCCrs student associa- 
tion, said the jobs provided 
welcome income for north- 
west students - and for 
some northerners who've 
transferred to southern 
schools. 
She wondered why the 
province would cut a pro- 
gram that helped students 
find jobs in related fields 
of study at post-secondary 
institutions, school dis- 
tricts and other places in 
the public sector. 
"Where else are stu- 
dents going to find these 
kind of jobs?" 
The $800,000 program 
was launched by the NDP. 
Several NWCC stu- 
dents held jobs last year 
through the program, 
which was supposed to 
provide 120 jobs across 
B.C. this year, including 
60 at the University of 
Victoria. 
"It's the principle of the 
thing, what the program 
was providing for students 
and the public sector," 
said MeAthy. 
She said the loss of the 
job program will hurt stu- 
dents much like the pro- 
vince's recent decision to 
require credit checks for 
student loan applicants. 
Credit screening has 
been federal policy for a 
while, but B.C. and other 
provinces have been ignor- 
ing it, McAthy said. 
"It's an additional, re- 
gulatory burden that wasn't 
there before," she said, 
describing the requirement 
as "harassment". 
post secondary institutions 
in B.C. that hired students 
through the now-elimina- 
ted Public Sector Youth 
Employment program. 
Karen McAthy, external 
affairs coordinator fo r  ........................................ 
MSP, ICBC, WCB ACCEPTED 
)ynamic Gait Analysis and Prescription Orthotics 
638-8165 
NEW OFFICE HOURS EFFECTIVE I~dEDIATELY 
M0n-Fri 8am-12 noon & 2pm-6pm • Sat 10am-12 noon 
LEARN TO FLYI!! ~ <Jd""  l 
Ground Sehool Course I 
For Pilots Llce.se Starfiog ~.G l~ ~ I 
October 1, 2001 " • ~" ~" " " , .~"  i 
Cost: $299.00 (plus books) I 
To register, or for more information call: l 
635-1852 or visit us at www.tkalr.com. I 
Stop Dreamtng and S t a ~  I 
TKAi r  Charters Ltd. Ii 
Peace c,f Mind 
Hand-picked First Choice Vacation Club packages leave nothing 
to chance. Over 1000 worry-free vacations to choose from. 
Enjoy your vac~tion/ 
BOOK A F IRST  CHOICE 
VACATION & SAVE 
airTransal ha l ida4~ 
Brisas Del Caribe 
Standard room 
A I I -  In  e lus ive  / 
Oct. 7, 14, 21 Oct. 14, 21 
*1479 '2159 
7 nights 14 nights 
... c a ~  ~-~'~' - , -  
q'q~P. - -  qTi~P. -hrg; l [ ,  I, 
I Mel ia  Cayo Gu i l le rmo Bravo Club El Mandar in  Resort  
Standard room Standard room 
Al l - Inc lus ive  ! A l l - Inc lus ive  ! 
ya~7~(~ Jan. 7. 14 Oct. 14,21,28 Oct, 14, 21, 28 
* ,o . .  *2429 s1379 s1999 
7 nights 14 nights 7 nights 14 nights 
hH';tlq;* 
Gran Caribe Real Resort._ . . . .  
Price ~ Superior room Includes Sl' 
All ,allan 
. • long 
! ~ d,~.o?n, AI l - lndus~ve . . . . .  
Oct, 14 Nov. 4, 11, 18 
'1729 *2349 
7 nights 14 nights 
A l legro  Hamenco  uavaro F lamenco Beach Blue Bay Club Los Angeles Locos I Club Mar iva l  Nuevo  Va l la r ta  I 
Standard room Standard room Standard room I Standard room I 
• ~ 'c~ ~'c~ ~r~ ~e~r  I 
A I l - lndus ive!  A I l - lndus ive /  A I l - lndus ive!  A l l - Inc lus ive!  J 
'1°d,-"99 '11°'t 99 $1 °"''699 '1°349 '1 '1099°ct1"2°2' '162 '" =° 2" 
7 nights 14 nights 7 nights 14 nights 7 nights 14 nights 7 nights 14 nights i 
• Vano~Jver Deperturet Available to Gold Points r.ardholders onl~ All pdce~ are adult per person based on dbl, o£c. New bookings only, Taxes and travel related fees extra, Savhlgs available on sale(tad prope~iei 
S150.00 CAD savings are reflected a, "dollars off" and available for bookings made between August 18 - De(ember 1, 2001, for travel between September 1*/~i130, 2002 (or end of S~ior season). Some excep- 
tions may app,. Ask y0~r Cad*on Wag*hilt Travel Censul~ant for full details. Please refer o ATH b~odlure for terms and conditions 
Cal l  today for  detai ls :  
Suite 2 - 4736 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
635-2277 
Sept. 2 
PURCHgSE F]NgNC]NG 
FOR UPTO 36 MONTHS 
NO INTEREST 
FOR 60 DRYS 
~0 Security deposit 
99 
o  16,195 ° Standard dual air bogs 
cash purchase price • RH/FM/CD stereo system 
: ~  Im m0nth/4e m~ths 
!LL USED 
~ ~  EOUIPMENT 
10 a.m.  L 0Securit 7 deposit 
!iiiii::Tiii!iiT::i:. " ~ 
% 
• 130-hp, 2.0LDOHC engine 
. * Itir conditioning ~ pwmonth/4smonths 
iii:::~ ........... ::.:~:~ii~.: .... • 2nd row Side-by-Slide'" seats 4~ * 2 4,9 9 5 
• :~:~::~ ;:. zzCc:::~:~z;~;~z :~;~:~z~:: • • Co nve n i e n c e P o c k o g e wi t h c r u i s e c o n tr o I, ca s h pu rch n sa p rice 
~i~ei~i!~i~I~ggl::~i!~i:~ ..... power door-locks, windows and mirrors i::~.~i~:i~ i i~ ?~ ~:i:~ :~ i.,!!~!i, , . . . .  .. 
. .  .. , 
ii:i:!!!:7i;!9.'. • 
i:!!% ~- " 
I O li O $ I 0 E II S S I S 1R i C [ P R 06 n fl It ask about the Raids peace of mind promise now standard on every now Nozdo. 
HRIOil LEflOEHHIP HitRRliIT? Rskaboutouroutdandingcomprehensiwondpowertralnwormntycowrage, 
www.mmde,u 
No Irderes! cberpee apply dudng first 60 days n~ler delivery M I new 2001 or 2002 partk:ipathlg vehicle. After 60 days, Inl~- 
ell Made Io ace.me nd purd~ser wlfl r~ey pdl~pal end Into,ell monthly over 36 nlonlhe. Oilers avahl)le on rMalVpur. 
chase~eenn on participating vehk;les from Septen~er 1, 2001 for a limited time ody. Lea,e nnd finale O.A,O. for q~eit- 
fled cu,lomem only. Finance example for $10,000 at 0.9% APR, 36 nlon~fte at $281.65 pe¢ month. C.O,e. Itl $139,40 for • 
fo(al~$10::139:40. MAZDAPERSONALLEASE RATE:Offenlaveitzbleonretailleesesonly LeezezembaNdor148 
mofllnll, ulner teese elms avetiable Total ease obl gatlon: MPV OX (model #UADV71CA00) hi$1 ?,(172, which Includes 
$0 eec.rit y deposit and down payment of $4,000 (Includes frelghl end P.D.E, of $040.): Pm(eg4 LX (nio~il ID4L~5 IAA00) le $12,052, wtWch ll¢ludae SO 
'~ eecudty deposit end down payment of $2,500 (it¢ludas frefghl and P.o.e, of $820.) ; 20,000 km par year mileage mlldctk~ epply: mJdfticr.d et/km 
ikoplk~. Uterus, Insursnce, taxes and other desk.' charges e~lre. Dealer may eeMeale for Imul. ~ers cannot be co4nbined, file ~uf dMkw for dafalle. 
THORNHZLL HRZDR 
3040 Hwy 16 E 
Phone 635-7286 
07041 
" 2" '  . . . . . . . .  ..., .... ,., , - .  , . , , , : ; , : , :7!, , : , . :  ~:: 30 6Highway 16:EaSt, Terrace!: -, • : : 
1,800,559;7285,  DLR #7041 : : 635-7286 
:I 
.-,: ,. 
News In Brief 
Campagnolo installed 
in a regal ceremoney 
IONA CAMPAGNO- 
LO, a former Skeena 
Liberal MP and the 
first chancellor of the 
University of Northern 
British Columbia, was 
installed yesterday as 
the 27th Lieutenant- 
Governor of British Co- 
lumiba. 
From Prince Rupert, 
she took over the vice 
regal duties from Garde 
Gardom. Campagnolo, 
68, was a broadcaster 
in Prince Rupert before 
being elected as the 
Liberal Member of 
Parliament for Skeena Iona Campagno lo  
in 1974. She was also a 
minister for state for 
fitness and amateur sport from 1975 to 1979. 
After being defeated by New Democrat Jim Ful- 
ton in 1979, Campagnolo went on to become more 
involved in Liberal party affairs, becoming that 
party's national president from 1982 to 1986. 
She is a member of. the Order of Canada and a 
member of the Order of B.C. From 1992 to 1998, 
Campagnolo was the founding chancellor for the 
University of Northern British Columbia. 
She has also been the host of several public af- 
fairs programs, is involved in human rights issues 
and, since 1997, has been chair of the Fraser Basin 
Council which promotes ustainability in the Fra- 
ser Basin. 
City has airport land ally 
THE CITY may yet get ownership of all the airport 
bench lands. 
Stan Hagen, the minister responsible for crown 
lands, said he's going to re-ex- 
amine whether the province can 
turn the airport lands over to the 
city, as Terrace reps have been 
urging for years. 
"We're hopeful we can help 
Terrace out," Hagen said Sept. 
19. 
Government officials had al- 
ways rejected the idea before. 
Most communities that took 
over airports from the federal S tan  Hagen 
government also gained control 
of large areas of federal and surrounding the air- 
ports. 
That didn't happen here because of what's been 
called a paperwork glitch decades ago resulting in 
rather than Otta the province, wa, retaining owner- 
thing, and not just Terrace, :- 
same 
Crime prevention 
officer appointed 
THE TERRACE RCMP detachment has re-filled the 
crime prevention-victim services position that was left 
empty in May. 
The officer taking on that role is Constable Brendan 
McKenna. 
McKenna has been working in the general duty divi- 
sion for the past two years. 
"He comes with a great number years of service and 
a variety of experience," said Inspector Doug Wheler, 
the commanding officer of the local detachment. 
"I think he'll bring some good ideas to the program 
and we're looking forward togiving him a chance to do 
it." 
The position was left vacant in May after budget cuts 
forced the local detachment toshuffle some of their offi- 
cers into different departments. 
Constable Kurt Grabinsky formerly worked as the 
crime prevention-victim services officer until then when 
he was transferred to general duty. He is now being 
transferred toTelegraph Creek north of here. 
At that time Staff Sergeant Tom Forster said they 
planned to get the position back on track in September. 
"We believe that the crime prevention role plays a 
very important role in the detachment and the commun- 
ity," said Wheler. 
"It can be seen as spearheading community policing, 
the reduction of crime and working closely with volun- 
teer organisations." 
McKenna will officially adopt his new assignment 
within the next two weeks, Wheler said. 
PLANNED 
PARENTHOOD 
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Did you know, 100 percent of all funds raised during 
the Children's Miracle Network Telethon directly su~p0rt 
B.C.'s Children's Hospital? (~il~en's Hospital www, kidsteleth0n.com 
1-888-663-3033 
0unt=, 
Financing Available 
0 Down. No Payments 
For 6 Months 
,: O.A.C. 
:;iLl• ;i ~:: : :i;~!il ii;~i~: 
"i:: ) 
Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for your help to solve a 
break & enter to a residence on Cedar Crescent In Terrace, B.C, 
Sometime between May 18th and 21st, 2001, a residence on 
Cedar Crescent in Terrace was broken Into. The kitchen window 
was pried open using a narrow tool. The residence was thoroughly 
searched and ransacked. 
Several Items of value were stolen from the residence, including: 
• A Sony CD.Player • A Magnasonlc TV/VCR combo 
• A Sony stereo amplifier • A "Firstscepa" telescope 
• ASony video camera-  i -  • AStarcholce satellite 
• (video 8) style ' , i: i i :  ~ ~:ecelverwith two remotes = - 
An Optex filter for a ;;~; "ii' Sever.qi dr~gs;:bafi:lngs~:. ~ : 
video camera watt:has and pearinecklace 
• A SonyVCR • A 17" comPuter monitor :, :. 
• • A Seanlx Pentlum III model computer 
Additionally. around the same period, two other residences in 
the same vicinity were targeted. Entry was gained In each case and 
several• items lakes from those residences, :-: :. ::.. 
It Is believed that this ~roperty was re.sold In the greater Terrace 
or PrlnceGeorge area. 
I fy0u have any Information about Ihis or any other similar 
Incidents, or If you know the Identity o f  the person or persons 
respohsJble for this, or any other crime - Cdme Stol0pers would like 
to hear from you . . . .  . 
J Crime Stoppers offers s cash reward of up to $1,000.00 for 
Information leading to an arrest and charges being laid against 
an Individual In this or other unsolved crime. If you have any 
Information cell Crime Stoppers at 635-TIPS that's 635.8477. 
Callers will not be required to reveal their Identity nor testify In 
court. Crime Stoppers does not subscribe to call display. 
Call' 63S-TiPS 
Attentions,. Hunters! 
, Comrnerdal, Residential, 
,Automotive Lacksrnithlng 
, Safes.Sale &Service 
, Emergency 0peni~ 
, Rended &Insured . 
, ASSA & ~,IIWA High Security locks 
462'1A. GREIG AV'F.NUE, TERRACI~, B .C .  VSG 1M9 
PHONE (250) 63B-B549 ,,Toll Free 1-888-560-5549 
REGISTRY NO. S065779 
Examples of inventory: 
Fine silk & wool masterweaves, 
unique tribal & village rugs, sun 
washed Baluchis, Mort Kirman, 
Bokharas, investment calibre, 
Bidjar, Hertz, Kashan, Kashmiri, 
Khan Mohammadi, Isphahan, 
Qum, Haldaris, Multan, 
Sultanabad, Uzbek, Tea wahed 
Jaipur, Vegetable dyed Agras, 
dining & living room sizes 
carpets, runners and many more 
in small to large sizes. 
m m m m  m ~11 i i1~ - 
ii! :?' • 
2 LOCATIONS, 2 DATES 
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@ CHEVROLET 
CAVALIER 
• 
ALERO BY 
" ~  OLDSMOBILE 
CHEVROLET 
MALIBU 
CHEVROLET 
VENTURE VAN 
CHEVY 
BLAZER 
CHEVROLET 
° L - -  
Oldsmol ile 
CHEVY 
SILVERADO 
y PONTIAC 
SUNFIRE 
BUICK 
CENTURY 
PONTIAC 
QMC 
l~ PONTIAC 
GRAND AM 
y PONTIAC 
MONTANA 
I~MC JIMMY I~; tJI C: SIERRA 
FOR A LIMITED TIME. ONLY AT YOUR LOCAL BC CHEVROLET • OLDSMOBILE & PONTIAC • BUICK • GMC' DEALERS. ~,  
"l'Flnanclng on approved GMAC credit only for remaining 2001 Chevrolet Oldsmobile end Pontiac Buick GMC vehicles. Example: $10,000 at 0.9% APR, the monthly payment is $212.18 for 48 months. Cost of borrow- .... i 
Ing is $184,64. Total obligation Is $10,184,64. Down payment/trade and/or security deposit may be required. Monthly payment and cost of borrowing will vary depending on amount borrowed and down payment/trade, 
Offers apply to new or demonstrator 2001 models and applies to qualified retail customers In the BC Dealer Marketing Association area only. Dealer trade may be necessary, Limited time offer which may not be corn - .  
blrleq with other offers. See your Dealer for conditions end details. "10.9% Purchase financing does not apply to: Corvette, Chevy Express, Chevy/GMC 2500HD/3500 Series Pickups, Tahoe, Subt 
, i ) t/ ( 
TIMBER CLEARED for a new soccer field beside the new elementary school 
on the bench will be burned over the next few months. 
City gives burning 
OK for slash piles 
EXPECT to see smoke drift across neigh- ber from the downed trees. 
bourhoods on the bench in the months "There wasn't as much marketable 
ahead. The city has hired B.C. Demolition 
and Salvage to clear timber next to the 
new bench elementary school for new 
soccer fields. 
And the company is expected to burn 
logging debris on slash piles there rather 
than truck;it away, says city parks super. 
intendent Steve Scott. 
"We'd like all the burning completed 
before next April," he said, noting that's 
when the new school is to be completed. 
"I tendi to think weather permitting it 
will be done this fall," Scott added. "It 
doesn't make sense to build a brand new 
school and then fill it with smoke." 
The trees have already been downed 
and are stacked up in piles in the clearing 
west of th~ intersection of Bailey St. and 
GordOn Dr! 
Scott said it would have been much 
more exp~nsive to insist the contractor 
truck away, rather than burn, the logging 
debris. 
"It was going to be tens of thousands 
of dollars higher," he said. 
B.C. Demolition and Salvage was the 
lowest of three bidders to clear the land 
for the three soccer fields. 
City :council approved Scott's recom- 
mendation' to pay the local firm nearly 
timber as we thought," he said. 
He estimated around 400 cubic metres 
of timber may be salvaged. 
Scott said the burning will be closely 
controlled. 
"The piles have to be clean, they have 
to be dry and burning has to be in com- 
pliance with regulatory bodies," he said. 
"If there's too much smoke they'll be 
asked to extinguish the fire or find a more 
efficient way of burning." 
The soccer fields are expected to be 
developed jointly by the city and local 
soccer groups, and possibly the school 
district. 
Got a name? 
STUDENTS WILL help choose the name 
for a new elementary school being built 
on the bench. 
School trustees agreed to hold a name 
the school contest hat's open to all ele- 
mentary school students in Terrace and 
Thornhill. i:
Terrace trustee Diana Penner sug- 
gested.-the district hold a contest to 
choose a name for the new 250-seat 
school, slated to open next September. 
Thornhill trustee Peter King said a few 
$25,000 for the work. That's nearly people have approached him with sugges- 
$15,000 mbre than first expected, tions. 
Scotti!~dd' hoped before :that th6 cost ',~ '~'Details haven't;.~ecn,~m~d/nr~ fl~ ~ , ,  
would b6"~ueh lower because the corn- contest, and the l~rize' for the nwin~ning 
pany would salvage and sell usable tim- entry has yet to be determined. 
Smile and Whitening 
By Dr. Zucchiatti 
ADENT DENTAL CLINIC F Phone: 635-2552 4623 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace Mon-Fri • 8:00 am - 5:00 pm 
By 
Dr. Joe Zucchiatti 
20 years of mercury-free dentistry 
Founding member and treasurer 
of the Western Canadian Academy 
of Cosmetic Dentistry 
General Practitioner 
Providing services in: 
Mercury-free white fillings 
Teeth Whitening 
Porcelain Veneers and Crowns 
Microabrasion Dentistry 
(No drilling, no freezing) 
Hygiene and Preventive Care 
Intra-oral camera assisted Diagnosis 
For your comfort, we have 
overhead televisions and headsets. 
We Welcome All New Patients 
Dr, P, A, 0kimi 
General Dentistry, Orthod0nlks, i 
200'4619 Park Ave 
Office Hours Terrace, 8,C, V8G 1V5 
Mon- Thu?s 8:00 a.m.- 4:30 p.m. (250) 635-7611 , 
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I~V~L RRACE 
UNTEER 
~ BUREAU 
HELPING HANDYMAN PROGRAM 
For seniors and persons with disabilities 
Do you need help with fall yard cleanup, washing 
outside windows, and minor home repairs? 
Put your name on the list for shoveling your 
walkway and stairs. 
Do you need help winterizing 
your home or mobile? 
Professional estimates on major home repairs 
available - phone for information. 
Volunteers are here to helpl 
Call the Volunteer Bureau at 638-'1330 
HELPING HANDYMAN PROGRAM 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!! 
Looking for Men, Women and Young Adults who 
are dedicated to helping the elderly and disabled 
liv,~' in their neighbourhood to maintain a who 
~0.~nfortable and safe independence. 
!/.. Volunteer to with: help 
/ i~ ~" Raking leaves 
' / '  Cleaning of eaves 
.,.!f!!!~!L ,.;.~ Cleaning outside windows ~:'!;:~'~i:':";'~' !~' ',' ,' ~.~k. . 
.,;%::;;':-~::.=:'. • Minor home repairs 
Snow shoveling of walks and stairs 
Call the Volunteer Bureau at 638-1330 
Your assistance is appreciatedll 
TERRACE VOLUNTEER BUREAU 
#2-3215 Eby Street 
(lower level City Hall) 
Terrace, BC 
i i  i 
Each olflce Is Independently owned and operated, ® and vM Registered trademarks of Century 21 Real Estate Corporation used under license. 
IM  ® Trademarks olAIR MILES In!ematlonal TradLng B.V., used under license by Loyalty Management Group Canada Inc. and Century 21 Real Estate Canada Ltd. 
1 800 C-Canada. Talk tot 
Do you have questions about child 
safety, jobs, parental benefits, passports 
or pensions? Our information officers 
can help. 
Find out about the hundreds of services 
available from the Government of Canada. 
Call 1 800 O-Canada during regular 
business hours and a real person will 
answer your call, 
Can 
For more  in fo rmat ion  on 
government services: 
! . ,~canada.gc .ca  
~: Serv ice  Canada 
,:j:~:: Access  Cent res  , 
i~:i:'1 800 O-Canada 
:;!;i::~ (1.8 O0 622-62"32) i  
1 800 41 
g 
I l 
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Thieves 
steal 
computer 
TERRACE Crimestoppers 
is asking for the public's 
help in solving a break and 
enter to a residenco on 
Cedar Crescent in Terrace. 
Sometime between 
May 18-21 a house on 
Cedar Crescent had the 
kitchen window pried open 
with a small tool, say po- 
lice. 
The house Was ran- 
sacked and several valu- 
able items were stolen. 
Thieves stole a variety 
of Sony electronic equip- 
ment including a CD play- 
er, amplifier, video ca- 
mera and VCR. 
Also taken was a Mag- 
nasonic TV/VCR, a Star- 
choice satellite receiver 
with two remotes, a Sea- 
nix Pentium computer and 
a 17 inch computer mon- 
itor. 
Several pieces of je- 
wellery were also stolen. 
This is the third resi- 
dential break-in of this 
type in the same vicinity 
and police believe the 
property is being resold in 
the greater Terrace or 
Prince George area. 
If you have any infor- 
mation regarding this or 
any other similar incidents 
please call Crimestoppers 
at 635-8477. 
All calls are kept confi- 
dential and a cash award 
of up to $1,000 is offered 
for information leading up 
to an arrest and charges 
being laid. 
[] Taking the oath 
THE CITY'S newest councillor, Marylin Davies, took her official oath of of- 
fice at the Sept, 17 council meeting from city administrator Run Peele. 
She was voted into office at a Sept. 8 by-election caused by the resigna- 
tion of Olga Power. Davies will sit for about a year and go up for re-elec- 
tion, along with other councillors, next November. She's in Vancouver this 
week for the annual Union of B.C, Municipalities convention, 
i 
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Royal Purple 
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! Terrace Minor 
Hockey 
! Association 
17Te.oca I 18Terrace ~ 19 20  
Community I Anti-Poverty Rotary Club of I Terrace o*ntown 
Volunteer Terrace - Uons Club 
Bureau Group Society ; Skeena Valley ~ermode FneaOsh 
Royal Canadiani 5keena Valley Terrace Society 
Legion Branch I Snowmobile Nisga'a Telroee t~ino~' 
#13 i Association Society Softball Associ{~tlor 
~"Ter race  I 
I Community 
~lunteer I 
Bureau i 
I Shames ' ;  
I Mountain Ski 
! Club 
!31~,~,s o, 
I Columbus ' 
#5149,,, 
I Kitsumkalum 
Muks.kum-ol 
Sisterhood end 
~Elders SOC ety 
2s Terrace 26 27 
Anti-Poverty Terrace Search an( 
Group Society Mills Memorial nescue 
Terrace Hospital Kor~oOe Fden[Ish 
Salmontd Auxilliary Society 
Enhancement retrace Nisga'a Terr~:e Y~th 
Sodety Society Soccer Assooaeor 
I 
i 
Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 1:00 p,m. 
Doors 4:30 p,m, Games 6:15 p.m. 
Doors 9:30 p,m. Games 9:45 p.m. 
30 ! 
Terrace 
PeaRs 
Gymnastics 
Club 
Sat. Afternoon Games 
Evening Games 
Wed., Thurs., Fri.& Sat. - Late Night Games 
(Late Night Bingos Are Now All You Can Play Main Cards Only. Wed.&Thurs. $8 ea., Fri.& Sat. $10 ea. 
Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon 
T.V. MONITORS AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace 635-2411 
Large TV 
is stolen 
A ROBBERY from an 
apartment has left a Ter- 
race woman and her fami- 
ly feeling afraid for their 
•safety. 
"My son wouldn't sleep 
in his room" for /i week," 
said robbery victim Cheryl 
Sims. "We've had to move 
his bed into our room - 
he's terrified." 
The Sims' third floor 
apartment was broken into 
while they were out of 
town for the night Sept.2'3. 
Thieves entered their 
apartment on Davis Ave. 
and took a Sony CD Dis- 
cman, a Sony 8mm video 
camera and a 37 inch 
RCA colour television. 
"One person couldn't 
have carried that TV out 
alone," said Sims. 
Sims said the thieves 
locked the door before 
they left. 
This is-the third resi- 
dential break-in in Terrace 
from Sept. 1 to Sept. 12. 
August saw nine resi- 
dential break-ins take 
place, said police statisti- 
cian, Lee Oldham. 
Terrace Crimestoppers 
are asking for help solving 
this break and enter. 
If you have any infer- 
marion about this incident 
or any other crime call 
635-8477. 
Chretien 
criticized 
PRIME MINISTER Jean 
Chretien should have been 
at American president 
George W. Bush's Sept. 20 
speech given to his coun- 
try's political and military 
leaders concerning the ter- 
rorist attacks on the United 
States, says Skeena Al- 
liance MP Andy Burton. 
"Your reaction to this 
tragedy on behalf of Cana- 
da has been slow when it 
comes to issues such as 
border security, immigra- 
tion and military assis- 
tance. Canada is beginning 
to look weak and uncar- 
ing," Burton wrote in a 
Sept. 21 letter to Chretlen. 
"Stand up and make it 
clear to the world that Ca- 
nada will not be a haven 
for terrorists, and that we 
will support the USA in 
the difficult times yet to 
come," he continued, 
Chretien is due in 
Washington, D.C, this 
week to meet with Bush. 
Sgr . 29 
Take an 
addit ional  
10% off with 
your Carters'  
Credit Card! 
ONLY 10 .% DO WN 
L Yo&W, ' ' 
WRAP UP ON EARLY SAVINGS 
1,00 Carat 
Solitaire 
Diamond 
14 karat yellow or 
white gold Reg. $5989.95 
A ladles' dream 
come true SALE  $ 4 7 9 9 "  
OIVL Y$480 DOWN. NO 
Diamond 
Eternity Ring 
We're proud of this ringl 
A perfect time of year to 
give her something she'll 
cherish foreverl 
0.25 carat total weighto! 
LAY-AWAY 
round, brilliant diamonds $681 95 
set in 14 karat yellow gold - -  " 
SALE *37999 
ONL Y$38 DOWN, NO INTEREST 
WRAP UP EARLY SAVINGS 
~"01~, Cultured Pearl ' " ......... ~ .... 
• : :,:~ ~,~ Necklace and ,,~ ~:~.~;~!!~ ..~ 
~] Family :~,:i:~!) i~ i~~,  Earrings. i ,  ~N~ , 
Find the prettiest Rings ~ pearls for her this 
Reg. i The perfect "thank-you "'~'~'~ '~ 
tor all her years ol love ~ ~ ~ : ~  Lavish18" strands of Reg. $1500.00 
sophisticated designs. 
and devollon, Order now for ~999 Exquisitely created 6.5-7 mm pearls, 99 
Family Rings et with Christmas and Lay.away no* tot SALE 
Chrlstmaa 
the birthstone ofeach receive 25% ONL Y$/O0 DOWN, NO INTEREST 
child or grandchild. Off ! . 
Diamond Stud Earrings 
Our lay-away plan is 
designed to fit any budget. 
This Is Ill The sale you've been waiting for. 
These beautifully dss~ned diamond stud 
earrings with a total weight of 0.50 carats on 
sets at a price to (it your budget. Present her 
with this most exquisite pair el diamond 
ca{drips this Christmas. 
i! ii;'. L;:¢,i'f :::: 
14 karat gold, Reg. $1349.95 
:0.50 carat TW SALE *799 99 
v sso aow  NO INteREST 
LAVe&WAY 
WRAP UP ON EARLY SAVINGS 
Attracbvelv Styled , :  ~,,;,.,:::, 
Gent's 0.2"5 Carat ~~~]  
• i~ii ~1 
Diamond Solitaire ~ ~  
Aso,d ~o karat' Reg. $1299.95 
yellow and white gold SALE ,7!}99.9 
10 karat 
gold 
Genuine Blue Sapphires 
Surrounded with Round 
Brilliant Diamonds 
Set in 
14 karat gold 
Reg. 
800 00 
: SALES99999 
Quality Swiss '" 
Backpack with ~: ! : ) i~ .~)~ 
the purchase ~,~; 
of any Swiss Mi l i tary  Ladies 
or Gents Watch 
A Beautiful Addition ~:~:~v~ 
to Any Wedding Set! ; !!i 
Three Stone 
Diamond Ring 
0.25 carat TW of 
round brilliant diamonds Reg. $724.95 
in 14 karatgold SALE~399 99 
ONL Y$40 DOWN. NO INTEREST 
Mini Diamond Rings 
'9999,  ! 
" on all i:~~ 
Wittnauer i( 
Watches! 
IF While stocks lasts~ 
Attractive 
Engagement and ~J~ l  
Wedding Band Set~J  
With 0.50 carats TW of ~ 
round brilliant diamonds I ~  
set in 14 karat yellow gold 
Complete Set Reg, $1739.95 
SALE '1 19999 
LONL Y$120 DOWN, NO INTEREST 
1-888-847-9766 
Come see us on the Web at 
www.cadersJewallers.com 
E-mall: 
sales @ carters jewellers.corn 
I 
Smlthers Shopping Centre 
Box 2059 
Smlthera, BC 
VOJ 2N0 
Ph. (250) 847.9766 
Fax (250) 847-2664 
CARTER ; *Carter Card • Interact • Visa • Mastercard • Amex 
• 10% Down Layaway Plan 
• Credit Terms Available 
, \ ;  U , , ,~; '~: ; !~,~ , v /~ : > : ;,, ~. ~ ~ ",,~:~ ............... w :  '~' )~' 'i '~ • 7-day Money Back Guarantee 
~'~2~,~ ~ ,7.'~,.~ ~ i ] I  ~ 11~,;r¢:~./ /~i  .30.dayFul lExchangeProgram 
'%!~. IK~',. ¢ '¢ J  L.... ;!a~ it.. i,....- m.> L.,-/- 
# I I i 
• Pine Centre, ~ '~ S ,Skeena Mall West Park Mall 
Unit 132, 3055 Maasey Dr'i 320-4741Lakelse Ave. 155 Malcolm St. Suite 3 
Prince Ge01;ge, BC: :' .;Terrace, BC Quesnel, BC 
V2N 2S9 ~:. / V8G 1R5 V2J 3K2 
Pb. (250) 614-9i91 i !~/ /Ph .  (250) 635-9000 Pb. (250) 991-0126 
Fax (250) 614.9197 ~¢i ~ Fax (250) 635-2727 Fax (250) 991-0159 
Buy one Gent's or / 
Ladies'Cardlnal i!i ~ 
Watch for the i ~  
already $ 99 reduced 
price of t 
and receive another 
one absolutely FREE[ 
t I 
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COMMUNITY 
EVENTS B2 0 M M UN 11[ T Y 
I I I 
JUST A THOUGHT 
'!2:; 
EV BISHOP 
.................................... 
Grieved 
I USUALLY don't have a problem wri- 
ting "something positive in my 
column. Although I see a lot of bad 
things in the world, I also see a lot of 
good. Sometimes, though, my optimism is so 
severely wounded that it cringes, failing me, 
when confronted once again by the hideous 
things that people will do to other people. 
A friend called me early that Tuesday 
morning to ask me if I had heard the terrible 
news. My husband had just turned on the radio 
and was yelling something from the bedroom. 
"Planes took out the towers?" I 
repeated. "No, it wasn't terrorism.., wasn't it 
just an accident?" My brain refused to get it. I 
finally understood, an hour later, that it wasn't 
a freak accident. I cried. I cried because my 
morning was normal. I got to take my kids and 
husband to school and work, and I would get to 
see them again. I cried because I know how 
frazzled mornings can be and that so many of 
those victims' last words to their loved ones 
were probably something like, "Hurry 
up. We've gotta go. NOW." 
Most of all, I cried because of a 
question. Not "why" it had to happen. I under- 
stand or at least glimpse some of the motiva- 
tions people have to hurt each other. But 
how?That's my question. How do you, no 
matter how passionate your hatred, no matter 
how justified you feel in your point of view, no 
matter how strongly you feel some twisted 
conviction... How do you let the evil within 
you win and hurt, maim and kill thousands of 
innocents in the name of anything? How do 
you-become convinced that it's the right thing 
to do? 
I have thought long and hard about this at 
other times. The attack in the U.S. is not the 
first, or sadly the last, time the horror of terror- 
ism or war will make me cry.., and WHERE it 
happens doesn't alleviate my abhorrence and 
sadness about it. Although equally heinous, the 
U.S. attack is a tad scarier to me personally 
then an attack elsewhere because it removes 
the fantasy that doesn't happen here. I have 
wondered; could I kill for what I believe or for 
my children? I have always come to the con- 
clusion, no. I could want to, definitely. I could 
(maybe... I hope) be brave enough to die for 
those I love or for what I believe in... but could 
I kill in cold blood? Even the guilty? I don't 
think so. 
'How do you let the evil within 
you win?' 
Regardless of what I feel I could or could 
not do, other people obviously don't have my 
qualms. It's hard to describe, even slightly, the 
depths of why and how this event bothers me. I 
saw TV news footage of some people cheering 
and celebrating the event. Who they are, 
where they're from, doesn't matter. I'm sure 
that they are a minority and their misplaced 
joy doesn't represent any group of people as a 
whole. I 'm bothered that the display was even 
aired because of its ability to incite anger, hurt 
and prejudice. In our continent we have at 
times been indifferent, unmoved by the tort- 
uous turmoil in other places and isn't that al- 
most the same thing? A silent celebration that 
the pain is "there" not "here". 
My grief for people doesn't end or begin in 
any country. I have cried over events that have 
I taken place in all parts of the world, past and 
present... For the people. The moms and dads 
and babies that struggle to survive in the World 
and lose their lives for other peoples' politics, 
for politics that mean nothing to peoples' real 
lives. People don't deserve tragedy just be- 
cause of the fluke of where they're born and 
raised... It's not right for the innocent o pay for 
the sins (imagined or real) of the country they 
call home. 
I find it a bitter irony that the Monday night 
before this all happened I had a conversation 
with a friend about kindness and how it was an 
endangered quality in our world and in our 
society. I brought up a song that I liked that 
has this line in its refrain, "In the end, only 
kindness matters," I don't believe that kind- 
ness is the only thing that matters in the end... 
but it matters a lot. There is almost nothing I
can do in this world to make it a better place 
except to pray, to try tobe kind and to teach 
my children the same. 
• I have artleulated, not even well, just the 
barest edge of the thoughts that have assailed 
me since that' Tuesday. There is far more to be 
said but it won't be by me today. I can't help 
but wonder; someday when the people re- 
sponsible for this terrorism look back, w!ll they 
see that kindness should have mlkttired?l 
hope so, I hope one day weall  do, 
? 
h ig her calling 
By JENNIFER LANG 
SIGNING UP as a victim support 
worker takes a special kind of 
person. 
Someone like Trish Connaugh- 
ton, a woman who realizes she's 
probably the last person you'll 
want to meet, because it means 
something terrible has happened. 
But she'll be there if you need 
her, just the same. 
Now entering her third year as 
a volunteer with the Terrace and 
District Victims Assistance Pro- 
gram, the 38-year-old admits her 
job is not for everybody. 
She's helped families cope 
with sudden deaths, tracked down 
shoes for accident victims lying in 
hospital, and she's even attended 
the funerals of strangers. 
TVAP is a police-based pro- 
gram offering immediate motion- 
al support, information and refer- 
rals, to victims of crime 24-hours 
a day. 
"It's a real big challenge," she 
says. "It's not like volunteering at 
Girl Guides." 
But TVAP volunteers do take a 
page out of the Girl Guides' hand- 
book: They're prepared. 
They receive at least 40 hours 
of training before their first as- 
signment and are always paired 
with a shift supervisor when dis- 
patched to a call. 
Still, she never knows what 
she'll be dealing with when she 
arrives at the hospital or some- 
one's home. 
"As I 'm heading into town, I 've 
got maybe 15 minutes to 
prepare," she says. She has a fa- 
READY: Const. Bob Lang briefs victim support worker Trish Con- 
naughton as the pair get ready to enter Mills Memorial Hospital. 
vourite ritual. 
"I say my little prayer and ask 
God to help me," she says. "Some 
of it is just good, deep breathing 
as I 'm driving." 
Her clients are referred to her 
by RCMP attending accident 
scenes, assaults, break-ins, or 
making next of kin notifications in 
case of sudden deaths. 
She may make phone calls or a 
pot of tea, but mostly she listens. 
"We're not counsellors. We're 
support workers. The majority of 
what we do is listen and have em- 
pathy. Because we're a third 
party, we're very neutral." 
She sees TVAP and the RCMP 
as a team working hand in hand. 
"We can stay and be the shoulder 
they need to cry on." 
Connaughton usually checks on 
her clients the next morning. From 
there, she may refer clients to a 
variety of other community agen- 
cies, from crisis lines to counsel- 
ling, or accompany them to court 
before closing the file. 
Connaughton also coordinates 
TVAP's Safer Homes Program, 
offering suggestions to people on 
how to make their homes safer 
and more secure. 
Surprisingly, she finds next of  
kin notifications the most reward- 
ing. She feels privileged to share 
part of their journey of grief. 
It's a road she's been down 
herself; her mother died when she 
was 13. 
She later lost five family mem- 
bers, including her father, in one 
terrible year, plunging her into a 
cycle of despair. 
She got her life back on track, 
but it took her a decade to muster 
the coqrage to join TVAP after 
first seeing a display in the mall. 
She finally realized, at age 34, 
she had a lifetime of experience 
to share with others in crisis in a 
meaningful way. 
Volunteering for TVAP, she 
says, has given her back more 
than she ever realized. 
It's even changed her career 
path; she's a college student and 
plans to complete a degree in so- 
cial work. 
Note: TVAP is holding an orien- 
tation meethzg Oct. 10 at the RCMP 
detachment at 7p.m. 
A callto action for more 
Big Brothers and Sisters 
IT'S CALLED A Little Walk for a Big 
Cause. 
On Sunday, Sept. 30, local children 
who are on a waiting list for Terrace's 
Big Brothers and Big Sisters program will 
hit the Grand Trunk Pathway with signs 
and banners. 
Their signs will ask a pointed question: 
When will I get a Big 
20 children on the program's wait list. 
The purpose of Sunday's walk is to 
raise fu'nds for the program - and raise 
awareness about the need for more Big 
Brothers and Sisters to come forward. 
"Some of these kids have been waiting 
a year, two years, for a Big Brother or 
Sister," she said. 
The time commitment - an 
Brother or Sister? hour or two a week - is less 
The walk is a way of "Some =of these important han consistency, 
highlighting the need for k ids  have  been she said. 
more adult volunteers the wait ing a year, two The ideal candidate is "just 
program so desperately ears ,  for  a B ig  someone who has a few hours 
needs, says executive dir- 
ector Lois Doehler. Brother or Sister." and who would like to spend 
time with a kid. It's a very 
If you've ever thought 
about becoming a Big 
Brother or Big Sister, now is the time to 
act. 
The Terrace program, now in its 10th 
year, is still struggling to match the long 
waiting list of children with an adult 
"big" brother or sister. 
Doehler says there are currently about 
simple concept." 
Training and ongoing support 
is provided. 
For more information on how you can 
become a Big Brother or Big Sister, call 
Lois at 635-4232. The walk takes place at 
1 p.m. and meets at the railway car on the 
Grand Trunk Pathway in Terrace. Pledge 
forms are available at Misty River Books. 
II Making a difference 
FOUR FRIENDS link arms as they join their school's Terry Fox Run. 
Students - and many staff members - at Thornhill Junior Secondary 
School took part in the event, held Friday morning. The rainy but invi- 
gorating run was the final event in a week of activities organized by the 
school's leadership class to raise awareness and money for the Terry 
Fox Foundation. Last year, Terry Fox Runs in Canada and around the 
world raised $21.7 million, In our country, the money Is spent on can- 
cer research grants distributed by the Cancer Institute of Canada. 
= = i = 
Around Town 
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LOST NO MORE: "Spider" has a new home, 
Puppy adopted 
AN abandoned puppy who was found wandering 
around Terrace suffering from extensive injuries 
back in August has now found a loving home. 
The Doberman puppy her rescuers called 
"Pretty Lady" has been adopted by some Kitimat 
residents everal weeks after receiving free treat- 
ment for her injuries - and physiotherapy to help 
her recuperate. 
In doing so, the Reese-Hansens have given her 
a new name, and a new lease on life. She's been 
re-named Spider, says Morgan Reese-Hansen, and 
she's slowly recovering from her injuries. 
Wanted: Baaad bosses 
DOES YOUR boss bring the office bowling aver- 
age down or eat all the cookies in the staff fridge? 
Then the Kidney Foundation of Canada's B.C. 
branch wants to know. It's looking to rope in some 
local bosses and community leaders to assist the 
annual Round Up for Research. 
The Western-themed event involves a roving 
posse of sheriffs and deputies who arrest bosses 
and other "Top Guns" for their crimes, drag them 
over to the Skeena Mall, and make them pay 
through a particularly swift brand of old-fashioned 
justice. 
The bosses are forced to spend an hour raising 
money for the Kidney Foundation as bail. 
The money raised at the Round Up, scheduled 
for Oct. 10 and 11, goes to support research on kid- 
ney disease, and assists patients through services 
and support programs like the organ donor aware- 
ness program. 
To make an arrest, call Marianne at: 635-2942. 
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BAR SCENE 
GATOR'S PUB: Enjoy the top hits of today and the 
classics of yesterday. Thursday night is Ladies Night, 
Win jewellery or a beauty package. Saturday is Stu- 
dent Appreciation Night. Once a month we will give 
away a cash scholarship of $300 to a lucky student. 
BEASLEY'S MIX: A place where good friends meet 
to enjoy good times. Traci and Tasha play the smooth 
soulful sounds of today's pop and country hits. Watch 
the game. Check out the great specials and try the Pi- 
casso Burger. 
GEORGE'S PUB: Semi.Chronic, appearing live 
Sept. 20 to 29. 
HANKY PANKY'S: Your weekend party destina- 
tion, the northwest's largest dance night club. No 
cover. Join us Friday and Saturday nights for great 
limes. Karaoke on Sunday and Monday nights. 
THEATRE 
Skeena River Players and NWCC First Nations Ac- 
cess present a public play reading with Yvette 
Nolan, noted Aboriginal playwright and director. At 
noon, Tuesday, Oct. 2 at NWCC Learning Resource 
Centre, Terrace Campus. Call Mac Derrick at 638- 
5421 for more info. 
Skeena River Players is hosting an acting and 
play creations workshop with First Nations play- 
wright Yvette Nolan. Oct. 1 to 7, afternoons, evenings 
and all day Saturday. Single acting sessions available. 
Call Marianne 635.2942 
 .:I3MEDY 
Terrace Little Theatre presents Yuk Yuk's On 
Tour. Featuring Kevin McGrath and Cory Mack,- two 
fax, This quirky drama centres on Kate, a bicycle 
maintenance instructor, who is in a relationship with a 
seemingly perfect boyfriend, Cilia, =The Contracep- 
tion King". 
The Best of the Banff Mountain Film Festival 
World Tour hits Terrace Oct, 13. Showtime 7:30 p,m. 
at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre, See the world's best moun- 
tain films - from paragliding in Nepal to skiing bot- 
headliners - Sept. 28 and 29 at the Best Western tomless powder at Whistler. Films from Canada, the 
Terrace Inn, Showtime 9:30 p.m. Tickets available_ at U,S., Switzerland and France. Presented by the Mt. 
Uniglobe Courtesy Travel, ReaD Backcountry Society. Tickets at Valhalla Pure 
,vlUSIC 
Vex Polaris, a vibrant community choir, is seeking an 
energetic and motivated director to lead us in our 
2001}02 season. For details contact Kelly at 798- 
2535 or Maurie at 615-5802. 
Terrace Community Band wishes to Invite all in- 
terested adults with previous wind or percussion ex- 
perience to join their active organization, Rehearsals 
every Tuesday evening from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Caledo- 
nia band room. For info, call Wayne at 635-4294. 
CINEMA 
Pacific Cinematheque travelling picture show, 
fall 2001 tour. On alternate Mondays at the "rillicum 
Twin Theatres in Terrace. New show time - 7:15 
p.m. Monday, Oct.1, Parsley Days, directed (and 
written, produced, and filmed) by Canadian Andrea 
Dorfman, This is a story about modem-day relation- 
ship woes in the artistic ommunity of downtown Hall- 
Outfitters. 
'vIE U, L ARTS 
The Terrace Art Gallery is the place to be. Come 
to our first monthly coffee house,Friday, Sept. 26 
at 7 p.m. This is an open mic event and we would sure : 
like to hear all of you budding musicians, storytellers 
and comedians. See you here for coffee and a fun 
evening. 
Drop in Drawing and Artist's circles on alternating 
Wednesdays at 7 p.m. For inspiration, networking and 
feedback. Call Non at 638-8884, 
Art Gallery hours: Wed. to Sat. from noon to 4 p.m,, 
Friday from noon to 6 p,m. and Sunday from 1 to 4 
p,m. 
Make the SCENE: Call 638-7283 or fax to 638- 
8432 to add your event to the Standard's free 
entertainment listings, The deadline is 5 p.m. 
Thursday. Events will run two weeks in advance, 
Check oul our site or ca~l 638-7263 for e~l ;e r t le ing  In fo rmct l~ 
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Your website/email address 
could be here! 
Contact us at 638-7283 
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Upcoming Events at the 
R.E.M. LeeTheatre E 
October ii:, / ~:' 
Fri. 5 =.., :;.The Cuban Sounds6:~i!he~:.. ; 
• , : .  . . . .  . . . . .  ,.::: v 
.....;: .............. ~PUENTE$ BROTHERS~I;wiririers Of 
/ii: ~:f Th6;iWest ~bast:Mus o~~fds  And 
~i; ::':iiiiiii;. Norninated:FbrThe2()O~l:~)unos 
Sat.~[3 • -i:Banff MO~h~th Fii~"Festival World Tour 
Sat. 20!! ,..- The Bi[{HUly:Band 
Wed. 24%Calecionia I~o'ii Music Concert 
Sat. 27 ~ - Terrace Symphony Orchestra 
Enjoy Live Entertainment At YOUR Local Theatre 
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL 635-2101 
Terrace Concert 
Society Tickets 
Available at 
Erwin's House of 
Fine Jewellery 
in the Skeena Mall 
Terrace Little 
Theatre Tickets 
Available at 
Unlglobe Courtesy 
Travel 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centre in- 
vites all members and interested women to our 
annual general meeting, starting at 6:30 p.m. at 
the Coast Inn of the West banquet room, Have a 
voice in all the exciting things that are happen- 
ing. Food, fun, and sisterhood. Call 638.0228. 
Starting today: One Step, a women's drop- 
in group, Sept. 26. From 1:30 to 3 p,m, at Ksan 
House Society, 4724 Lazelle Ave. For informa- 
tion or to arrange childoare subsidy call 635- 
2373. 
THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 27 
Cancer Support Group for family and friends 
at the Stepping Stones Clubhouse at 3302 
Sparks St, at 7 p,m, For info call Craig at 635- 
0049, 
Skeena River Players Is holding a play read- 
ing of Drew Hayden Taylor's "The Bootlegger 
Blues" at 7 p,m, at First Nations Education 
Centre Clarence Michiel School, rear entrance. 
Everyone welcome! Call Marianne 635-2942 for 
details. 
breastfeeding at the same time in the same geo- 
graphic location. The Breastfeeding Challenge 
will be held Oct. 6 at 10:30 a,m. Here in Terrace, 
it takes place at the North West Health Unit 
Auditorium, All women who are breasffeeding or 
want to know more about breastfeeding are in- 
vited. Call the NW Health Unit at 638-2200. 
WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 10 
Terrace Victims Assistance Program 
0NAP) is hosting an orientation ight for any- 
one who is thinking about becoming a volunteer 
or would simply like to learn more about the pro. 
gram. The meeting starts at 7 p,m. at the 
RCMP detachment, Volunteers receive 40 hours 
of training and ongoing support. Call Jan at 
638-7411 for more information, 
O(~TOBER 11 AND12 
The National Kidney Foundation is looking 
for volunteers who can assist with the RoundUp 
for Research event at the Skeena Mall Oct. 10 
and 11, Join the fun in this popular western- 
style fundraiserl Call Marianne at 635-2942 to 
find out more, 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 29 
Trail building party and potluck: The Coast SATURDAY, OCTOBER 13 
Mountain group of the Sierra Club needs your General Meeting of the North West Com. 
help to build a short trail to a waterfall on the munity Health Services Society board, 10 
Exstew River. Meet at the Terrace Public U- a.m. in the health unit auditorium, at 3412 Kalum 
bran/at 8 a,m, or call Joe at 638-8393 or Kelly St, Call Shirley at 638-2224 for information, 
at 798-2535 for more Information, Bring a sho- 
vel, a brusher, lopping shears or a bucket, MONDAY. OQ,TQBER 15 
Terrace Search and Rescue is having an in. 
SUNDAY. SEPTEMBER 30 troductory meeting at 7 p,m, in the office next 
A Little Walk for a Big Cause, 1 p.m, at the to Minute Muffler on Grieg Ave., across the the 
Grand Trunk Pathway, starting at the rail car Skeena Hotel, Anyone interested in finding out 
museum. September is Big Brothers and Big more on search and rescue is invited to attend, 
Sisters Month, Please come out and raise aware- For more information call Dabble at 638-8832. 
ness and money for our program. We currently 
have 20 children looking for big brothers and 
big sisters, Pledge forms at Misty River Books 
or by calling 635-4232, 
Join the Life Chain. Stand and be counted 
with the many thousand Pro-Lifers across Cana- 
da, Sunday, from 1:30 to 3 p,m. at Ferry Island, 
Refreshments will be served afterwards. Call 
Hilda for more information: 638.1648. 
Skeens River Players hosts First Nations 
playwright and President of Playwrights Union 
Canada Yvette Nolan for a week of acting, read- 
ings and play-creation workshops at NWCC. For 
more information and to register call Marianne 
at 635-2942. 
TVESDAY. OCTOBER 2 
Breastfeeding Support Group for morns and 
morns-to.be, Information, sharing and a snack, 
meets at the Vera Henry Education Room at 
Mills Memorial Hospital at 7:30 p,m, Topic: the 
Breastfeeding Challenge Oct, 6, For informa- 
tion, call Nancy at 635-5607, 
OCTOBER 1 to 5 
Special meetings for children Monday to Frl. 
day from 6:30-7:30 p.m, at the Terrace Gospel 
Hall, 4802 Scott Ave. For rldes/info phone 635. 
6627 or 635-3874, 
SATURDAY. OCTOBER6 
PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Terrace Toastmasters. Learn to speak in pub. 
lic with ease and confidence, We meet on the 
first and third Tuesdays of the month from 
7:30 to 9:30 p,m. at the Telemedia Boardroom 
(back alley entrance), For more info contact 
Karen at 635-2994 or Cynthia at 638-4079, 
Want to make a difference? Adult mentors 
are needed for a new pilot project at a local 
school this year. Volunteers will spend one hour a 
week with a local student during the school day, 
Call Lois at Big Brothers and Sisters of Ter- 
race at: 635-4232, 
Parent Support Circle. Are you the parent you 
want to be? Too many problems and not enough 
support? The Parent Support Circle may be 
able to help, Confidential, self-help. Call Rose 
Marie at 635-6985, 
An Aboriginal Foster Children's Feast Din- 
ner and Awareness March is scheduled for 
Oct, 27 at the Kitsumkalum Community Hall and 
Terrace. Call Brian at 638-8558 for info. 
The Terrace ROMP remind people needing 
criminal record searches for employment pur- 
poses or to serve as community volunteers that• 
the process now takes a minimum of six to eight 
weeks•to complete, Criminal record searches 
and fingerprinting takes place only on Thurs- 
Guineas Book of World Records challenge: days between 1:30-4:30 p,m, atthe detachment 
October 1'7 is World Breasffeedlng Week, To (no other tlmes)iCall 638,7400. : 
celebrate, British Columbia is entering the chal. : ,  i 
"-I" ' 
Sidewalkers 
Unique Clothes, Hats & Footwear 
4548 £azdeTerrace • 638-1711.,x (Eo.stonhgde) ~i~ 
Great New Fall B0bts::~ &Shoes!, 
Proud sponsor of 
_S ptember Proclamations 
Q 
B,g Brothers & 
Sisters Month" 
* International Year 
Of The Volunteer 
"- n l  
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT MARK 
AT THETERRACE STANDARD • 638-7283 ../I 
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Date & 'lime of Birth: 
September 8, 2001 7:00 a.m. 
Weight: 8lbs. 2 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Ryan & Nita Back 
Baby's Name: 
Jasmine Olivia 
Date & Time of Birth: 
September 11, 2001 at 8:00 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 8 oz, Sex: Female 
Parents: Nell &Jen Strain 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Damian Xavier 
Date & Time of Birth: 
September 10, 2001 
Weight: 8 Ibs, 9 I/2 oz. Sex: Male 
• Parents: Veronica Paupst &
John Pigeon 
Date & Time of Birth: 
September 9, 2001 
Weight: 7 lbs. 11 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Jill & Beg Ilarrison 
* 
Baby's Name: 
Mary Jane 
Date & Time of Birth: 
September 16, 2001 at 9:21 
Weight: 6Ibs. 4 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Cindy Cat'lick & 
Wayne Edckson 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Seen Michael Murray 
Date & Time of Birth: 
September 18, 2001 at 9:44 p.m. 
Weight: 7lbs. 2 oz, Sex: Male 
Parents: Gcoff& Penny Drive 
|1 
~N6' r thern  Drugs' Baby Club and 
~r~newborn will receive their first 
~, I~ ~ • Teddy Bear 
O 
SKEENA MALL 
TERRACE, B.C.. 
!•ii~ 
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DEANNA Freeman and her well-loved best friend. 
New buddy needed 
DEANNA FREEMAN takes her best friend everywhere. 
Her pal's been a family fixture in the Freeman house- 
hold for 20-plus years. 
He's been so well loved that now the seams that line 
his cloth hands and arms are starting to wear out, and 
some of the stuffing is poking through. 
So Deanna's morn, Louise, is trying to find a suitable 
replacement that looks just like him, but she's having no 
luck. 
KMart stores used to sell the doll, under the brand 
name, "My Buddy". The doll is a toddler-sized cloth 
doll with a mop of dark brown hair, and a rubberized 
face speckled with friendly freckles and bright brown 
eyes that open and close. My Buddy dolls can wear real 
clothing and shoes. 
If you think you may have a close match, please con- 
tact Louise Freeman at 635-4037. 
uk Yuk's returns 
with a double bill 
IT COULD be the funniest Cov.rtesy Travel. Showtim¢ 
evening you've spent in a is 9:30 p.m. 
long time. . . . .  
Acting, play creation 
workshops planned 
TERRACE'S  newest 
theatre company kicks off 
its upcoming season with 
a week of acting and play 
writing workshops with one 
of Canada's leading First 
Nations playwrights. 
Yvette Nolan, a prolific 
director and 
playwright, is 
also the current 
president of the 
P laywr ights '  
Union of Cana- 
da. 
Her most re- 
cent work deals 
with the events 
leading up to 
the murder of a 
M i 'qmak 
woman who got 
involved with Yvette Nolan 
the American 
Indian Movement at 
Wounded Knee. 
Her plays have been 
nominated for several 
theatre awards, and she's 
appeared on CBC's Sun- 
day Morning. 
Nolan is also an actor, 
adjudicator and theatre in- 
structor who's worked in 
Yukon, Manitoba, and 
Rankin Inlet. 
Nolan gives a public 
reading of her work at 
noon Oct. 3 at 
the Northwest 
Communi ty  
College cam- 
pus in Terrace. 
She's also con- 
ducting a work- 
shop series on 
play creation 
and act ing 
c lasses  at 
NWCC Oct. 1 
to 7. 
Her readings 
and workshops 
are presented 
by Skeena River Players, 
No previous acting or 
theatre experience is ne- 
cessary. Register by call- 
ing Marianne at 635-2942 
or Mac at 638-5421. 
1 63 ,TIPS. 
. "  Jointly rH0onsored by - : " , , ' 
i:!i'/! HOman ResourceS Development Canada & htlnl, w Of Human Resources 
Smilhers Terrace 
:l'uesday, October 2nd, 2001 Thursday, October 4th, 2001 
Prince Rupert Queen Charlotte Islands 
Wednesday, October 171h, 2001 Monday, October 22nd, 2001 
Workshops tart at 9:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m. 
All participants MUST be registered prior to attending. 
Seats will be limited. 
To register call: Tracey at 1-800-337-8180 local 242 ~/~ 
Canad  L.OLUMBIA 
i 
. , . .  . . . .  • . 
Newspapers  
want  to  get  
i t  r ight .  
So if at times they fa~l 
short, let their editors 
know. 
If they can't solve the 
problem, contact he B.C. 
Press Council, a 
voluntary body that 
looks Into and tries to 
mediate unresolved 
reader complaints about 
news and opinion in B.C. 
newspapers. 
B.C. PRESS COUNCIl. 
201-1290 Broad S|reet, 
Victoria, B.C. VSW 2A5 
Ph. 250-384-3344 
Fax: 250-384-3346 
E.mail: coundl@bcpresscoundl.org 
Web: bq~resscouncil.org 
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e Smithers Community 
Services Association 
Phone (250) 847-9515 ° Fax (250) 847-3712 
PARENTING AFTER 
SEPARATION 
Parenting after Separation in a one-night workshop that is 
divided Into three sections. The first section will be with a 
judge or a judge's video. The judge will tell you about their 
role in family court, ways you can solve your problem, and 
about the court process in general. The judge will not be able 
to answer questions specific to your case but can answer 
general questions. Second, a family justice counsellor will 
talk about the services they offer, options to attending court 
and the child support guidelines. The final section will involve 
two counsellors who will discuss how you can help yourself 
and your children through separation, 
WORKSHOP DATES: ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Terrace -Oct .  1,2001, 6:00 p.m, to 9:00 p.m. 
Prince Rupert -Oct .  1,2001,9 a.m, to 12;00 noon 
Smlthers - Oct. 22, 2001, 6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m, 
Hazelton - Oct. 23, 2001, 6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. 
This workshop is free, however, participants must pre- 
register. 
To register call Aldea or Dabble at 1-888-355-6222 or 
847-9515 or fax 1-250-847-3712 
I I 
Terrace Little Theatre 
presents two veteran co- 
mics Friday and Saturday 
n ight  
when Yuk 
Yuk's On 
Tour re- 
turns for 
two nights 
at the 
Best  
Western  
Ter race  
Inn. 
Comic Kevin 
everyman McGrath 
Kev in  
Me Gra t h 
is a frequent face on the 
Comedy Network's Come- 
dy at Club 54. 
His unique brand of hu- 
mour has also taken him to 
every major comedy dub 
in the country. 
He's been in the busi- 
ness for more than 15 
years and has worked with 
comedians Gilbert God- 
f r i  e d, 
Eugene 
Levy and 
R i ta  
Rudner. 
He ' S 
even 
opened 
for guitar 
legend 
Je f f  
Cory Mack Beck. 
Cory  
Mack, hot off the heels of 
her appearance at this 
year's Just for Laughs In- 
ternational Comedy Festi- 
val in Montreal, is an 
actor and writer who is 
also one of Canada's funn- 
iest comics. 
She's opened for some 
of the country's best 
known comics, including 
Mike McDonald, and she's 
appeared on the stage, 
radio and on "IV. 
Tickets for both shows 
are available at Uniglob¢ 
"Boaling dlabales and treating 
diabetes bo lh  depend on research, 
CDA fundlng m, akos it posfdble." 
Dr. DanJol Drucket, i'e~eorch ~cionti~l 
III~LP SOMEONE YOU KNOW. 
CALL 1.800.BANIING 
~J  CANAOt&N ASSOCIATION 
DIAIBI£/(S Ci~NADIEHH( 
A$~OClA 'ION OU OlAO~T[ 
www,d labo loLca  
We're teaching kids about road safety. 
Car crashes are the number one killer of young people in British Co lumbia. That's why Autoplan brokers are supporting a series of road safety programs 
that will help keep kids safe. Programs like Way to Go, where we teach children how to travel to and from school safely and C.A.R,S., where we help 
youth make smart choices on the road. We like to think of these programs as insurance for our children, After @u1 lc b 
all, kids are the future. And we're going to help get them there. For more information, visit your Autoplan broker. , , ,u , , ,=r°kers ,  , , , , , .  
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:MORE THAN 30 local woman headed out onto downtown streets 
'Friday night for the annual Take Back the Night March and Rally. 
Women march to end 
Build a trail 
to awaterfall. 
CONTRIBUTED 
THE COAST Mountain Group of the 
Sierra Club invites you to a trail 
building party and pot luck, The club 
is building a short trail to a scenic 
waterfall on the Exstew River on Sa- 
turday. 
A lot of folks know that if you tra- 
vel several miles up the logging road 
that runs up the east side of the Ex- 
stew River, you will come to one of 
the prettiest waterfalls in the area. 
It drops down off the mountains to 
a tiny meadow in a thundering show- 
er of spray. Then it cascades on 
down over jumbles of rocks and trees 
to the road below and then to the 
river. The road affords a glimpse of 
the falls but the meadow is the ideal 
place to see it. 
The meadow is a magical spot, 
filled with the roar of water and bil- 
lowing mist. It makes the word rain- 
forest very real. 
And that's the trouble. People 
want to see the waterfall up close. 
Over the years a slippery, muddy 
path has been created. It scrambles 
over logs and up cut banks. It gets 
you to the meadow but it's danger- 
OUS. 
It's particularly hard for families 
with young children. So a flatter, 
drier path has been mapped out that 
approaches the falls from the side. 
Come Sept. 29, there will be 
some tree cutting, some step build- 
ing and a lot of gravel hauling, 
fall forms of violence That may seem like a lot of work, 
but Sierra Club members aim to 
;FRIDAY'S Take Back the Night 
~march seemed to take on even 
~greater significance this year, corn- 
:rag just days after the recent errorist 
',attacks on the United States. 
', Take Back the Night is an even- 
:ing' of protest against violence 
against women that aims to make 
the streets - and society - safer for 
women. 
This year's march drew more than 
30 women who carried placards and 
hand made masks as they walked 
unescorted through busy streets. 
make it a lot of fun as well. There 
will be free juice and pop, and since 
it's potluck, probably an array of 
other good things. 
Phone Joe at 638-8393 or Kelly at 
798-2535 for details or just turn up in 
front of the Terrace Library at 8 a.m. 
The -Bear - Necessities 
You won't see a 4x4 line-up that show- 
cases more strength, dependability and 
exceptional value than the 2002 ATVs 
from Yamaha. Towering over the four- 
wheeler industry, these awesome bears 
devour the toughest chores. From the 
all-new Grizzly 660 to the Big Bears 
and the Kodiak Ultramatics... Yamaha 
4x4 ATVs thrive on any challenge. 
Always ready to work and never reFus- 
ing to play, a 4x4 ATV from Yamaha is 
always the best "Bear" for the job. 
,~ .  < YAMAHA www.y'.mahu-momr.ca 
++ + @YAMAHA {+ ........ ~?{ GENUINE 
Always wear pro~e¢five fidin equipm0nl including an approved ho~mot and eye pro~,¢ ion Yornc~ho ATVs c~ro designed for off-road use only. 
Never carry passengers. Ride safely and rospec the environment. Do no! drink and ridn. Read tiy, owner's manual. Yamaha recommends oil 
riders take an approved A?,/riding courso. These Yamo~'~a A~Vs aro r~omn'~nd~ [or us~ only ~ adults 16 years o[ age or o dec 
i 
Terrace Little Theatre Presents 
Kevin McGrath &i Cory Mack 
Skeena Room - Terrace Inn 
Tickets $15 each at UNIGLOBE 
COURTESY TRAVEL 
O ~ 47 i 8A Lazelle Ave. Terrace 
i I I  • I 
l (.'IIIIIMIEtttlII~ ff~JE T IB I~ 
G!iVE,  t,, ,;, o++',,r,,+ i .................. ...... 
1o~ d 
1-800-585-8265 
Universitie:; ha a hand 
i n  betterqhi  .alt} ' care ,  ..... 
leadin|. ......... 
with m 
in heat 
mona§ 
and pc 
develo 
J 
develo 
appro~ 
meet t~ 
o four 
popul( 
7 %, 
,~,' ~ 
Y 
training more doctors, nurses 
/ and other health care workers / 
+.- 
+. 
BC's Universities 
creating opportunity ogether 
BC'ssix universities are combining their teaching 
: ~and research efforts to improve the quality of life 
'and economic well,being of all British- Columbians, 
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Shock Treatment 
W hY is the back end...why it moves?" "Not enough weight. It's light, h's a pickup." 
"Leger," says Michel to Eric, who has been 
looking around like a nervous 
deer, his head swiveling rearward each time the 
rear end of my truck skitters across a washboard 
bend on the Copper River Road. 
I expect a little drift in such situations, but 
there is more yaw than there should be. Naw. It's 
just the poor condition of the road, I convince 
myself. And the condition of the road is bad. It 
yearns for a grader blade, but with only a few 
trucks hauling logs from sixty clicks up the val- 
ley, it hasn't had a grooming in months and 
looks like a back road in a third world country 
as a result. 
"Le premier canyon," I announce to my skit- 
tish sports as we bump and jostle around its 
perimeter. They smile meekly. 
"The reever she is good?" asks Michel of 
Paris, who earlier told me he speaks English, 
but really only thinks he does. 
"Pair-feck-shawn," I reply, leaning heavily 
on the first syllable while simultaneously wish- 
ing there that there was a universal anguage, 
and that it was English with a Canadian inflec- 
tion. 
Actually the colour of the Zymoetz isn t as 
clean as the day before, but considering the 
kind of turbid conditions we've had so often 
over the last decade, it's close enough to ideal. 
"La deuxieme canyon," I announce like 
some kind of backwoods bus driver as wd wind 
and descend to around the last serpefi~int~"bend .... '~ '~ "~ .....
the wide fiat part of the Copper River valley 
where the shape of the land changes dramatic- 
ally. The sun breaks through a sky crack. The 
river turns into a silver ribbon. I squint into the 
light, looking for angler shapes on The Little 
Grizzly Run, and see none. 
"We stop, here," I say. 
"OK... good," says Michel as Eric nods. 
Suiting up is a slow, cumbersome process 
with Europeans. Besides the obligatory waders, 
jacket, rod and reel, there are bags full of ca- 
meras and other mysterious non-essentials. After 
fifteen minutes we are off through the brush. 
Michel holds up an articulated purple and fu- 
schia leech bedecked with gobs of glittering tin- 
sel. "Gewd fly?" he asks 
"No, not a good fly," I tell him. "C'est une 
mouche real." I hand him one of Hen Gran- 
thorn's skittering sedges and make wade-to- 
here-cast-to-there gestures. 
As I 'm doing this Eric fastens on to a steel- 
head, a big one. "Camera, camera, photo!" he 
yells pointing at the yellow bag he set on a log 
when we arrived. I lope over the rocks toward it, 
stopping abruptly when he begins shouting 
something incomprehensible and pointing at the 
back pocket in his vest. As I make the return 
run, he starts saying no again, pointing at the 
bag once more. Off l go, panting now. In the bag 
I find a Nikon wrapped in a sock. I run back 
with it. 
"No, not right," he shakes his head. 
I grab the rod. The fish sulks. Soon Erie 
comes stumbling back with a video camera that 
I have no idea how to operate. He makes film- 
ing gestures. I take some really bad footage, 
then hand the camera back and, after many 
awkward maneuvers, release the fish. Eric is 
clearly miffed at being unable to get a still of 
his 39 inch buck. I make a throat slitting gesture 
and tell him that over handling will kill the fish. 
After two fish are beached we race for the 
next run. At the helipad there is a resonant bang 
and a scrapping sound under my poor truck. 
"@#%&." I bark. No translation is necessary. 
I lie under the truck and struggle with a bro-. 
ken shock as two pairs of French hands are 
thrust in my way. They try to be helpful, but this 
is simply another case of too many cooks. Flu- 
s,rated, I chase them away like a pair of barn- 
yard chickens and order them to eat lunch. 
The first rule of tinkering is save all the parts. 
The first rule of automotive tinkering is carry 
haywire. I have none, but I have bungee cords. I
wrestle the jack out of Michel's hands then jack 
up the truck and bungee the broken cylinder up 
and forward, then stand back to admire the job 
while the Frenchmen look on skeptically. 
The truck gets us to the Hangover Run where I 
struggle with the language as steelhead porpoise 
throughout the pool, and my clients do everything to 
avoid catching them: they cast long, always long, 
when they should cast short; they mend upstream 
when they should mend downstream; they use huge 
flies when they should be using small bags. I give up 
my feeble attempts at communication, when Michel 
manages to hook and lose two fish, primarily because 
he reels as the fish burn off downstream. 
"I am a bad fisherman/' he proclaims. 
" I "You are indeed, I repywlth a big smile, "But 
you'.re having fan" 
Movie makers 
hit rivers here 
By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERMAN 
AMERICAN kayakers and 
filmmakers hit the white 
water of northwestern B.C. 
last week shooting footage 
for an upcoming action- 
packed film. 
Adventure, breathtaking 
imagery and heart pump- 
ing river running is at the 
heart of the films produced 
by California-based cine- 
matographer Scott Lind- 
gren. 
He was in Terrace with 
fellow filmmaker and pad- 
dler Dastin Knapp as well 
as professional kayaker 
Clay Wright. 
They came to the north- 
west because it's a unique 
location - one that hasn't 
been featured in many ad- 
venture sport movies. 
The threesome were the 
first of several kayakers to 
arrive here shooting the 
fourth instalment of a 
video series called Liquid 
Lifestyles. 
The previous three in- 
stalments included kayak- 
ing footage from Califor- 
nia, India, Africa, Indone- 
sia, Nepal and Canada. 
At just 29 years old, 
Lindgren already has cre- 
dentials most cinemato- 
graphers only dream about 
- an Emmy award. 
The award came in 
1998 for best cinematogra- 
phy for a documentary shot 
in Bolivia called Andes to 
Amazon. 
But it took quite a few 
months before he was able 
to get his hands on the 
prize. 
That's because every 
winner is charged $800 
U.S. to take the award 
home, For a young cine- 
matographer the price tag 
was a bit too steep. 
"I didn't tell anybody 
about it for a few months 
and then my morn caught 
wind of it so she bought it 
for me," said Lindgren. 
More importantly, the 
award gave credence to 
the work he loves doing. 
The draw to filming in 
northwestern B.C. is also, 
sid Lindgren, because of 
the easy access to hard-to- 
reach spots. 
The network of logging 
roads here provides access 
to rivers that would other- 
wise be inaccessible. 
The group hooked up 
DUSTIN Knapp, Scott Lindgren and Clay Wright were here last week shoot- 
ing footage for upcoming, action-packed kayaking film Liquid Lifestyles IV. 
They came to Terrace because of it's unique setting and easy access to 
white water. SARAH A. ZlMMERMAN PHOTO. 
with one of the best guides 
to rivers around Terrace. 
Shane Spencer knows 
the rivers and mountains 
around Terrace intimately 
and gave the group valu- 
able information. 
"Canada pretty much 
Skeena and hiked up," 
says Knapp. "That was de- 
finitely a workout." 
But once at the canyon 
the kayakers found good 
rapids to run and were im- 
pressed with the character 
of the rock there. 
"Canada pretty much rocks as far as 
rivers and kayaking goes." 
rocks as far as rivers and 
kayaking goes," said Clay 
Wright. 
The kayakers visited 
Davis Creek near Terrace 
for one day of shooting. 
"We paddled across the 
They also travelled to 
the Butze Rapids just out- 
side Prince Rupert in 
hopes of getting some ad- 
ditional footage. 
Whether the footage 
shot in this region makes 
the final cut for Liquid 
Lifestyle IV remains to be 
seen .  
Once all the footage is 
compiled Lindgren will sit 
down for hours poring over 
segments deciding which 
ones to use. 
Then he goes through 
the painstaking process of 
editing it all together and 
adding a musical score. 
The Liquid Lifestyles 
crew is the thirdgroup of 
filmmakers and athletes to 
come through Terrace this 
year shooting footage for 
films that are in the works. 
Professional snowboar- 
ders and snowmobilers 
also came here to film. 
II Play on 
VERITAS' keeper kicks the ball back into play at the final of the Terrace 
Elementary School Association's (T.E.S.S.A.) mixed soccer tournament 
last week. Veritas beat Thornhill Elementary 3-0 in the final of the series 
that saw five local elementary schools take part. All the games were well 
played and many ended with very close scores. The young athletes 
braved rain and windy, chilly weather each game day but all left the field 
smiling even if they were a bit wet and muddy. SARAH A. ZlMMERMAN PHOTO 
i 
Street series title a 
close call for Thomson 
By LISSA 
ARCHIBALD 
IF YOU'RE a drag race 
fan you're familiar with 
the term Winternationals - 
especially if you're a fan 
or competitor in the north- 
west. 
The Terrace Terrace 
Kitimat-Airport was roar- 
ing with action Sept. 7-9 
as the Terrace Drag Race 
Association hosted the 
final event of the season. 
Despite cool weather 
the turn-out was still good. 
And regardless, cooler air 
temperature produces big- 
ger horsepower. 
The popular Friday 
night Street Series Shoot- 
out was attended by over 
50 entrants who battled it 
out in the points race this 
season. 
Top spot looked as if it 
was anyone's game when 
points leader, Lee Thom- 
son, was unable to conti- 
nue racing because o f  
mechanical problems. 
Lee's wife, Lorilee gra- 
ciously dropped out of 
competition and handed 
over the keys to her '76 
Vette. Lee went on to suc- 
cessfully take top honors 
for the 2001 Street Series. 
Saturday competitors 
had their final chance of 
the season at the King of 
the YXT or Gamblers 
prizes. 
Chris Bie, who has had 
a very successful season, 
was awarded king honors 
for cars while Inn Berris- 
ford cruised to the throne 
in the snow/blke class. 
Nicole Hansen, with her 
second Gamblers win of 
the season, took top spot 
on her Arctic Cat while 
Doug Ribeiro managed top 
Gambler for the cars. 
Brian Hanson and Mary 
Ann Munson were both 
awarded $50 for their 
'al most-i mpossi hie-to-ob- 
tain' 500 second reaction 
times. 
As Sunday dawned, ra- 
cers awoke to the realiza- 
tion it was their last 
chance for victory this 
season and each competi- 
tor came out to win. 
Kham Shanz and Gord 
Hidber each had some an- 
xious moments as these 
two veteran racers each 
pushed their vehicles per- 
haps a bit too hard result- 
ing in a bit of bent and 
scraped metal. 
Thankfully both drivers, 
despite elevated heart 
beats, were uninjured. 
The final bracket win- 
ners list showed Leland 
Hovland in first with Brian 
Hanson and Nikki Bloom- 
field rounding out the top 
three for the snow/bike ca- 
tegory. 
First place in the large 
Sportsman group went to 
Ken Petley with Ralph 
Godlinski in second and 
Brutus McCarron taking 
third, Pro series fans 
watched as Joe Orfao 
came out victorious with 
Boyd McCann settling for 
second and Harold Dau- 
moat for third. 
Pro Outlaw racer, Lee 
Thomson, took top spot 
with Doug Ribeiro close 
behind in second and 
Kham Shantz  awarded 
third. 
Sports Scope 
Birdie bashing 
BADMINTON players around Terrace are dusting 
off birdies and tightening the strings on rackets in 
preparation for another season of adult badminton. 
The Terrace Badminton Club has six courts that are 
just begging to be filled every Tuesday and Thursday 
night. 
Games are played at Thornhill Junior Secondary 
School 8-10 p.m. Cost is $4.00 per session or $86 for 
the season which runs from now until April. All le- 
vels of playing ability are welcome. 
Call Diane at 635-3564 for details or just show up 
with your racket in hand. 
Motorbikers ride for kids 
MOTORCYCLISTS in the Terrace area are gearing 
up for the 19th annual Toy Run, Sept. 29. 
Whether you ride a Harley or a street bike, all mot- 
orcyclists are welcome. Riders are encouraged to 
bring toys that will be donated to the Salvation Army 
for gifts to be distributed to needy children at Christ- 
mas. Cash donations can also be made at the ride. 
Then, bring a toy, strap it to your bike and meet at 
the weigh scales at the intersection of Hwyl6 and 
Hwy37 at 2 p.m: to start he Parade of Toys. 
Riders take a circuit from the scales, through Ter- 
race and ends at the Coast Inn of the West. 
Call 635-3489 for more information. 
Registration for special 
olympians soon 
TERRACE'S special olympians will be back at the 
bowling lanes and in the swimming pool next month. 
All athletes and new volunteers must first register 
before they can kick off this season. 
Registration takes place at the Skeena Mall Friday, 
Oct. 12 from 6:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m. 
Fees for athletes are $35. For more details about 
BC Special Olympics and opportunities available for 
athletes in Terrace call Jo at 635-7936 after 7 p.m. 
Serving up squash 
THE OASIS Sports Club on the Northwest Commun- 
ity College campus is now open for the squash sea- 
son. 
Doors open at 11:45 a.m. First court time available 
is noon and the the last one in the evening will de- 
pend on bookings. 
Phone 638-5457 to book a court. 
Ski patrollers needed 
SHAMES Mountain volunteer ski patrol is recruiting 
new members for the upcoming ski season. 
Anyone interested in donating some of their time 
on the slopes is invited to an introductory meeting 
Monday, Oct. 1 at the Coast Inn of the West at 7 p.m. 
Past first aid experience is recommended. Come 
out and have some fun this winter with returning pa- 
trollers and some new faces, For more information 
contact Richard Stone at 635 1712 or Mike Sorensen 
at 624 4940. 
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I ' '  I Runners 
on your 
mark 
i Lift those legs 
TERRACE Blueback swimmers are starting to, 
Country Classic Volleyball tournament in
Prince George Sept. 15-16. 
The team won their division, placing 
ninth overal l  in the 16 team 
tournament. This equals their best ever 
result at this particular tournament. 
The Kermodes lost two very close 
games to Prince George teams. This drop- 
PUT ON your running 
shoes because the All 
Season's Half Marathon is 
right around the corner. 
Sunday, Oct. 7 runners 
hit the pavement from in a 
5km, 10km or half mara- 
thon run. There are child- 
ren, youth, and seniors ca- 
tegories. 
This is a chance for be- 
ginner runners and sea- 
soned racers alike to take 
part in a fun race. 
Last year's half mara- 
thon winners were Dave 
Cater of Terrace with a 
time of 1:25:23 and CarD- 
GIVE SOMEONE 
A SECOND CHANCE 
'Discuss organ donation with your family. 
THE KIDNEY FOUNDATION OF CANADA NC 
Hi 
~ ~'~ AIR CADET SOCIETY / 
will be held 
Wednesday September 26, 2001 
commencing at 6:30 PM. 
All parents and guardians are welcome to come in with 
• their teen(s) to find out more about this excellent 
opportunity for youth aged 12 to 18 years old. 
THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING WILL ALSO BE 
HELD THE SAME NIGHT COMMENCING AT 7 PM. 
The Air Cadet Hall is located at the Terrace/Kitimat Airport 
For ~urther information please call 635-3086 
feel their muscles burn after their summer hie- line Polanco, also of Ter- ~.  or attend any Wednesday night parade. 
tus from training. The young swimmers are race in a time of 1:37:52. • 
getting back into the swing of things with dry- Entry forms are avail- - -  
land training before they hit the pool. Their able at A l l  Season's ~)~`~;:~'~'`~,~`~`~`~a~e~(~`~;"~a`~;`~a~-~:`~`~r~r"~ ,  • . ,%. .  . . . . . . , " .%. . , . ' . . "  . ;  . . .  . * . '~ . .k*~. '~; ,%~?,~; % % 
pre-season work-outs include skipping, run- Source for Sports or regis- ,.~¢';~ _~ ~.. ~,; 
ning, cardiovascular  excercises and muscle ter on race day at 9:30 ~ ~, 
toning. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO. a.m. at Northwest Cam- TERRACE  
Kermodes nab munity College. ~i-, . ¢.'.~ 
ii VN I ITB  @Nl t l t¢ l l  !ii 
¢.;, ¢:; ninth in PG ,, lUU l I I  OUUUI.il 
CALEDONIA's senior boys volleyball ped them into the consolation round. Both ~.~ -, 
team kicked off the season at the Bear games went to third set tie-breakers with 
TSC takes Hi-Point team 
College Heights Secondary School and 
Kelly Road Secondary School coming out 
on top of the Kermodes. 
'Tin satisfied with our results, but I feel 
we could have done better," said team 
captain Dan Bernard. 
Prince George's Duchess Park beat out 
Pen-High of Penticton in the final game. 
By MARTY COX 
FOR THE second time in 
three years, The Totem 
rode to second in Flag and 
Figure 8. Dan Muller, re- 
presenting the Masters 
group rode well earning 
firsts in Scud-a-hoe, Flag 
Race and Figure 8 Stakes 
and second in Keyhole 
Pole Bending and Barrels. 
Dan also was the Hi-Point 
Masters rider for the day. 
Margie Rempel, also a 
Masters, came first in 
Keyhole and third in Scud- 
a-hoe, Flag, and Barrels. 
third in Scud-a-hoe and 
Figure 8. 
In Junior B Jessie Welt- 
~i The Christie Park Clubhut will be 's~ 
,:.;"-'~ open to receive soccer uniforms ~.i 
~;~ and to hand out team photographs ~I 
¢-~ ~, 
,=.~ and referee paycheques. ,..~ 
~: When: ~: 
Saturday, Sept .29 
lOam lpm ':":'; i~; • ' = • • ¢~ 
:]] Call Gill at 635-7613 ,~,. ,:.'~x~,,,; l ~: 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert 
Monuments Concerned personal 
Bronze Plaques service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium since 1946 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B.C. VgG 1×7 
fA  ~1~'~ Phone635"2444 ° Fax635"635"2160 ~24hourpager 
J 
Terrace Women's 
Soccer Association 
Blessings Mr. Mikes Grill 
Soccer- Buy All Seasons 
Terrace Builders Do- It Valhalla Pure Outfilters 
Centre Dairy Queen 
Kate McCarron - Dynamic Health 
Pampered Chef Services 
Zellars Canadian Tire 
Cavelaro Koala Sun Tanning 
Gemmas Salon 
Happy Days Handbag Safeway 
and Luggage Back Eddy Pub 
Ruby Red Central Flowers 
CFNR Northern Motor Inn 
Reitmans Almwood 
Hot House Northern Savings 
Spee Dee Printers & Molson 
Office Products Hanky Pankys 
Sidewalkers Cedar River 
Country Cot tage  Physiolherapy/j~::~ 
Shadez of Hair Artistic [ /  
Mc Bike Shop Hair Studio ~- .~11 
Saddle Club captured the 
title of Hi-Point Team at 
the Northwest Invitational 
Gymkhana. 
The event, held Sept. 8, 
was hosted by last year's 
Hi-Point team, the Tele- 
graph Trail Saddle Club at 
the Kispiox Rodeo 
Grounds. 
Five teams from around 
the northwest tOoklpart ..... 
i; Teams consisted of the 
top two riders from each of 
s~x age groups from each 
club. The Seniors group 
saw Lyn Lavoie take first 
place in all six events. She 
was also the Hi-Point se- 
nior rider for the day. 
Senior Jason Rempel 
In the Junior A group, ner-up for Sportsmanship. 
Amy Hayduk took first.in . The  Jun.ior D riders 
man came second in Pole 
Bending, and Scud-a-hoe" 
while Neoma Patterson 
placed third in Keyhole. 
Neoma also received the 
Sportsmanship award for 
that age group. 
L indsay Kuemper, 
competing in Junior C 
placed second in Flag, and 
Kim McCormick was run- 
Pole Bending, SCu d a:hoe, 
Flag, and Figure 8. She 
also took Hi-Point Junior A 
for the day. 
The club's other Junior 
A rider, Rachel Muller, 
rode to second in Keyhole 
and Pole Bending and 
'were Bradley. and Cody 
Kuemper with Bradley ri- 
ding to a second in Flag 
and Cody coming in sec- 
ond in Keyhole and Flag. 
Because Terrace won 
the event, they'll host the 
Invitational next year. 
! 
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Terrace 
KERMODE AUTO 
SPORTS LTD. 
2815 Kalum Street 
250-638-1956 
POLRRIS '  ~he W~f Ore. 
Oltor g~od ~ a lifted "~ at ~pat~ h~,~ 
de,~em aal sut~l to Iwcu¢l am~,dl~. Nol 
a~'aitable toprtndp,~ ~¢1 emlti¢~ of Fdads, 
racem government of r~tol t i~ ,  and model 
~ 2002 Snow Check Seloct Ixt~e~.  ~tic. 
i~lt~ l~arl9 deaJefl9 toe details. "Ffeo fltlatldl~ 
e~l,~e ~lap~ cre~t I t~  Pola~ C~ 
et participating deatom and orgy el time of sale, 
p~ded unpakl b,~b~ce to paid ~ ~ by firzt pay. 
¢us~o~ers ,u~t to emit appm,~ fmrn Faa~ 
c ,~ Example: Indy Supe~ Sp~t ~ $6,399, 
paym~ts et $9600 a month at a 12.9% ARL 
D~es not Indtx~ lax, b~e. fre~ht, deato¢ tostzlf~. 
t~e and setup. 0tim va~ 0n qu~ifled mmume. 
p ~  r~anced u~ng ~ p~m~on peril. 
Offer excludes: ~1112~,~1346s. XCFI, 440 XC~, 
440 Ro X LIq~, 440 Pro X Fore, ~ EOGE X~ 
Sperms, ~11 Snow Check Sele¢1XC SP and I~,~K 
mo~ w~ custom opt~m, Im'y Fro~er a~d '99 
and ~ f l~  Polads re¢o~me~ that aJl 
snowmobile riders take a I/~ntng mulso. ~ i~t 
allempl ra~rletr~ beyond y~r capabilil'/ 
Nw'~ts ',,mar a I~met end oUmr safe~/apparel 
02001 Pd~ls I l l ,  stales Ltd. 
The SKEENA VALLEY FALL FAIR Board of Directors 
and oil Committees wish to thank the very medal people and organizations 
that helped make the 2001 Fall Fair such a success. Please accept our 
apologies if your name was inadvertently omitted from this list. Remember, 
there would not be a Skeena Valley Fall I~air without your support. 
Vesta Douglas Grace Fell Flodst Ran Town Family 
^nsems Family Hamer Family Scottles U Brew 
Adams Family Jan's Pl~otographlcs Terrace Builders 
Bear Creek Contracting Judy Candle Terrace Co-op 
Beveled Edge/Photoworks Keenleyslde Insurance Terrace Interiors 
Bone Family Kerby Family Terrace Senior Games Members 
Braid Insurance Kevin & Naomi Peters The Bargain Store 
BC Transit Knights of Columbus The Bear Country Inn 
BC Honey Producers McDonald's Restaurant The Cotton Pick'n Quilt Patch 
Cedadand Tire Mr. & Mrs. Dickens The Creative Zone 
Central Rowers NAS Contracting The Falls Gallery 
Citizens On Patrol Nechako Northcoast Construction The Garden Shed 
Dairy Queen Neld Enterprises ~ The Northern Motor Inn 
Dan Muller Family Northern Drugs The Thornhill Rre Department 
Dynamic Health Northern Horse Supply The Thornhlll Pub 
Elks Lodge No 425 Overwaitea Foods Thornhlll Band Members 
Fabricland Paragon Insurance Tycho Family 
Feed'n'Bits Rafuse Family Uplands Nursery 
Rrst Response Re/Max of Terrace Zellers 
Winner of the Gate Pdze, donated by the Terrace Downtown Lions Club, was Marsha Lloyd of Terrace. 
Our heartfett hanks to our great judges, who Judged everything from animals to zucchini and 
a between; to the hard working crew, under the guidance of Parrlsh Miller, who toiled . ~ ~  
for days In soggy conditions to prepare the "l'hornhill Community Grounds, to the won- ~ ~  
derful volunteers who prepared the Exhibit Hall so that everything would look it's ~ ~  
best and to all who pitched in where there was a need. Your help was invalueble. ~ i ~  
sp~cta~ thanks are ,eser,ed for tho Terrace ~nt0wn uons-w~ ngthe Lo=er's ~ ~  
Sports to the Fair every year and who offer their generous upport hroughout the ~ ~  
year; Alcen Primary Metals Kltlmat Works. Corporate Partner and major sponsor of ~ i ~ ( i  
the Heavy Horse Put Events and the Recycling Booth: BC Hydro Terrace Office ~ ~  
Corporate Partner and generous upporter; Pacific Northern Gas, Terrace Office- Corporate ~'' ", ~'~ . l ~ 
Partner end generous upporter; and to Telus, Terrace Office- for the use of equipment end for donating prizes. 
i 
REGULAR LEAGUES START ON OCTOBER 9 TM 
Junior registration is Oct. 17/01 only with curling to start the following week. 
The Curling club has special rates in effect for new curlers and will a,empt to place individuals on a team 
Join a league this season... To join call the Terrace Curling Club at 635-5583 
Naturopath ic  !1 I T  ALL Naturopathic Doctors help Individuals 
health, vibrant energy and joy of Itvlng 
B E 6 Z N 5  ~I'~ ~ therapies and gentle techniques 
• Allergy Testing ° Vitamin/, @ 
• Preventative Medicine • Hcmeopa 
W.r.r.[ TH WA TEn! 
It is a critical component of human lit=el! 
Tap water that is healthy and great 
tasting is increasingly rare these days. 
::ilSince 1933. EVERPURE has been turning 
great 
orized 
MS 
"nationl 
• Acupuncture * I.V. Treat 
• Nutritional, Lifestyle and Attitudinal 
[ i~ \~)~ :IL2B3 Ma in  St ; ,  S 
~ ' : ; l ,  : l Te l  -= ( 2 5 0 )  84 
IT ALL BEGIN5 WIT  
It Is a critical component of human li 
Tap water that is healthy and great test 
Is Increasingly rare these days. Since 
1933, EMERPURE has been turn ing 
ordinary tap water Into sparking, great i 
tasting, healthy water. Your authorized 
EVERPURE dealer Is 
SURETECH SYSTEMS & St 
Call 25o-63~7410 now for mor, 
OBUS Fu=  
,%=~ mtlk, d~ 
from 
NORTHERN HEALTHcARE 
Also SAVE $10.00 on Obus Custom 
Air Back - while quantities lost 
Phone us  at  615-5151 
Out  of  town 1 -800-665-9953 
Offer exptrel September 30, 2001 
at the PARK AVENUE MEDICAL CLINIC, TERRACE 
VIVA Ct 
4506 Lakelse o ( 
Frances Birdsell, Natural 
Hollstlc Healing - Environmental Sens 
LIFE ENERGY ASSESS 
Herbal Tea, Aromatherapy Oil, Clay Pc 
Heat/Cold, Diet/Environmental Changes, 
MASSAGE, FOOT or EAR REFL! 
EAR CANDLING, SPIRITUAL H 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-'7283 
DEADLINE:  FR IDAY 4 P .M.  
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISII~ G DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is 
Thursday at 4 p.m. for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. VBG 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE PREPAID by 
either cash, ViSA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please 
have your VISA or Maste~card number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Advedlser 
(Standard & Advertiser) S14.4S*(~c..SS Gsn 
3 weeks (Slsndard & Advertiser) ~j.~(in¢.l,75 GeT) 
*Additional words (over 20) 25¢ PER. WORD PLUS GeT 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$12.46 per column inch Pickup $5,00 Mail out $10.00 
(BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY/CARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES I 
IN MEMORIUM/CHURCHES/NON PROFIT GROUPS) $8.12c.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ ~ per column inch 
BARGAIN CORNER ADS Sale items $50 or less advertised In 
the Terrace standard only. No on account charges, cash only, no 
phone calls. $4,67 (+.33GST) 4 weeks (10 words max) 
For regional coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
." 1,05 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
Classifications! 
ANNOUNCEIdEN15 616 CO/v~ERCIAL 
lOS ~,~aENTS 628 FOR SALE OR nENT 
I IO ANNiV~RSARJES 636 HOUSES FOR RENT 
120 BIRTHDAYS 640 MISC. FOR RENT 
125 CHURCH 644 MO~ItE HOMES 
130 COMING EVENT'S 640 ROOM & ~OARD 
135 ENGAGEMENT/ 656 SHARE 
WEDDINGS ACCOMMODATION 
145 [N MEMORIAM 660 STORAGE 
I S0 LEGAL NOTICES 66e I(~JSIS1 
155 OBITUARIES ACCOMMODATIONS 
160 rENDERS 676 WANTED TO R ENT 
165 THANKS 680 WAR EH~SES 
PERSONAL REAL ESTATE 
210 BUSINESS PERSONALS 705 ACREAGES/LOTS 
230 lOST & rOUND 7t S COMMERCIAL PROPERTY 
240 PERSONALS 730 FOR SAte BY OWNER 
~ERCHANDiSE 73S HOUSES 
315 AUCTIONS 745 Me,lIFe 
7S5 OPEN HOUSE 
330 COMFUIERS 770 WANTED 
355 FURNITURE 
360 GARAGE SALES A UTOMOT/VE 
365 MISC, FOR SALE 8 lO CARS FOR SAte 
380 tIMBeR 815 TRUCKS tON SALE 
39S WANTED S20 VANS FOR SAte 
/ FARM RECREA/70/~L 
410 FARM EQUIPMENT 854 AIRCRAn" 
425 UvEsrOCK 
435 PEIS 858 AW'S 
862 BOATS / MARINE 
INDUSTAY 866 MOTORCYCLES 
460 EQUIPM[Nr 870 RV'S CAMPERS 
470 tOGGING/TIMBER 674 RV'S 51t4 WHEELS 
480 MACHINERY 878 RV'S MOTORHOME$ 
EMPLOYhffNr 882 RV RENTALS 
510 BUSINESS 890 ,e~WMOBILES 
Off'ORTUNtTES 
520 CAREERS SERWCES 
530 EDUCATION 910 BUILDING SERVICES 
540 HELP WANTED 912 CARPENTRY 
$70 ~C~3 9 t 4 CHILD CARE 
580 WORK WANTED 920 CONSTRUCnON 
RENTAl 932 HANDYMAN 
604 APARrMENTS 936 JANITORIAL 
608 BASEMENT SUIIE 944 MISC. sEnV~ES 
612 CABINS/COTtAGES 
The Terrace Slandard reserves the right to classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location, 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against the pmvin01al Human Righls Act to discriminate on the basis ot children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can stale a no-smoklng preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Rep[y 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" Instructions not picked up wilhin 10 days of expW of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements musl be received by the publisher wilhin 30 days after Ihe first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser equesting space thai the Ilabilily of the Terrace Standard In the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one Incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by Ihe Incorrect or 
omitted Item only, and that them shall be no liability in any event grealer than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address  
Phone  Star t  Date  # of  Inser t ions .  Ter race  Standard  #Weekend Adver t i ser  
CLASS IF ICAT ION,  Cred i t  Card  No .  ,Exp i ry  D a t e ~  
I~ VISA r-t MASTERCAFID 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
1 
e 
11 
16 
14.71 
27 .02  
16.05 
2S.36 
7 
12 
17 
14.9e 
27 .29  
16.32 
28 .62  
E 
8 
18 
la  
1~.25 
27.55 
16.59 
28.89 
C l ip  & Ma l l  Th is  Form To: 
Ter race  Standard  
3210 Cl inton St., Ter race ,  B.C.  V8G 5R2 NDARD 
9 
14 
19 
15.52 
27.S2 
16.85 
29.16 
10 
15 
14 .45  
2S.75 
1S.Te 
28 .09  
17.12 
29 .43  
For  longer  ad ,  ) le~ae uBe  ~ separate  sheet  
Phone Fax 
638-7283 636-8432 
II1~]1~. ,-z.],a :~ ,[.~va i,"L';1 RW.,m 
i Wilhin Ibree weeks 0[ I0ncepfl0n ~, .~#~ I 
(before your mother even knew °~f~'~l  
she was pregnant wilh y0u)your I~W) i :  | 
tiny ,head w..0s o!ready booting, ~ ~:~ I 
tirlursling blood Ihr0ugh0ul asystem sepei01e i
(ram your mothsr's. I 
reface Pro.Life Education AI~, | 
Box 8S2, terrace I 
~ NIRVANA METAPHYSIC 
& HEALING CENTRE 
::i:i$;::: :;::::::;:,. :::::::::::::::::::::: ; ::::::i: ::::::::: ::::::: :::::i: : :;; :;:::::::::::::::::::: 
Metaphysic/Spiritual/Healing Books 
TarotCa~s, Runes,Am~themphy P~uds, 
Clyst~l~emstooes, Smudge, lnsence, Drums, 
Ri~al]Ceremo~a~Tools, Jewen/, Bags and MUCH 
MORE. Come ~ see us, infe~ comer. 
LAURELL 8ALLARD Mscd. P~ 
~11 Cottonwood Cres., 3"h01nhl)i, 635.'/; 
GROUP OF 13 Christmas Craft 
Fair. Sunday October 21. 01. 
12-4pm. Best Western Terrace 
Inn. TERRACE 
~'~ RODGLAIM "~ 
'~  yesterdays ~" 
.... ; : : :o : :Z , ' : :  ° 
~'~ / unseen 
4 thatGod alone ~)~ 
Knows lust what h~ 
should have 
11~ been. 
f" 
IMy  family and I would 
Il ike to thank all of the 
Is let  at Mills Memorial 
I Hospital for the won- 
I derful care I received 
I during my short stay l 
I there' I 
ii i i~ ' Bob Cooper~ 
KERMODE FRIENDSHIP. SOCIETY 
Kermode Friendship Society is takin 9 
registrations for School age students (up to age 19) in 
conjunction with School District #82. Students who are 
not already registered within the public school system. 
Assistance/tutoring for sHudies will be provided by a 
qualified teacher at the Centre. 
Dates of Registration: Sept. 26, 27 & 28. 
Place: Kermode Friendship Society 
Time: 9 a.m. - noon. 
Please call for more information. 
Corinna or Cinnamon at 635"4906 
of 
- Dean Wesley Stanley - 
February 16, 1967- August 20, 2001 
:an was born in New 
Westminister and spent his 
school years in Langley and 
Bridge Lake. Dean then moved 
to the Terrace area, where he 
worked with his father in the 
forest industry. Dean was an 
owner operator of his own 
skidder. 
On April ~¢th, ~994., Dean 
arried the love of his life, Lisa 
/n. 
His love for the water drew Dean to 
the marine side of the forest industry./V~ost recently 
worklng as a towboat operator. 
Dean had a great love for sailing, he was an avld 
windsurfer, many hours were enjoyed on Lakelse Lake. 
Dean loved his music, especially playing his guitar with 
his best friend Don. 
Left to mourn, wife Lisa, parents Bud and Donna, 
sisters Sandra (Axel), Tyran, Krls (Fred) Llndstrom, in- 
laws Doug and Sharlene Closter, brother in-law 
Lawrence (Lourdes) Zachary, Zabrlna, Nathan Closter 
and many aunts, uncles, nleces, nephews and friends. 
We would like to especlally thank the fo l low ing~ 
Astrid and Don Compton, ~) '  
Sharon and ~obe~Stromdahl, ~~~~ 
Brenda and Carl Stace-Smlth, 'i ~:! : !~!~:~,, ,~:  
Paulette and John Stuart ,  ~ . - , '  : i~ i i~~: ;  
TheVentura Family ' ~ . ~ ~ ~ : i ~  * ' ~ , ~ ~  
Nancy and Glen McNab ~ ~ ~ :  
Cathy and Nell Lindseth ~ : " "  ':: : 
Andrea and Jim Anderson 
Western Seaboard for the food provided at the services. 
Also thanks to family and friends for their support, food, 
cards, flowers and phone calls durlng our time of sorrow. 
The Stanley & Closter Families 
CALLING FOR TENDERS F0~es~s 
Sealed Tenders for the following Spring Planting contracts will be received by the 
District Manager, Ministry of Forests, Kalum Forest District, 200-5220 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, British Columbia on the dates shown below: 
Contract: PLO3DKM-O001 located in the West NessJSBF North area within the Kelum 
Forest District, for Planting approximately 300 K trees. 
Viewing date: October 3, 2001 leaving Tlmber Baron Camp, 110 km from Kitwanga 
on Highway 37 Nodh, at 9:00 a,m, Viewing of this site prior to submitting a bid is 
mandatory. Tenders will only ba accepted from those contractors who attend the 
viewing with the Forest Officer in charge, on the date specified. Preol of eligibility to 
be submitled al the time el the viawicg/reglstratien. 
Deadline for receipt of tenders Is 1:30 p,m,, December 3,200f, at which time all Ion- 
dare will be opened. 
Contract: PLO3DKM-O002 located In the West Noes/fieF Nonh area within the Kalum 
Forest District, for Planting approximately 300 K tress. 
Viewing date: October 3, 2001 leaving "timber Baron Camp, 110 km from Kitwanga 
on Highway 37 North, at 9:00 a.m, Viewing of this site prior to submitting a bid Is 
mandatory. Tenders will only be accepted from those contractors who attend the 
viewing with 1he Forest Officer In charge, on 1he data specified, 
Deadline for receipt of tenders l0 3:30 p.m., December 3, 2001, at which time all ten- 
dare will be opened, 
Only Ihoee contractora who have successfully compleled a Planting Contract of 
300 K trees within the past two (2) years are eligible to bid, 
Tenders must be aubmltted on the forms end In the envelope supplied which, with the 
particulars, may be obtained at the time of the viewing from the Forest Officer con. 
ductlng the viewing trip, Tenders will not be considered having any qualifying ctausaa 
whatsaever and the lowest or any tender will nol necessarily be accepted, The work 
will be admlnislered by the British Columbia Ministry of Foresl¢ 
All inquiries should be dlreoted to Kelly Houlden, Forest Technician-Contract 
Coordinator, at the above address, Phone (250) 638.5100, 
Contract award Is subject o funding being ovall~iblo atIhe Ume, 
This 0oitcitation IS sublect o Chapter 5 of Ihe Agreemen t on Inlemal Trade, 
~i~ ~BI~rlsH NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR M¢isWot ¢ 
~OLUMBP, TIMBER SALE LICENCE A61013 ~'=,ts 
Pursuant lo Section 2O ol the Forest Act, a Timber Sale Licence Is being offered for 
sale. 
Closing Date: October 11. 2001 at 8:30 a.m. Dlslrlct: Kalum 
Geographic Location: Decked right-of-way along H-105 Harper FSR 
Term: One (1) year 
Volume: 5 472 cubic moires, mole or less 
Upset Stumpage Rate: $31.37 per cubic metre 
The upset stumpago rate was determined by the Market Pricing System, and is 
applicable only to coniferous green Bowleg rades. 
Species: Hemlock 96%, Balsam 4%. more or less 
Tenders will only be accepted from individuals or corporations registered as a Small 
Business Forest Enterprise, Category one (1) and/or two (2), 
Logglng System: Ground Based 
This is a right-of.way timber sale. 
Applications will be accepted by the District Manager, Katum Forest District, 200.5220 
Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia V8G 1L: until 8:30 a.m. on October 11,2001. 
There is additional material which the applicant must consid~ in their application. This 
material, application forms, and other inlormation about he Small Business Program, 
can be obtained from the above Forest District Office. Specify Timber Sale Licence 
A61013. 
~ ~BPdTfH NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR Mi~sw of (~  
~OLUMBIA TIMBER SALE LICENCE A65109 Foce~t 
Pursuant 10 Section 20 ol the Forest Act, a Timber Sale Licorice Is being offered for 
able. 
Closing Dater. ~',, , Oclobor 4i 2001 at 8:30 a.m. District: Kaiem 
Geographic Location: Approx. 230 km Highway 37N, Glacier Creek 
Term: 3 months 
Volume: 1900 cubic metres, more or less 
Upset Stumpage Rate: $0.25 per cubic melre 
The upset stumpage rate was determined by the miscellaneous stumpago rates, and 
is applicable to grades 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
Species: Hemlock 9%, Balsam 78%, Spruce 13%, more or less 
Tenders will only be accepted from individuals or corporations registered as a Small 
Business Forest Entorpdsa, Calegory one (1) and/or two (2), 
Logging System: Ground Based- Right, of.way sale 
All volume will be considered as competitk, e and will be subject o a bonus bid. 
All decked wood in this sale will be treated as grades 3, 4, 5 and 6. These decks have 
been plied along right.of-way for approximately two (2) years. Loadin~buckln9 cl
decked wood will be carried out on frozen soils or with a 0,5 m snowpeck, 
Applications will be accepted by the District Manager, Kalum Forest District, 200 - 
5220 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, Bdtish Columbia VBG 1L1 until 8:30 s,m. on October 4, 
2001. 
There Is additional material which the applicant must consider In their application. This 
material, application forms, and other information about he Small Business Program, 
can be obtained from the above Forest Disldct Office. Speclly "timber Sale Licence 
A65109, 
CITY OF TERRACE 
ITERRACE I NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
ZONING BYLAW AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to amend 
Schedule "A (Zoning Map) of Zoning Bylaw No. 1431-1995. 
THE SUBJECT LAND: 
The application affects the land, within the Ci.ty of Terrace, shown 
hatched, on the accompanying map and described as: 
Lot A, District Lot 36 I, Range 5, Coast District, Plan 3707 
[3302 Eby Slreet] 
THE INTENT: 
To amend Schedule '%" (Zoning Map) el: Zoning Bylaw 1431-1995 
by changing the zoning classification of tJ:le properly shown 
hatched on t~e accompanying map: 
FROM: R5 (High Density Multi-Family ResidenfialJ 
TO: C1-A (Mixed Use Downtown) 
To allow for the development of a paved parking lot on the subject 
property. 
J I/ 1 
DAVIS AVE 
~ / - /  / J*d .... 
PARK AVE 
BYLAW INSPECTION'- 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BYLAW AND RELEVANT 
BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS MAY BE INSPECTED in the recep- 
tion area at the City of Terrace Public Works Buildin.q at 5003 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C., between the hours of 8:~0 a.m. to 
4:30.p.m. each day !ram Wednesday, September 26th, 2001, to 
Tuesday, October 91h, 2001, excluding Saturdays and Sundays 
and Thanksgiving Day, Monday, October 8th, 2001. 
pUBLIC HEARING DETAILS: 
Any persons wishing revoke thek opinions regardln~ this appli- 
cation may do so in writing, end/or in person, AT ~'HE PUBUC 
HEARING TO BE HELD IN THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL CHAMBERS, 
AT 7:00 P.M. ON TUESDAY, OCTOBER 9TH, 2001. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LOCAl. 
GOVERNMENT ACT, R.S.B.C., 1996, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
NON PeeLE, Chief Administrative Officer 
L On'i k Oilf "' 
terracestandard,com 
! ~  . News & ° Government 
Sports • Aboriginal 
• Community • Education 
• News , ° Entertainment 
• Loiters ':. & Music 
~ i~ • Classifieds ° Recreation 
• Tourism & Sports 
~'~,. • Business * Weather & Roads 
. . . .  _FbTANDA- 
3210 Clinton Skeet, Terrace, B:C. 
V8G 5R2 • 638-8432 
DAIRY AVE 
i l l  , -  i lm 
| 
P 
CITY OF TERRACE 
~ NOTICE PUBLIC HEARING OF 
ZONING BYLAW AMENDMENT J 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to amend 
Schedule' A" (Zoning Map) of Zoning Bylaw No. 1431-1995. 
THE SUBJECT LAND: 
The applicalion affects the land, within the Ci.ly of Terrace, shown 
hatchL.d, on the accompanying map and described as: 
The West 1/2 of Lot 13, District Lot 977, Range 5, Coast Dishict, 
Plan 1055 [4314 Eby Street] 
.THE INTENT: 
To amend Schedule "A" (Zoning Map) of Zoning Bylaw 1431-1995 
by changing the zoning classification oF the properly shown 
hatched on tee accompanying map: 
FROM: AN1 (Rural) 
TO: R2 (Two Family Residential) 
To allow for the subdivision of the subject properly into two 2-acre 
lots. 
BYLAW.INSPECTION: 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BYLAW AND RELEVANT 
BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS MAY BE INSPECTED in the rece¢. 
tlon area at the City of Terrace Public Works Building at 50~: I 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C., between the hours of 8.'-30 a.m. ~ 
4:30 p.m. each day from Wednesday, September 261h, 2001, to 
Tuesday, October 91tl, 2001, exclud!ng ,~.turdays and Sundays 
and Thanksgiving Day, Monday, October 81tl, 2001. 
PUBLIC HEARING DETAILS~ 
Any persons wishing to voice their opinions regardin.q this appl. 
cation mey do so in writing and/or in person, AT 1'HE PUB'tIC 
HEAR NG TO BE HELD IN THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL CHAMBERSI 
AT 7:00 P.M. ON TUESDAY, OCTOBER 9TH, 2001. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT ACT, R.S.B,C., 1996, AND AMEND~ 
THERETO, 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
RON PO@LE, Chief Administrative Officer 
I i i i  i 
Description J Reference Closing Date 
BC Hydro invites tenders for I Lwc E704-0 -191 Sept. 27/01 
The relamplng of 421 high preSsure street lights in the Thomhill area, 
Tender documents area available fromlhe office of BC Hydro. 5220 Keith Avenue. 
Terrace, B,C. V8G 4R5, Tel: 250-638.5612 
Sealed Tenders cleady marked with reference number will be received at the above 
address unlU 11:00 a.m. on the above closing date. 
T i l l  POWER IS  YOURS 
BChgdro  
CALEDONIA BAILIFF SERVICES 
~ . .  #3-4554 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. ,~ '~. t  
Phone 250-635-7649 " ' ° ~ '~ '~ 
REPOSSESSION/BAILIFF SALE 
1994 Ford F150 4x4, P/S, P/8, AM/FM, CD 
1997 Toyota Corolla 4dr sedan, auto, P/S, P/B, cassette 
1997 Plymouth Neon 4 d.r sedan, sand, P/S, P/B, cassette 
199 Po.nliac Grandam 2dr Coupe loaded 
2000 Chev Light Du~ C/K 2500, fully loaded, 14,500 km 
1996 Chevrolet Lummo 4dr sedan, Air, cassette 
For appointment o view, please contact Roger Smith 
CLOSING DATE NOT DETERMINED 
, CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to amend 
Schedule "B" (Land Use Plan) of the City of Terrace Official 
Communily Plan Bylaw No. 1312-1993. 
THE SUBJECT LAND: 
The application affects the land, within the Ci.ty of Terrace, shown 
hatch~l, on the accompanying map and described as: 
The West 1/2 of Lot 13' District Lot 977, Range 5, Coast Dislrict, 
Plan 1055 [4314 Eby Street] 
THE INTENT: 
To amend Schedule "B" (Land Use Plan) of the Official Communily 
Plan by changing the designation of the land shown hatched on the 
accompanying map: 
FROM: Rural 
TO: Urban Residential 
To allow for the subdivision of the subject property into two 2-acre 
/ 365 1: :. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
.... FOR: SALE.. 
" : • " i r ' '  ": . " , .  
210 BUSINESS 
i: PERSONALS 
lots. 
DAIRY AVE 
I 
I -  
I I m 
till 
'" i 
480 MACHINERY 
BYLAW INSPECTION: 
THE. PROPOSED AMENDMENT : BYLAW/~D ;RELEVANT 
BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS MAY'BE:INSPECTEDIn!thel iecel~': 
tion.area at the Cily of Terrace Public Works*Buildlng at 5003 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C., belween the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m. each day [ram Wednesday, September 261h, 2001., to 
Tuesday, October 91tl, 2001, excluding Salurdays and Sundays 
and Thanksgiving Day, Monday, October 8th, 2001. 
PUBUC HEARING DETAILS: 
An), persons wishing to voice their opinions regardin.cl this appli- 
cahon may do so in writing, and/or in person, AT tHE PUBUC 
HEARING TO BE HELD IN THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL CHAMBERS, 
AT 7:00 P.M. ON TUESDAY, OCTOBER 9TH, 2001. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT ACT, R.S.B.C., 1996, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
RaN POOLE, Chief Administrative Officer 
[,,xUsh. W, st~r;,::S,,'mte,~,j I 
, U,r.rt~ss s,;i,~,ii~ : : 
.... " Evcr! l t lHnE,]!)r ;  tlw;••:',, : .
- ;, '~  dlhsses:,"[Slih.ts."' •
• " , . '  ,"Kai ital  ': : i: ::;':. 
~A;L.uL ORDI:RS WELC)OME 42] 
CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to amend 
Schedule "B" (Land Use Plan) of the City of Terrace Official 
Community Pan Bylaw No. 1312-1993. 
THE SUBJECT LAND: 
The application affects the land, within the Cily of Terrace, shown 
hatch,, on the accompanying map and described as: 
Lot A, District Lot 361, Range 5, Coast District, Plan 3707 
[3302 Eby Skeet] 
THE INTENT: 
TO amend Schedule "B" (Land Use Plan) of the Official Community 
Plan by changing the designation of the land shown hatched on the 
accompanymg map: 
FROM: Downtewn Multi-Resldential 
TO: Mixed Use Downtown 
To allow for the development of a paved parking lot on the subject 
property. 
I 
~ J  
, Deytrip $50 Indade~ 
gear, Inrlruction ~ 
guiding 
, Whelewekhlng, - .  : 
S dup !nd O| Rugmt 
Work Channal . '  
- Call 
Paul or Glna 
638-1887 ' 
a > 
U 
I 
I 
BYLAW INSPECTION~ 
I I 
DAVIS AVE 
I 
i 
I 
PARK AVE 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BYLAW AND RELEVANT 
BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS MAY BE INSPECTED in the recel ~- 
lion area at the City of Terrace Public Works Building at 50~ 3 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C., between Ihe hours of 8:-30 a.m. ~o 
4:30 p.m. each day from Wednesday, September 261h, 2001, to 
Tuesday, October 91tl, 2001., exdud!ng ~alurdays and Sundays 
and Thanksgiving Day, Monday, October 8th, 2001. 
PUBUC HEARING DETAILS; 
An), persons wishing ~o voice their opinions regardina lhls appli- 
cation may do so in writing, and/or in person, AT "tHE PUBLIC 
HEARING TO BE HELD IN THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL CHAMBERS, 
AT 7:00 P.M. ON TUESDAY, OCTOBER 9TH, 2001, 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT ACT, R.S.B.C., 1996, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
RaN POOLE, Chief Administrative Officer 
~0oI 
~,¢ _BRI:I'ISH NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR u~,o~ 
L..OLUMBI~ TIMBER SALE LICENCE A67921 F=,z= 
Pursuant to Seclion 20 of the ForasrAct, a Timber Sale Ltcenca is baln 0offered for 
sate. "*"  
Closing Date: Oclober 4, 2001 at 10:30 a,m, District: Kalum 
Geographic Location: Approx. 26-30 km on the Brown Bear FSR 
Term: 6 months 
Volume: 800 cubic metres, moro or less 
Upset Slumpege Rate: $0.25 pot cubic metro 
The upset stumpago rate was dolarmlned by the Dislrict Value index System, and is 
applicable only to coniferous green sawlog grades. 
Species: Homlock 75%, Balsam 25%, more or less 
Tenders will only be accopled from Individual s or corporations registered as a Smsll 
Businoss Forest Eatorpriso, Catogory gnu (1) and/or two (2}. 
Logging System: Ground Based; decked rued right-at.way 
No bucking will be permitted on the Brown Boar Forest Sarvica Road, 
Applications wilt ba accepted by fho District Managor, Kalum Forest District, 200-5220 
Keith Avenue. Terrace, British Columbia V8G l L1 until 10:30 a,m. on Octobor 4, 2001. 
Thoro is additional material wl~ich Iha applicant must consider in their application. This 
malarial, application forms, and other information about the Small Business Program, 
can bo obtained from the above Forest District Office, Specify Timber Sale Liconco 
A67921 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
IN 1HE ESTATE OF 
LIONEL WAYNE SEARS 
als0 known as lionel W. Sears, a.k.a. 
Lionel Sears, a.k.o. LW. Sears, 
Deceased LATE OF TERRACE, 
WHO DIED 23 FEBRUARY, 2001 
also regarding 
LW. Sears Auction and Supply 
TAI~E NOTICE that a~I persons hav- 
ing claims against he estate of the 
above named mud |lie with Ihe 
undersigned Executor by 1 Novem- 
~r, 2001 after which date the assets 
of the said estate will be distributed 
i having regard only to the claims that 
have lhen been received. 
! BR AN L SEARS, Execulor 
i RR#2 Site 38 Camp 87 
I Terrace, BC V8G 3Z9 
KERMODE FRIENDSHIP So- 
ciety. Computer Courses a re '  
available for Beginners and In- 
termediates, including introduc- 
tion to the internal, and Micro- 
soft Office programs. Half day 
course will run on saturdays 
starting on Sept 22/01. Register 
eady as there is limited seating. 
Contact Natasha Cue for more 
into. 250-635-4906 
COMMITTED TO being debt 
free but can't qualify for a con- 
solidation loan? Our Debt Man- 
agement Program is not a loan. 
It is a partnersip with you in 
your commitment to be debt 
free. We will negotiate one low- 
er monthly payment to satisfy 
you and your creditors. National 
"Credit Counsellors of Canada 
Inc. For more into visit our web- 
site www.nccc.ca and/or call 1- 
,888-777-1747 toll free Canada 
".' Wide for the office nearest you. 
EVANLY.RAYS 
rated best service and m0sl accurate 
psychics in Canada in 1999 +2000 
• Career ~ ' ~  
• Relationships 
Spouse habits 
Picking Lotto #'s 
• • in 2000 
1-900-451-4055 
24 HRS. $2.99/min - l a+ 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Sewing the Northwest for over 
9 years• Phone 250-635-9592 
PROFESSIONAL STRING 
teacher. Teaches violin and vio- 
la. For beginners and advanced 
students. 250-635-7536 
C i'.1 , ome on in to our new /,dl. 
location at 4450 Greig Ave. " T II 
Call the experts fo r  all ;:i;.;:~ 1 II 
your  l ight ing  needs, i}~ I JJ 
/ .VACOAST P, ?so)6~8 o28"5 II 
I I  \ \  \\ELECTRIC INC. 101-445OGrelgAvenue, I1 
/ - ' /  ~ ~ Terrace, B,C. I *  
10 MONTH old, 1001b, white 
male shepherd. Affectionate, 
house trained, c/w 4- lhr train- 
ing sessions, needs running 
room, play mate. 250-635-0177 
ANATOLIN SHEPHERD guard- 
ian dogs, turkish breed to pro- 
tect livestock & property from 
bears & other predators, will 
work in field and yard, black 
faced & white faced pups avail- 
able $350. Great White Marem- 
ma pups, Italian breed to pro- 
tect livestock & property, will 
work in field and yard, great 
family dog $350. Registered 
Border Collie pups, black/white 
from good blood lines, good live 
stock & family dog $35. Grand- 
view Ranch 250-842-6676 
TOY/MINIATURE POODLE 
COMPLETE RESORT auction puppies, males. Harlequin 
October 6th, 5kmeast of Chase Black & tan. Non-registered. 
LOST: GREEN w/hi-visibility on T.C.H . Cabins, mobiles, Tails docked, 1st shots. $450. 
stripes, Mountain Equipment boats, docks, cabin contents, Ready to go Sept 30. 250-638- 
Co-op jacket at Riverside Park Kubota tractor, John Deere 440 0052 
September 13th. Reward of- crawler, Chev 1-ton. 2nd's Past 
fered. 250-615-6610 or 250- Auction250-833-1190 
635-4426 stud for breeding. Must be black 
DREAMS ARE REAL Discover 
how to link your inner, outer re- 
alities. Experience it for your- 
self. For free book, ECKAN- 
KAR, 1-800-LOVE-GOD. Ask 
for book #F18. www.eckan- 
kar.or.q 
PRESCRIPTION GLASSES 
lost around Sept B/01 down- 
town area• Small frame glasses. 
Call 250-635-8812 
CANADA'S BEST 24 HOUR 1 
on 1 (18yrs+) 1-888-913-8122 
from $2.00/min. Credit card bill- 
ing. 1-900-870.7647 $3.99/min 
Website: www.discreettalk.com 
INTRODUCTIONS ARE you 
single? Visit the newest meet- 
ing place: www.Dream- 
Mates.corn 
STRAIGHT MARRIED white 
couple in mid-thirties seeks 
straight males 19-35 for 
discreet encounters. Email us at 
terrace_2@yahoo.com 6 MONTH OLD cat grey with 
black stripes went missing 4719 WANT TO meet an attractive 
Welsh #3. Wearing purple/white intelligent woman? Would you 
collar and black collar w/bell, describe yourself as honest, 
Call 250-615-4755. Answers to mature and a man who loves to 
Rudv-Pooh cook? I am SF, 33, looking for 
FOUND: KNITTED blanket companionship, contact me at 
(cream/burnt orange squares) msrraven@yahoo.com or File 
at the playgound in Floyd/Mts #119 Terrace Standard 3210 
Vista area on Sept 19. If this Is Clinton Street,Terrace,B.C. 
your special blankey call Ella. at VeG 5R2 
250-635-4419 = T~Z=e s a ~ l !  .w  [ ]  • 
.o, ,  ca,,  ii: :,: onlme phone around Skeena Mall i 
area. Any into please call 250- ::i;:i~iii~!ii~ii " ~ www.lerraceslandard.c0m 635-8234 . . . . . . . . .  --,,,, -,---. 
: : ! ' i  *~; , ' . . . .  :" " : -~'~". ~'~i~;~, , :
. ! MOVlNG I !I 
,~ '  Youi M0vino Professibnals Sihce 1997" l  
~,  T~ck & New 3~ & 28ff T~ilers at YourSelf! 
• Across town or the country | 
;~  * Will assist or load for you I 
, ~  • Reasonable Rates I 
1-866-615 .0002 I 
ADVANCEO BOOmN~ o~SCOU~ I 
~ pi1615 0002:~iii!638~6969};'nl 
I H0 ;-Im-  MOBILE evil 
:~ ~~-~'i~ ~ . ,:,~,~=~ ~ ~,,~ 
SERVICE  & REPAIR  
We come to you . . . "  
Darrell Phllllpe 
Banded, Licensed 
Government Gas Certified 
E.Molh norlhwestmobilerv@osg,net 
Tel'. (250) 635-2132 • Fax: (250) 638-2145 
Serving Terrace and the Northwest 
TO BUY OR SELL  
A. ;OIT 
Call 638-7969 
or toll free 1-866-718-1895 
and ask for Alma 
Double,D,Landscaping 
PRUNING 
POWER RAKING 
REGULAR 
MAINTENANCE 
FENCE INSTALLATION 
GARBAGE DISPOSAL 
PRESSURE WASHING 
Jenning's 
OUTDOOR SPORTS 
For a l l  your  F i rearms Work  
, /:. ; ZtJ;2.' ?e. ; 
DREW DELOREY 
635-2548 
S.W.H.  
Masonry & Const~ction 
RREPL4CES, CHtMI~EYS, BR/C/(, STONE, STUCCO, PAINTINO 
DRYWALL, RENOVATIONS, CARPENTRY, CERAMICS 
Q PH/FAX Harly 638-1095 
3254 Kok~d Dr., 
Terrace. B.C. V8G 3P7 
ELECTROLUX® 
ntecjrity in Product and Customer Service 
Authorized Dealer 
LINDA V. LAMBERT 
E-Mail Ivlambert@telus.net 
(250] 635-4767 1-877-600-9589 
COOSEMANS PIANOS 
Servln 8 ehe Norrhwexr since 1980 
Piano Tunin~ 
~mpl.¢t¢ Rebutrding 
I(egulat~g & Sales 
c~e~ 
Pia~o Twne, . Tec/~icic~ 
www, kermode.net/blackfish 
TOPS 
~ TREE SERVICE 
Tree & Brush Chipper • Rental 
Danger Tree Removal - Topping - Shaping 
Since lug0 • Fully Insured 
Terry Morton 638-8811 
Manager 
8BRVIGE8 
• Stump Re .moval 
' Stump Gr inder  
LARGE ONE year old sofa and 
over sized chair, quality made, 
from USA. Scotch Guarded, im- 
maculate condition, sage green. 
$800. Phone 2520-635-3179 af- 
ter 6:00pm. 
MOVING MUST sell: Queen 
size bed, mattress, boxspring, 
w/frame and wheels. 4250. Exe 
condition. Call 250-635-5005 
after 6:00pro 
FLOORING COMPANY needs 
to sell inventory, laminate 
$.75sq/ft: oak pre-finished 
$2.O0sqft: bimh or maple un-fin- 
ished $2.00sqft: Cherry un- 
finished $2.99sqft: 6" or 8" 
rustic fir $.80sqft: 5"wide maple 
$2.99sqft. oak/maple floating 
2.99sqft. tons more! 1-800-631- 
3342 
FOR SALE: 2 piano accordians 
120 base. 1 muter and table, 6" 
jointer planer. 7" Heavy duty 
skillsaw. 250-635-7996 
FULL SIZE twin Hawk Video 
Amade game. $25 obo. Tee- 
nages love itl Nordic track cross 
country ski manchine. $250obo. 
250-635-6893 
STIHL FF 550 Brush saw. New 
Emglo air compressor, 5.5hp. 
New Delta 8 1/4" compound mi- 
tre saw. New Reddy heater Ker- 
osene 150,000BTU. For into 
250-638-0614 
12 YEAR old thoroughbred 
gelding. Beautiful mover, re- 
quires experienced rider. Call 
250-847-3066 
EXPERIENCE THE incredible 
miniature horse. Loving animals 
less than 34" tall. Show, super 
pet. or well pedigreed breeder. 
www.chickadeeddge.com Call 
250-546-9323 
FULL BLOOD tarentaise and 
Angus tarentaise cross heifers 
bred red Angus. Will-dot Ranch. 
Drayton Valley AB. 1-780-542- 
6575 
" Spr ing 's  
pund the  corner  
Get  ready  fo r  
R ID ING !! 
Winter Haurs  A 
WANTED JACK Russell Terrier 
and white, smooth coat and 13" 
at shoulder. 250-635-6429 
• No Excauatin& Below Ground Level 
Ve~, Little Clean.u~ 
PHONE 638-0153 Cell: 615-6921 
J0~ C~e~mam 
(250) 635.9275 
YELLOW PURE bred Lab pup- 
pies registered, tattooes, all 
shots. Show and hunting quali- 
ty, serious inquiries only. 250- 
847-5115 or 250-877-9608 
(Smithers) 
CHIPPER/SHREDDER BEAR- 
CAT 71020, towable, 5" diamet- 
er, chipping hopper 20X30, 
20hp, Kohler, electric start, 
manual clutch, 4/chip blades, 
36/shred knives new $6000. 
Phone 250-769-7355 
LOOKING TO purchase late 
model excavator. Must have 
bush guard, 2 buckets and 
thumb. 250-963-6931 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH & 
Farm Equipment. Quality used 
sales & Iocaters - Hauling avail- 
able. Dave Crossan (250) 567- 
2607, 6km Mapes Road, Van- 
derhoof, B.C. 
JOHN DEERE 2020 Cat. Hy- 
draulic blade. Good running 
condition, mechanically good. 
Location 2315 Lakelse Lake 
Phone 250-798-2528 leave 
messaqe. 
LOGGING TRUCK loads of 
firewood for sale. Phone 638- 
7290. 
FOR QUICK sale: 1994 320 
Cat D.L with hydraulic hood. In 
excellent condition with approx- 
imately 11,000 hours. Well 
maintained, new turbo. New 
saw, worth $11,000 on ultimate 
5300 head with all updates. Al- 
lan Bradley computer. Call 250- 
785-7075 leave messaqe. 
TUM/CVS 10X52 deck, F.R.O. 
table feed Y axis layout table, 
flycutter & tools, vise, etc. 250- 
833-6254 
DO YOU have a nose for busi- 
ness..an eye for a good oppor- 
tunity. Call 1-822-432-6459. 
www.achievefmmhome.com 
FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY: 
Pick-a-snack business for sale, 
Territory available. Room for 
expansion. For more informa- 
tion please call 250-635-7686 
HOME WORKERS neededlfl to 
assemble our products, for free 
information send S.A.S.E. to 
Crafts, 8-7777 Keele St. Dept 
#2, Concord, Ontario. L4K 1Y7 
or call 905-866-6095 
NET $2800 a month secured. 
P/t - no selling. Clientele provid- 
ed. $9995 investment. For free 
into. 1-800-321-6126 (24 hrs) 
WANTED : People to lose 
weight without stress. Earn $'s. 
Eat and live healthy. Call 1-888- 
304-0622. www.yourweightloss- 
now.corn 
Before You Buy A Computer $39 
Sept27  ..................... Thur ............................ 7-10pro 
Meat Cutting $79+gst 
Sept 29 ...................... Sat ............................... 9-5 pm 
Plant Propagation $29+gst 
Oct  3 ......................... Wed .............................. 6-9 pm 
Mgmt Skills for Supervisors - Part I $459 
Oct  2-5 ................... Tues-Fd ................ 8:30.4:30 pm 
MS Access 2000 - Level I $169 
Oct  2-11 ................ TueslTnur ........................ 7.10 pm 
MS Word  2000 - Level I $169 
Oct  2-11 ................ TueslThur,,,;;i,..~ ............. ,7-10 pm 
Simply Accounting $184 
Oct  2-11 ................ TueslThur ....................... 1 7-10 pm 
OFA Level I $89 
Oct  4 ........................ Thur ....... . ............ 8:30.5:30 pm 
Transportation Endorsement ::- ~ $89 
Oct  5 ........................... Ffl ...................... 8:30.5"30 pm 
Chlldsafe i: :i',/i,-;i '= ~ ', ' $79 
0 ct 6 .......................... Sat, ...... /,,;i,, i, ;,,18:30-4i30 pm 
Spanish Level I _ _ $74+gst 
Oct  9-Nov I .......... /ues/Thur.,,,,.,v,.,;,;il ........ 7-9pro 
Sushi $42+gst 
Oct  10 . . , ,  Wed,,,,,;;;,,,;.,,,, ...... .,',iB-9 pm 
Owner's Gulde to the Splne $42 
Oct  13 ........................ Sati ........ ..,, ..... 12:30-4:30 pm 
OFA Level III $659 
Oct  15-26 ............... Mon-Frl ................. 8:30-4:30 pm 
~PJNO~EST ~.~.~11 FX. 638-&IM 
m C O M U  uNnnt CeLLIGII lgowen~lwccJoc.ca 
Northern Hearing & Safety Training 
WCB OFA Level I 
Sat., Oct. 20 Fri., Nov. 9 ....................................... S85 
LEVEL ! ADULT CARE 
Thurs., Nov. 8 ............................................................... $95 
WCB OFA TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT 
Sun., 0ct. 21 ..... ~ ........................................................... $85 
WCB OFA Level 3 aeereOOAeT, Instructor 
Oct., 15-26 Nov. 12-23 ..................................... $659 
WHMIS - Anylime via computer ................................... $50 
I REINVENT YOUR FUTURE. 
For a limited time join Avon's 
Sales Team and you'll recieve 
an absolutely FREE Starter Kit. 
CALL NOW. Toll free 1-866- 
718-1896 
TEST DRIVE1 Unique opportun- 
ity to own and operate a 2002 
Pete with zero down. You must 
have min. 2yra flatcleck highway 
experience, able and willing to 
run Canada/USA and possess 
good references. Tom or Andre. 
800-663-0099 
UNIQUE OPPORTUNITYI Dis- 
tributor wanted in your area. 
Automatic Chimney fire system. 
Small investment - secured. 
Systems already in your area. 
Don't miss this one! Doug 250- 
545-1501 
PROMOTIONAL CD'S any 
shape, any size, any cont- 
ent/presentation you have. Fast 
turnaround, professional quality, 
Include video, powerpoint, pic- 
tures, documents, etc. 100% 
branded to you. Packages from 
only$399.00 www.tencrow.com 
1-866-383-3111 
4 station, newly renovatd salon 
with tanning bed for sale. 
Established Clientele, very busy. 
Great location in downtown 
Smithers. 
Call Laurie, Evenings 
(250) 847-4214 
EDUCATIONAL TOYS! Enrich 
your family life with The World 
of JOCUS. Quality educational 
toys, games, & crafts, consult- 
ants needed in YOUR area Joy 
1-800-361-4587 #9484 
TRAIN TO work in the comput- 
er industryl Network Techni- 
cian, Computer Technician, 
Programmer Analyst, Office Ad- 
ministrator. For program or 
student loan into call our CDI 
College- Abbotsford Campus- 
toll free 1-888-229-1555 
t , t I ' I 
Attention all Hairdressers/ 
Prime business opportunity orent, 
lease or purchase immediately. 
Or qualified hairdresser to run 
existing business in Williams Lake. 
Call 250-398-9191 
CASUALS REQUIRED - Home 
Support Workers. Caring de- 
pendable individuals who have 
a Home Support Worker/Nurses 
Aide certificate or a nursing 
background and enjoy working 
with clients in their homes. Ve- 
hicle required. Apply at Terrace 
Home Support Services, 4720 
Haugland, Terrace, BC 250- 
638-4013 
f Working Manager 
Needed For 
The Skeena Valley Golf and 
Country Club 
The Skeona Valley Golf Club is seeking applications for a 
working manager  who will be directly responsible to the 
board of directors. The successful applicant will be responsi- 
ble for organizing, promoting and coordinating the various 
departments of the Skeena Valley Golf Club. 
Knowledge and Skills Required 
• Knowledge in bookkeeping and budget management  
• Accounts payable 
• Ability to develop and present reports 
• Ability to provide secretarial services 
• Good written and oral communication 
* Ability to work independently, set priorities and organizes 
work 
• Ability to deal effectively with employees and the public 
Previous experience in golf course management  would be 
considered an asset. 
Resumes, complete with references," will be accepted by 
the undersigned no later than October 20, 2001. Board 
of Directors, Skeena Valley Golf and Country Club, 
Box 865, Terrace, B.C. Y8G 4R1 Attn: Tom SHEASBY, 
Club President. 
: CASU 
DRIVERS/GUARDS/ 
SUPPORT 
COUNSELLOR 
The Terrace Sexual Assault Cenlre is a Specialized Victim's 
Assistance Program operated by the Ksan House Society. The 
Sexual Assault Centre provides services to victims of sexual 
assault including adult survivors of child sexual abuse, and pro- 
vides ustlce related services to assist viclims of wife assault and 
child sexual assault/abuse. Ths includes victims of cr me who 
may choose not to be involved wilh the crimlnal justice system. 
Ksan House Soclely is seeking a dedicated and motivated 
individual to fill the position of full time Support Counsellor. This 
is a unionized position with wages and benefits as per BCGEU 
Collective Agreement. 
QUALIFICATIONS: A degree in social work, counselling or 
extensive related training and experience in crisis management, 
sexual assault, wife assault or child sexual abuse. 
APPUcANTS SHOULD POSSESS: 
• The abilily to deliver one on one counselling within a feminist 
framework 
Strong counselling and crisis interventlon skills. 
i of groupprocess and facilitetlon techniques. Knowledge 
Skills in assessment, he ability to keep current and accurate 
rules, an understanding of stotlstical monitoring and 
presentation. 
• Excellent communication skills and ability to work in a team 
environment. 
Organizational and time management skills, 
i Understanding of the legal syslem as it relates victims. to 
Knowledge of-community agencies and abilily to work 
effectively with same. 
Employment is conditional pendlng resuhs of a Criminal 
Record Search and the employee will be required to slgn an 
Oath of Confidentlality. 
Only those selected for an interview ill be contacted. 
Send resumes, wilh cover letter, by noon September 27 to: 
Ksan House 5oclety 
4724 Lazelle 
Terrace, BC V8G IT2 
Afln: Kristi Hanna 
We are looking for a 1/2 Time C.D.A. 
for our progressive cosmetic practice. 
App ly  in person with resume to 
ADENT DENTAL CLINIC 
4623 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
250-635-2552 
Northwest Inter-Nation Family 
& Community Services 
Children & Families: Responsible for recruiting; 
developing and maintaining a range of resources in 
which to place Children in Care. This position moni- 
tars services provided, supports the resource provid- 
ers and liaisons with staff in providing child protection 
services. Conducts adoption home studies and mak- 
ing recommendations for approval and liaisons with 
non-residential contract resources, may be required. 
Extensive job description is available on request. 
Qua l i f i ca t ions :  Bachelor of Social Worker degree 
or equivalent is required, experience in child welfare 
social work is required. At least one year working 
experience is required working in First Nation's com- 
munities, organizations and families. Must be willing 
to train and travel is an asset. Applicants subject to a 
criminal record check. 
Preferences will be given to applicants who are 
Aboriginal  or visible minorities, 
CLOSING DATE: September 28, 2001, 4:30 pm 
LOCATION: Dease Lake Office 
ATTENTION: Sharon Bryant - Executive Assistant 
FAX: (250) 638-6930 
PHONE:  (250) 638-0451 Toll Free: 1-888-310-3311 
SECURICOR CASH SERVICES o~mtes on a 24 hour-7 day a 
week schedule. Hours may vary and lhe abilily to work shifts and 
weekends is required. Driver/Guard positions require you to carry a 
firearm durlng the performance of your duties. 
Ideal candidates will possess: 
• A valid driver's licence wilh no mare than 6 de-merits 
• A valid Possession and Acquisition Licence 
(PAL-Restricted and Non.Restricted) 
The lob demands employees who are: 
• Remon hie, customer service oriented, conscientious; 
• Hiahlw ]anized, have the to [ollowprocedures 
carelul and to exact standards, anacommitted 
to sere ob performance 
~, applicants will undergo tesfin in :1 medical screening md 
full investi ttive bac round che Is, ill include: crimina~ :redit, 
past empl menl, al reference lecks. 
tar me nt if candidates we offer: competitive industry wages, f lid 
rramma. I g term job and career ach;ancement oppa 1unities. 
We invite ,ou to share in our success and conlinued growth. Interested 
candidates hould apply in writing to (Please provide a copy of ,our 
driving abstract and'l~reof f your valid PAL with your resume): 
Sec.uficor Cash Services (Hourly Recruiting) 
C/O Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton Avenue 
Terrace, B,C. VSG 5R2 
Attention: File #121 
COMMERCIAL PILOT 
TRAINEE POSITION 
The Skeena Native Development Society has an immediate 
vacancy for 1 Commercial Pilot trainee position through one of 
its community business partners. The position will be located out 
of Terrace and the incumbent will be expected to be available 
from this location. This has been identified as an employmenl 
equity position for people of First Nations or Inuit descent, living 
within the Skeena Native Development Society's ervice area.. 
The Applicant MUST HAVE the following qualifications: 
• Grade 12 (Preference given to applicants with higher 
grades especially in Engllsh, Math & Physics.) 
• Valid BC Driver's License. 
: Minimum Age of 18 years 
The Skeena Native Development Society is a corpo ~,tion 
that services First Nations and Inuit People and pn 4des 
opportunities for employment and training. 
It will be expected that the applicant first successfully pass the 
Ministry of Transport Class 1 physical examination. 
Formal training will take approximately 1 year to completion, 
following which the trainee will be expected to take the pilot's 
flight examination. The trainee will assist in a "ground-up" 
relationship with the company, including office and maintenance 
routine when required. Upon successful completion of flight 
I training and position availabilily, the successful incumbent will 
perform routine line pilot duties along with other duties as 
required. 
The applicant must dispk c l professional attitude and 
appearance, wilh strong peopl an :1 organizational skills. 
Only those people who net  these qualifications will be 
contacted for a subsequent interview. Telephone inquiries may be 
made by calling the SI:',IDS office at (250) 635-8733 and ask for 
John. If you are seriously interested in pursuing this excellent 
career opporlunity, please apply by submittin ,a covering letter, 
resume with references and a Copy of our educational 
fronscripts to: 
Ms. Diane Lukasser 
Administrative Assistant - Private Sector 
Skeena Native Development Soclely 
PO Box 418, Terrace, BC, V8G 4B1 
or Fax 250-635-1414 
Deadhne for apphcattons =s: October 5; 2001 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, Septem'ber 26, 2001 - B9 
IL~fffrl i j-'l[lltll a ~ t ~ =lk~,vt'~ : == ... 
Responsible for providing support. 
guidance, advocacy, referrals, cdsis 
intervention a d lil'c skills training for 
youth at risk in Williams Lake and 
District. Assist youth to utilize 
appropriate community resources, 
services and professionals, Applicants 
, should have the ability to work a 
flexible schedule, work independently 
and as part of an integrated case 
nlaaagemelu team as  well as 
participate in Boys and Girls Club 
Coin inanity events ,  
Qualillentions required are degree in 
Social Work, Behavioral Sciences or 
Child Care. Lesser education i
related fidds combined with 
experience may be considered, Wage 
is commensurate with education a d 
experience. 
If you are interested in working as part 
era dynamic and challenging team 
please forward acover letter and 
resume to: 
David Shcach 
Boys & Girls Club of Williams 
Lake & District 
Box 6084 Williams Lake, BC 
V2G IB2 
Fax: (250) 392-5743 
Closing Date: September 28, 2001 
Start Date: October 22, 2001 
C A . ' ~ ~  ~. ; in the  
= . . . . .  Skeena  Ma l l  
%ewel  i '~  
Carters Jewel lers  is accept ing 
appl icat ions  for fnl l  and part 
t ime customer  service pos i t ions  
in the Terrace Store. 
Candidates shou ld  be dedicated 
to provid ing exce l lent  cus tomer  
service and must  enjoy work ing  
with the publ ic .  
Retai l  sa les  exper ience  pre fer red  
but we wil l  train the 
r ight cand idate .  
Trades/Labour Opportunities 
The country's largest producer of softwood lumber and market pulp, Cantor is a significant 
player in the national and global forest products industry. Our Chetwynd operation is a modem 
sawmill producing 175 MMfbm per annum. 
We are currently offering a variety of positions to Individuals with a minimum of Grade 12 
combined with appropriate qualifications. Occupational First Aid level III certification is 
preferred. 
• Millwrights - with a BC or Interprovincial TQ 
• Heavy Duty Mechanics-with an Interprovincial TQ 
• Level B Welders 
• Lumber Graders 
• General Labourers 
Supervisors and Managers are invited to send rdsumds as well. All applications will be 
reviewed and information from qualified individuals retained for future reference as positions 
become available. 
We thank everyone for their interest in Cantor; however only those selected for an interview 
will be contacted. If you are interested in taking advantage of one of these opportunities, 
please forward your r6sum~ or drop it off at the sawmill (address below). 
Canad ian  Fores t  P roducts  L td .  
Chetwynd 
4700Employee- 50thRelati°nSstreet Coordinator 
Chetwynd, BC V0C 1J0 
Fax: (250) 788-4310 
Email: cstender@mail.canfor.ca 
Web: www.canfor.ca 
M25390 
i 
The North West Health Authorities are Implementing a vision for health service delivery in the North West 
Region of British Columbia. As a member health authority, the North West Community Health Services Society 
provides regional programs and integrates these programs with the other health authorities to deliver egion- 
wide health services. 
The North West Community Health Services Society Is Inviting applications for the positions of Mental Health 
Clinicians In the following locations. (Competition #NW01:033 - regular full-time based In Terrace. Salary 
range: dependent on union agreement; Competition #NWOfzOSS- regular part-time based In Terrace at 
Blrchwood Place. Salary range: $21.83 - $27.03 per hour; and Competition #1VWOf:024 - regular lull-time 
based In Prince Rupert. Salary range: dependent on union agreement). 
In all of these positions you will: • provide ongoing Intensive outreach care to the most seriously mentally III 
adults • design, Implement, and monitor Individual patient plans to maximize community functioning and reduce 
re-hospitalization • work as e member of a multi-disciplinary community mental health team • act as a consultant 
educator In the area of mental health nursing • contribute to the development of community mental health 
programs and, • perform other elated uties. 
Qualifications& Experience: (Competition #NW01:024 & Competition #NW01:033) - Applications are 
encouraged from Nurses, Social Workers, Occupational Therapists, Recreational Therapists and M,A. level 
Psychologists, with extensive clinical experience providing services to individuals, groups and families with 
severe mental health issues. 
Qualifications & Experience: (Competition #NW01:055) - Licensed to practice nursing in the province o! 
British Columbia under the Registered Nurses Act with extensive clinical experience providing services to 
individuals, groups and families with severe mental health issues. 
Travel may be required and you may be required to use your own vehicle on Society business. Transportation 
arrangements must meet operational requlraments of the Society. The sucoesslul applicant Is subjecl to 
satisfactory references Including acflmlnal record review. 
A job description may be obtained upon request. Your application must clearly identify how you meet the 
posted qualifications. 
Please direct all Inqulfles quoting Ihe appropriate competition # to: Human Resoumes, North West Communlty 
Health Services Society, 3412 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C., VSG 4T2. Tel: (250) 638-2220; 
Fax: (250) 638.2251; E-mall: humsn,resources@nwch.hnet, bc,ca, Open until suitable candidates are hired. 
The Society thanks all applicants for the#interest, however, 
only those who are selected for an interview will be contacted. 
cBRITISH OLUMBIA 
The Ministry Of Children 
& Family Development 
LONG TERM FOSTER FAMILY 
REQUIRED FOR MICHELLE 
• Young teen; 
• High risk, high need; 
• Sexually active; 
• Actively uses drugs and alcohol; 
• Manipulative, confrontational; 
• Runs away, goes missing; 
• Michelle needs a caring, patient home in 
the Terrace Area. 
Specialized family care rates available. 
A l l  
Please call Lee Coxford at 
The Ministry Of Children Fostering 
& Family Development You can make 
Phone: (250) 638-2311 a difference. 
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540 HELP  : 
: :WANTEDr  " 
• . . .  , .  . 
COASTAL BUS Lines requires 
school bus drivers on a casual 
on call basis. Qualifications: 
minimum Class 2 with Air, clean 
drivers abstract. Your resume 
and drivers abstract can be 
dropped off at 4904 Hwy 16 W, 
Terrace, B.C.This position is 
ideally suited for a person Iook- 
inq for occasional work. 
• ,,', n ,t uu ' t  ' 
APARTMENTS 
EXPERIENCED DRIVERS re- 
quired to haul B.C., Alberta, Yu, 
kon and Alaska. Prefer two 
years experience on super B's; 
Call 250-964-7950 or 250'564- 
8662 
OWN A computer? Earn online 
S1500 $5000. Log on 
www.earnglobally.net Toll free: 
888-707-0715. 
QUALITY COORDINATOR. Big 
Foot Manufacturing Inc, is a 
leading log home manufacturer 
exporting more than 700 homes 
per year. Big Foot is registered 
to the international quality sys- 
tem of ISO 14001. Our head 
office and main production facil- 
ities are located in Salmon Arm 
(Tappen) with the Material Dis- 
tribution Centre located in Lan- 
gley, B.C. Big Foot Manufactur- 
ing In(:: Is seeking a Quality Co- 
FULL 
Carpenters 
work south of Rocky Mountain 
House, AB. Capable of working 
on own & knowledgeable in 
operating power tools. Resume 
with references required, 
Lauzon's Gazebos Ltd. 403- 
722-2209 Rocky Mtn House, 
TIME Finishing ordinator for the Salmon Arm 
needed for shop head office, You wil be reponsi- 
ble for mainta!ning documenta- 
tion of all quality control pro- 
cedures and for the main- 
tenance of the company's ISO 
9001 and 14001 registrations. 
The position will require excel- 
lent computer skills, including 
knowledge of Access, MS Of- 
EXPERIENCED SERVER min rice 97 Pro and Windows NT. 
19 years old. "Serving It Right" The successful candidate will 
Certificate Some split shifts.16 need to understand and work 
hrs+/week 250-635-6767 to ar- with all office procedures includ- 
range an interview. 10:O0am to i ing  accounting and have a good 
2:00pro general understanding of manu- 
GET OUT of the rat race, work 
online. Earn $500 - $2000+ (f/t, 
p/t) www.hugedreams.com. 1- 
888-840-3723: 
IMMEDIATE POSITIONS avail- 
able for masonry Journeymen 
and masonry labourers to work 
in Fraser Valley, B.C. through- 
out this winter. Please send 
your resume to: Office Mgr. P.O 
Box 96009, 3080-11666 Ste- 
veston Hwy, Richmond, B.C. 
V7A 5J4 
JOURNEYMAN MACHINIST 
required for full-time permanent 
position in Fort St. James, B.C. 
Experience with foresty equip- 
ment as asset. Apply by fax to 
250-996-2298 
JUNIOR REPORTER- PHO- 
TOGRAPHER The Calendonia 
Courier in Fort St. James has 
an immediate opening of an ad- 
venturous junior reporter pho- 
tographer. This Is a position for 
facturing and shipping. You will 
have strong interpersonal skills 
and a backgournd in documen- 
tation writing. Experience with 
ISO el similar quality manage- 
ment systems are Important. 
Remuneration dependent on 
• experience. Please apply no lat- 
er than October 5, 2001 to: Big 
Foot Manufacturing Inc. Attn. 
Jodi, box 309, Salmon Arm, 
B.C. V1E 4NS Email jodi@big- 
foot-mfg.com Fax: 250-835- 
4732 Only those selected for 
Interviews will be contacted. 
Family Dental Clinic looking 
for full time/part time dental 
assistant. Respond by 
resume to 121 N 1st Avenue, 
Williams Lake, BC V2G 1Y7 
No Phone Calls Please! 
a journalism graduate willing to, 
learn, in a hands-on environ- '1 TUTOR math, physics, and 
ment, all there is to learn about engineering for grades 11 and 
community newspapers. Duties 
will include covering police re- 
ports, community and school. 
events, politics, entertainment, 
forestry, sports and writing a 
once weekly column on every- 
day people. Successful applic- 
ants will have their own ear and 
camera, and knowledge of 
working in a Macintosh environ- 
ment. Above all, the successful 
applicant must have strong writ- 
ing and communication skills 
and the ability to find news even 
when there isn't any., If you 
think you are the right person to 
deliver all the news to the his- 
todcal community of Fort St. 
James, please send your re, 
sume; Wdtlng and photography 
samples and a cover letter to: 
Darcy Wiebe, Publisher, Oni- 
meca Express, Caledonia Cour- 
ier, Box 1007, Vanderhoof, B.C. 
V0J 3A0 emaih express 
@hwy16.com Phone 250-567- 
9258 Fax: 250-567-2070 
OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNI- 
TYt Leading manufacturer look- 
ing for sales representatives for 
B.C. Interior. Dealership possi- 
bilities for the right people. 
Send resume to Box 220, Lac la 
HaDhe, B.C., Vok 1T0 or email: 
white @ bcinternet.net 
12, and post secondary. $15/hr. 
Call Sidney 250-635-2695. Free 
science fair consult for grades 
11 and 12 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER 
:Richard Thornton Construction. 
Available for renovations, re- 
'pairs or new construction. 25 
.years expedence.Call Richard 
250-638-8526. 
FALL AND winter residential & 
I iSEEKING EXPERIENCED 
... ": : O/OPS/DRlYERS .: ~.~: ;:  
:ruhning BC)A berta W!thiMlh0ut !
: ti:aiierS. Fuel:surcharge i:Fuelcards "
,:Sighing bonUsl Pi0fessiobal ttitude :;
: !eams/sing!es ae mode :equ prflen .... 
:: 1'800'667,3944 :': i 
SERVICE  
ASS ISTANT 
Royal Volkswagen in 
Vernon requires an 
experienced service 
advisor, excellent 
benefits, salary to 
commensurate with 
experience. 
Fax resumes. 
Attn: Danny Miller 
(250) 545-2351. 
PRECISELY RIGHT MOVING. 
New Freightliner with 32' or 28' 
fully enclosed trailers to protecl 
your goods across town or 
across country. Will assist, or 
load for you. 1 ton Cube van for 
rent for Terrace moves. Rea- 
sonable rates. Now accepting 
VISA. Call 250-615-0002 or 
cellular 250-638.6969. 
commercial interior painting. 
Experienced contractor. 10%; 
paint discount from supplier. 
Seniors 15% labour discount/ 
Professional quality work. Rea- 
sonable rates. Free estimates. 
References available. Call Karl 
250-615-0199 
OWNER OPERATOR with 
TD25 available for work. Exped- 
'enced in read building, logging 
and land clearing. Call cell 1- 
250-991-2984 
1 AND 2 bdr apts available 
immed. On site management. 
250-635-6929, 250-635-5136 or 
635-6428. 
1,2, 3, bdr apt. Availimmd. On 
site management. Ref reqd. 
250-635-6428 or 250-638-0015 
or250-615.0345 
2 BEDROOM apartment in 
small duplex. Very close to 
downtown. No pets. References 
required. $400/mo. Phone 250- 
638-1648 
2 BEDROOM apartment in 
Thornhill, near transit, ref req. 
$325/mo. 250-638-0438 
2 BEDROOM apartment, new 
carpets, paint, storage room 
and laundry facilities. Available 
Oct 1st. $500/mo. 250-638- 
1115 or 250-615-9772 
3 bedroom Ground level. F/S, 
W/D. No pets, no parties, no 
smoking. Available immediately. 
250-635-9684 
3 BEDROOM SUITE located on 
Soucie Ave $600/mo. No pets 
eiectdc heat Available October 
1st. 250-635-1998 
AVAILABLE OCT 1st. 2 bdrm 
suite close to town. Laundry 
facilities, covered parking. No 
pets. DD +refs req. $550/m0 
250-635-2921 
BACHELOR SUITE. $375/m0. 
Heat, cable and light included. 
4520 Little Ave. Phone 250- 
615-9968 
CLEAN LARGE upper 3 bdrm 
apartment in Thornhill. F/s, w/d, 
no pets. $750/mo. $375 dam 
dep, heat included, not suitable 
for small children. Call 250-635- 
2469 
FOR RENT A new 2 bedroom 
apartment suite. 2 floors, very 
clean & quiet area. Comes with 
fddge, stove, washer & dryer. 
No pets pleasell Available Im- 
mediately. Phone 250-635-4571 
FOR RENT in Thornhill a 2 
bdrmapartment. $40~mo + DD 
& utilities. F/s. No pets. Call 
250-635-6851 
HALF MONTHS FREE AVAIL- 
ABLE immediately two bdrm 
apartment. Hot water included. 
Rec facilities on site laundry 
$525. Call 250-638-0404 
• CLINTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING APPLICA'flONS 
FOR A BACHELOR SUITE 
$420.00 month. 
AND ONE BEDROOM APT. 
*500.00 month. 
Dne block ~orn swimming ix~l. 
No Pets, references required. 
Phone 635-3475 
Gitksan Government Commission 
Finance Manager/Comptroller 
Hazel¢on, B.C. 
Beporting to the Board of Directors and answerable to the Executive 
Director. The successful applicant will be a qualified accountant with 
extensive xperience in a First Nations environment. As part of the 
Hanagement Team, the Manager/Comptroller is responsible for all 
aspects of all financial management ofa Tribal Council setting and 
providing advisory services to its member Band Councils. Excellent 
communication a d management skills are essentiaL Knowledge of 
the systems and programs of the Federal Department Of Indian 
Affairs is a must. 
Salary compensatory toknowledge and experience. 
Forward applications by October 26, 2ooi to: 
Gitksan Government Commission 
Social Development Advisor 
Hazel¢on~ B.C. 
Reporting to the Board Of Directors and answerable to the Executive 
Director. The successful Applicant will be a qualified person, with a 
degree in Social Work and extensive xperience in a First Nations 
Environment. Will be responsible for the five member bands within 
the Gltksan Government Commission Organization. Excellent 
organizational skills, communication a d management skills are 
essential. Must have a good knowledge of the Federal and Provincial 
Systems In Social Development Field. 
Salary compensatory toknowledge and experience. 
Forward applications by October 26, 2001 to: 
Executive olrecCor 
aicksan Government Commission 
BOX 335~ 
Hazelcon~ B.C, VO| IYO 
MINISTRY OF CHILDREN & FAMILY DEVELOPMENT 
, B ms. Auxiliary Community Living 
LOLUMB , Services (CLS} Worker 
The : 
Government 
of British 
Columbia 
is an 
Employment 
Equity 
Employer 
TERRACE 
ou will primarily: • help adults and children with developmental disabilities to 
aximize their potential towards independence * assess requests for service 
• determine ligibility • develop and monitor service plans • counsel and provide crisis 
interventiun • cultivate residential nd other resources • coordinate special n~cds day- 
care placements as well as CI3 adult and children's resources In the community. 
Requirements include a BSW or MSW; or a BA in Child and Youth Care; or an M.Ed 
Counselling or an MA Clinical Psychology combined with the completion of a practicum 
in family and child welfare. You also bring to the role'. • experience working with persons 
with developmental disabilities • knowledge of acts pertaining to persons with 
disabilities • sound judgement and effective problem-solving techniques • a strong 
aptitude for service planning strategies •case end workload management capabilities 
• excellent verbal/wrltten communlcation skills. You will be required to pass a criminal 
record review and a police record check. As travel will be involved, your transportation 
must meet ministry requirements. 
SALARY: $22.67 - $29.27 HOURLY, Government employment application forms 
are available at all BC Access Centres, most government offices and through our 
web-site. Please send an applieation0 quoting reference #CF2001:14, to: Ministry 
of Children & Family Dcvdopment, Human Resource Services, 463 - 1011 Fourth 
Avenue, Prince George, BC V2L 3H9; fax: 250.S65.4161. Closing date= 
October 10, 2001. 
We thank aft appllcant~ for their Interest; however, only individuals selected for 
assessment will be contaeted. Preference will be given to aboriginal people, visible 
minorities and persons with disabilities. 
M25437 
TAKE CHARGE 
EXTRA FOODS PHARMACY in Prince Rupert 
has an opening for an independent individual in 
a sole-pharmacist dispensary. Manager Position 
dispenses 40 hours per week, Monday to Friday, 
and earns uo to $100,000.00 per year. 
To take aavantage of this ol)portunity , contact 
Rick Leigh in confidence b/fo x or phone: 
Phone: 604-908-7425 
Fax: 604-936-4906 
Extra Foods*k 
The North West Health Authorities are implemenling a vision for health 
service delivery in the North West Region of British Columbia. As a 
member health authority, the North West Community Health Services 
Society provides regional programs and integrates these programs 
with the other health authorities to deliver egion-wide health sen~ices. 
The North West Community Health Services Society is inviting 
applications for the casual position of Community Home Care Nurse 
based in our Terrace office. Salary range: $21.83 - $27.03 per hour. 
Reporting to Ihe Assistant Continuing Care Manager, the successful 
candidate must be able to use independence and initiative to plan, 
organize, Implement and evaluate professional nursing care for clients 
of all ages with chronic, acute, palliative or rehabilitative health care 
needs in community settings. You must be flexible and have access 
to a vehicle. 
Qualifications: • Licensed to practice nursing !n the province of Bdttsh 
Columbia under the Registered Nurses Act • two years' related 
experience within the last five years In acute care and/or 
oommunltylhoms care nursing, BSN or equivalent combination 
of education and experience preferred and • IV Therapy certification 
an asset. 
You may need to use your own vehicle on Society business and 
transportation arrangements must meet operation requirements of the 
Society. The successful applicant is also subject to satisfactory 
refarences including acdminal record review. 
A Job description may be obtained upon request. Your appllcation 
must clearly identify how you meet he posted qualifications. 
Please direct all inquiries quoting competition #NW01:067 to: 
Caroline Hill, Assistant Contlnulng Care Manager, North West 
Community Health Services Soclety, 3412 Kalum Street, Terrace, 
B.C., VSG 4T2. Tel: (250) 638-2272; Fax: (250) 638-2264; E-malh 
carollne.hill@ nwch.hnet.bc.ca 
The Society thanks all applicants for fhe/r interest, however, 
only those who are selected for an interview will be contacted. 
~i~ +', :: Nortl~ West,HealtlYAuthortties 
,i ~,Hazclton.*Terracei:*,PnnceRupert • 
The North West Hearlh Authorities are implemenling a vision for health 
service delivery in the North West Region of Brilish Columbia. As a 
member health authority, the North West Community Health Servioes 
Society provides regional programs and integrates these programs 
wilh the olher heallh authorities to deliver egion-wide health services. 
The North West Community Health Services Society is inviting 
applications for the position of Public Health Nurse based in the 
following locations: (regular pad-lime - Hazelton; temporary part-time 
[Nov. 2001- Nov. 2002] - Terrace; casual - Terrace and Prince 
Rupert). Salary range: $21.83-$27.03 per hour. 
In this position, you will use the nursing process to: • assess needs/ 
strengths, plan, implement and evaluate health services for individuals 
and groups in locations uch as clinics, schools and homes • provide 
health education and health promotion services to Individuals and 
target groups to increase knowledge regarding health • promote 
behavior change to a healthy lifestyle and encourage personal 
responsibility for health • utilize the community development process 
to plan, organize, implement and evaluate community health services • 
coordinate Public Health Nursing services with those of community 
services and agencies, perform other elated utles. 
Qualifications: • Licensed to practice nursing in the Province of British 
Columbia under the Registered Nurses Act • BSN with community 
heallh content. 
Travel Is required. You may need to use your own vehicle on Society 
business and transportation arrangements must meet operation 
requirements ofthe Society. The successful applicant Is also subject 
to satisfactory references Including a criminal record review. 
A Job description may be obtained upon request. Your application 
must cleady Identify how you meet he posted qualifications. 
Please direct all Inquiries quoting competition #NW01:065 to: 
Rose Dreger, Manager of Community Health Programs, North 
West Community Health Services Society, 3412 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 4T2. Tel= (250) 638.2220; Fax: (250) 638-2251; 
E-malh roeo.drsgor@nwch.hnet.bc.ca Open until suitable 
applicants are hlrad. 
The Society thanks all app/icanfs for their Interest, however, 
only those who are selected for an Interview will be contacted. 
~" POSTING 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centre is accept ng 
applications from self-motivated, energetc and creative 
feminists to Deliver A Child And Youth Safety Program. This 
12 month program is designed to promote the emp0werment 
of children ana youth, in particular young women. The Safely 
Awareness Coordinator will work to improve children anti 
youth ,personal safely - awareness and practice. The 
successful applicant wil) ideally be suited to deliver child and 
youth pro.qrams from a feminist perspective and have an 
understan~ng of working within a collective framework 
Responsibilities will include: 
Delivery of safety programs for children and youth 
9 Coordination of workshops, community events and Era n ng 
for children, youth, parents and care ivers 
9 Networking with relevant chi d and o th safety programs 
on local, regional, provincial, nati~ 'lcl(ind international 
levels 
9 Researching feminist approaches to child and y~ th sofel~ 
Administration of chi[dand safety program Jdgetini 
reporting, evaluating) 
The successful applicant must possess: 
9 Minimum posl-secondary clegree or equivalent work or 
community experience in a related field 
g A feminist perspective 
Knowledge of'and experience with delivery of safely 
programs, self-defense -
9 Experience with children and youth in individual and 
group settings 
9 Demonstrated ability to work with communily groups 
excellent organizational skills 
9 Demonstrated research, written and interpersonal 
communication skills 
9 Ability to work both independently and as a team member 
within a feminist collective framework 
9 Knowledge of financial accountobillty practices 
9 Knowledge of child and youth safely issues and community 
resources 
This is a full-time, 12 month term,' (35 hours per week, 
unionized oosition Emolovment is cant n¢ lent on acce tabl 
r - - '  ' " " ' P " mulls of a cnminal check. Hourly wage is $18.97. Resuml ,, 
with cover letter, should be addressed to the Hiring 
Committee, Terrace Women's Resource Centre, 4542 Park 
Ave. Inquiries may be dlrected to Liza at 638-0228. Closing 
date for applications is September 28, 2001. 
Hairstylists & Estheticians 
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY 
Full and part time positions available. 
Must be experienced and licensed. 
Please apply in person with resume to: 
4718 B Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
UUl i l  au Jdbd l t ,  unn  ~a~ 
m m~iNI  mm~ mi i i  ~m.  
HAIRSTYL NG& DAY SPA 
STRUCTURESLTD.  
GENERAL MANAGER 
We require a General Manager for a rapidly expanding Road 
Mat Leasing and Installation and Bridge Leasing Operation 
based in Grande Prairie, AB, The position reports directly to 
the Owners. 
Responsibilities will include management of staff, control over 
installations and repairs, all client contracts, invoicing and 
inventory control and tracking of materials and assets. 
We require a self-starter, highly motivated Individual with an 
entrepreneurial, hands.on attitude. A history of success in 
service to the Natural Resources Industry will be an 
advantage. 
Please reply in confidence to: Fax number 250-546-9066. 
Only those to be Interviewed will be contacted. 
f 
~ Marmon Financial Management I 
T'ne Key To Gc~d F~m~ Ma~ne~l  ~ 
ACCOUNTANT REQUIRED 
Marmon Financial Management Co. Ltd. has an 
immediate opening for a senior accountant. We are 
seeking an individual with CGA or CA designation or a 
senior level student working toward designation. Public 
practice experience, personal tax preparation and good 
computer skills are an asset. Remuneration is 
dependent upon qualifications and experience. 
If interested in working in a friendly atmosphere with a 
variety of work, send resume to: 
,,. Marmon.F!nanclal  Management Co. Ltd. 
" . . . . . .  ~" ": '~"  "Box 614 : ^ 
Burns Lake, B.C. voa lEO 
Fax: (250) 692-7090 
J 
WB11il 
store is looking for a self- 
outgoing, team member. 
ind interest of fishing/hunting 
1 asset. Wage dependent on 
lease submit resume with hand 
alter and references to: 
File 118 
=ndard, 3210 Clinton Street 
race, B.C. V8G 5R2. 
PART-TIME CUSTOMER 
SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE 
Team player, retail experience 
commitment to learning, 
customer service excellence 
Please apply to Karen Parker, Manager, 
Customer Service 
250-615-6174 
 Bank of Montreal 
Do you want to work fo r  a great company in a great community? 
Since 1944 BC Bearing Engineem (BCB) has been dedicated to ach eying 
tong-term business relationships as the premier distributor or high-quality 
industrial products and services throughout our 30+ branches in Western 
Canada. 
Many of oar branches are In small commanltles In order to serve local 
Industrial customers. Our branch in Queanel is one of these operations and 
is currently recruiting an Office Manager. This position requires an 
Individual who has: Industrial distribution experience; the ability to handle 
automated transactions from order entry to fulfillment; he ability to use PC 
software such as e-mall and Excels and who enjoys coaching employees iv 
tile delivery of service xcellence. This position will appeal to someone 
who wants responsibility for day-to-day administration fa small enterprise 
while being part of a well.respected International organization. 
Quesnel is 120 km south of Prince George and 76 km north of Williams Lake 
In BC's Caribou Chllcotln. Forest productsi pulp & lumber, tourism and 
agriculture are the main Industries of tbls community of 8,690 people. 
Along with numerous historic sites Quusnel offers many recreational 
opportunities, Inchrdlng olf, camping, boating, fishing, swlmmlngj tennis, 
curling, skating, parks, walking trails, auto racing, playing fields and cross- 
country skiing. 
interested applicants hould send their resume and a covering letter 
outlining personal accomplishments that demonstrate their ability to meet 
the requlremenislisted h re to: Steve Brooker, 235 Lear Road, Qussnel, 8C 
V2J 5V5 or by fax at (260) 992-71}39. 
www.postings.gov.b¢.ca 
t 
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636 HOUSES FOR 
: RENT I. " : :  
:636 HOUSES FOR 
:: RENT ' 
NEAR NEW, bright, spacious 2 
bdrm apt. Onsite caretakers, 5 
appliances, NG fireplace, mini 
storage, NO pets, references 
required. $750/month. 250-635- 
6248 
ONE BEDROOM apartment 
available October 1st. $550/m0 
includes f/s, w/d, secured entra. 
rice, blinds, paved parking, 
Downtown, clean, new. N/s, no 
pets. Damage deposit plus ref 
req. 250.635-1622 or 250-635. 
2250 
ONE BEDROOM apt. Cable 
and laundry facilities. New man- 
agement on site. No pets 
please. 250.615-5441 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- I 
644 MOBILE  
• HOMES ~: • 
ite. Quiet Iocaton, F/a included, '
newer carpets and recently 
painted $435/mo + utilities. Elec 
heat. Call 250-615-7734 
QUIET AND clean 2 bdrm 
ground level apartment. No 
pets. laundry and recreation 
facilities, security entrance, ref 
req. reasonable rent. Available 
October 1/01 Phone 250-635- 
1126 
QUIET CLEAN 2 bdrm. apt 
A TWO bedroom bachelor su- 
ite available October 1st. Newly 
painted, lots of light, w/d ac- 
cess, hydro included. No smok- 
ing, no pets, no partiesl Good 
references a must. $450/mo 
Appt to view call 250-615-5590 
Prefer students. 
1 BEDROOM BASEMENT su- 
ite, 4 appliances + microwave, 
T.V., table &chairs. No pets, no 
smoking. References required, 
$500/mo Cable &Utilities inc. 
Available immediately,250.635- 
0495 
1 BEDROOM suite in new 
home in Thornhill. F/s, w/d, cov- 
erad parking, ground entrance 
on quite street near golf course, 
utilities included. No pets. N/s 
$525 plus damage deposit. 
Available immediately Phone 
250 635-5413 
2 BEDROOM BASEMENT su- 
ite.$525/mo. CIosetotown and 
school. Phone 250-635-1921 or 
250-635-9069 
2 BEDROOM basement Suite. 
Mature working adult preferred. 
No smoking. No pets. $500/mo. 
Utilities included. Phone 250- 
2 BEDROOM apartment, n/g 
and/or electric heat. Centrally 
located. $450/mo. Also avail- 
able - 1 bedroom basement su- 
ite. $350/mo. For more info call 
250-635-6611 
2 BEDROOM bungalow, F/s. 
Natual gas fireplace in Pine 
Park. Very clean. Phone 250- 
635-9418 
close to town. Laundry facilities. 635-8277 
Ref reqd.Available immediately, -" 2 BEDROOM ground level su- 
250-615-7665or250-635-5653. '" ite, includes f/s, dishwasher, 
TWO BEDROOM apartment w/d &ng fireplace, fenced yard 
available October 1st. $650/mo. overlooking the Skeena River. 
includes w/d, f/s, gas fireplace, " $600. Cablevision included, 
blinds, secured entrance and Available Oct 1. Call 250-638- 
SPLIT 3 bedroom 1 1/2 bath 
home on quiet crescent in. 
Thornhill. Good condition, large 
fenced yard, 4 appliances 
$700/mo. Ref req. 250-635- 
5510 
paved parking. Downtown in 
new and clean building. N/s no 
pets, DD plus ref req. 250-635- 
1622 or 250-635-2250 
TWO BEDROOM economy 
apartments on Braun's Island. 
$375 & $400. Pets welcome. 
250-635-9102 
| 
PARK MANOR APTS. 
2 Bedroom Aport., 
$600.00 month, includes 
heat. Close to swimming 
pool & downtown. 
No pets. 
References required. 
Phone 635-3475 
730 FORSALEBY 
, : :  •OWNER : " : : i  
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for1 &2 
Bedroom suites 
• Clean, quiet renovated suites ,:' 
• Ample parking 
• Laundry facilities on each floor 
• Close to schools & downtown 
• On bus route 
• Security entrance 
• On site management 
• No pets 
• References required 
To view call 
638-1748 
616 COMMERCIAL 
. f .  
~ ;  . . . ,  . 
636 HOUSES-FOR 
i RENT i ' ~ ; 
1 616COMMERCIAL 
: 648 ROOM:&.::  
: BOARD .... 
: 745 MOBILES 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
• 24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
I COACHMAN II APARTMENTS 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. 
II On Site Management II 
II I Security Entrance with I| 
II I Undercover Parking I| 
IJ & Elevator. JJ 
IIJ Laundry facilities on I I  
"llJ each floor J| 
IIJ On Bus Route J| 
II I No Pets l| 
II I To View a Clean & Quiet III 
II I Building on the Bench I|  
II 638-8554 II 
'8093 
3 BEDROOM suite, w/d, fire- 
place, no pets/parties. $650/mo, 
utilities included. Located close 
to hospital. 250-635-5992 
FURNISHED ROOMS or 2 bed- 
morn furnished basement su- 
ite. utilities, appliances. Cable. 
Suitable for working mature 
adult. New Remo. $300- 
$550/mo, References and de- 
posit . Vehicle a must. 250- 
638-1413. 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite on Straume Ave, fridge, 
stove, washer & dryer, non 
smoking, quiet person only. 
$550 inlcudes utilities.Available 
October 6th. Phone 250-635- 
4672. 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite. Close to schools and town, 
no pets, no smoker~. Also 1 
bedroom with kitchen facilities. 
250-635-5893 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite in thornhill. Close to schools, 
laundry facilities on premises, 
no pets. Recently painted and 
with new appliances. $475/mo. 
,.: .P~h.o.r)e,.~0b 25~0.-.6.38. :~290. 
TAKING APPLICATIONS 
for a four year old, 2 bdrm du. 
plex on southside. F/s, w/d. No 
smoking ,no pets. $700 per 
2 BEDROOM duplex side. in month. 
Thornhill. Preference to mature, person(s). Call 635-2769 
SMALL OFFICE building locat- 
ed at 4509 Lakelse Ave for rent. 
Rent negotiable. To view call 
250-638-1678 
14X70 TRAILER. w/d, f/s Iocat- 
ed 10 min from downtown, off of 
Dover Rd. $620/mo, dd $310. 
250-635-8224 
Reasonable rates 
Second Floor 
445 Sq. Ft., 685 Sq. Ft. 
1030 Sq. Ft. 
Tel (250) 635-7191 
ALMARLIN BUILDING 
FOR RENT 
1,600 sq. ft. shop 
including showroom 
and office with 
1,600 sq. ft. executive 
3 bedroom suite above. 
$2,000/month. 
Call Nick 638-1755 
before 9:30 p.m. 
TEI~ACE & DISTRICT I |  
CREDIT UNION, A I I  
CENTRALLY LOCATED ll 
BUILDING IN TERRACE'S I| 
DOWN TOWN CORE. FLAT li 
PATE LEASE INCLUDES I| 
ALL UTILITIES III 
EXCLUDING PHONE. FOR l |  
MORE INFORMATION, li 
CAV,635-7282. IJ 
OFFICE 
• SPACE 
AVAILABLE 
clean, quiet, non-smokers. 
$425/mo + utilities. 250-635- 
4200 
2 BEDROOM house for rent 
north of Terrace, DD and ref 
req.$550/mo 250-635-2898 or 
250-638-1212 
2 BEDROOM house,one block 
from town, on bus route. No 
smoking, small pets ok. 
• $700/mo + utilities. DD and 
good references a must. 250- 
635-3789. Available Oct 1st. 
2 BEDROOM newly renovated 
home. F/s, w/d , fenced 
backyard. On quiet street in 
Horseshoe. Ref req. and DD. 
. Call 250-635-3555 after 6:00pro 
• 2 BEDROOM Townhouse in 4- 
i plex. Clean, quiet. Fddge/ 
, stove. No pets. references re- 
. quired.250-635-3796. 
2 BEDROOMS, main floor of 
house, w/w carpet, washing 
facilities, carport & storage, 
clean & comfortable, fireplace, 
fenced yard. No pets, couples 
preferred. 250-635-3546 Writ- 
ten references required. In 
Thornhill area. 
2 UNIQUE 1 bedroom suites 
with view and yard on Queens- 
way. $525- $450/mo. Garbage 
pickup included• 250-635-7844 
or 250-635-2837. 
2BEDROOM, 2 bath house on 
,acreage at 4314 North Sparks. 
3 appliances, wood and gas 
heat, garage. $550/mo 250- 
638-8639 
3 BDRM townhouse, NG heat, 
F/S, new carpets, close to town, 
w/d hookup, $600/month 
Available October 1st Call 615- 
7665 or 635-5853. 
3 BEDROOM 1100 sqft rancher 
'on Soucie. F/s. Fenced yard. 
8X12 shop/shed. No pets. 
Available Oct 15.250.638-8856 
3 BEDROOM cedar panabode 
home one block from Uplands 
School. $850/mo. Includes utili- 
• ties. 250-638-1713 
3 BEDROOM house in Thorn- 
2 BEDROOM rancher w/ensu- 
ite, carport and south facing 
covered deck, electric heat, 6 
yrs old, 2 acres, near Woodland 
Park subdivision. $165,000 Ph, 
256-638-8320, or 250-638-7664 
2 HOUSES ON acreage, 
Vacant, ready to move In, 
stove, w/d. Wood fireplace, 2 & 
3 bedrooms on Bench north of 
Clean responsible Terrace, Secluded, also 
VERY NICE 1999 3 bdrm me. 
bile home with skylight, 5 ap. 
pliances, large 2 bay shop. 
4659 Beaver. No smoking, no 
pets, good rental refs required. 
$750/mo 250-638-8639 
14X70 MOBILE home, 4 bed. 
rooms with additions. W/d hook- 
ups. No smoking/pets. Located 
in Pine Park. $575/mo. 250- 
635-1454 
2 AND 3 bedroom mobile 
homes in Thomhill. Nice, clean 
condition. Priced from $550/mo, 
250-638-1885 
2&3 bedroom mobile home in 
Pine Park, washer, dryer, 
fridge, stove, new flooring. 
Fenced yard, very clean, avail- 
able immediately. $SO0/mo, 
250-635-2126. 
2BEDROOM TRAILER 5 ap. 
pliances Sunnyhill. DD & ref 
req. No pets, non smoking 
Available now. $550/mo Call 
250-638-0730 
3 BEDROOM trailer in Thorn- 
hill. Large IMngroom with wood 
fireplace, f/s, w/d dishwasher, 
Central vac., 4 piece bathroom. 
$650/mo plus DD. 250-635- 
9040 
3 BEDROOM trailer, newly ren- 
ovated, 4 fairly new appliances. 
Fenced yard. $575/mo. Avail- 
able immediately or October 
1st. 250-635-2319 
3 BEDROOM trailer. Close to 
town. $500/mo. 250-638-8811 
4-RENT, 3 bedroom double 
wide in Copper River. Fenced 
yard. Wired shop space. 
$650.00/month. After 5 pm. 
250-635-2513. 
AVAILABLE NOW: 2 bedroom, 
2 bath, 14X70 mobile with gas 
furnace and wood stove on 
private 2 acres in Jackplne 
Flats.references required 250- 
638-1476 or 250-615-2683 
hill. No pets. $600 per month Jack Pine Flats. Very clean 
plus damaqe deposit Phone spacious 2 bedroom 14X70 mo- 
635.9530~% . '  "~  , :~ ,gw,  ~:~¢~ ,~ : ,'~ ~. ,bile~w/wood~ ,andgas heaL~F/s, 
3 BEDROOM house located on 
one acre. Downtown location. 
Available Nov 1. No pets 
$850/mo. Phone 250-635-2643 
3 BEDROOM rancher, 
$850/mo. f/s. Quiet neighbour- 
hood. Horseshoe, large fenced 
back yard, deck, large shed. 
Phone 250-615-3108 anytime. 
250-635-6767 11 :O0am to 
2:00pm 
3 BEDROOM townhouse for 
rent f/s, w/d, dishwasher, gas 
fireplace, no smoking 1/2 block 
for town. Call 250-638-0046 
4 BEDROOM house, 2 baths, 
rec room, dishwasher, w/d hoo- 
kup. Large yard. Available Oct 
1st. $750/mo. 250-635-6338 
4 Bedroom lower unit of duplex. 
N/G heat included. No parties, 
no smoking. Written references 
and deposit req. In Terrace. 
Phone 250-798-9554. 
4 BEDROOM, 2 bath, house at 
3644 Cottonwood. F/s, w/d 
hookup, storage, fresh paint, 
$700/mo. No smoking or pets. 
250-638-8639 
6 BEDROOM, 2 bath house on 
double lot at 4829 Davis. 5 ap- 
pliances. Garage, sunroom. 
$800/mo. 250-638-8639 
6 YEAR old 3 bdrm, 1 1/2 bath 
duplex at 4830 Graham, F/s, 
w/d. $700/mo. 250.638-8369 
.AVAILABLE OCTOBER 15th. 
3 bedroom condo In Horseshoe 
area, close to schools. No pets. 
250-635-4987 
CLEAN 5 bedroom well main- 
tained family home in the 
Horseshoe, 3 bathrooms, base- 
ment, patio, fireplace, 5 ap- 
pliances, Security deposit and 
references required, Call 250- 
635-4640 after 6:00pm 
COZY 3 bedroom house down* 
town (Upper floor) storage and 
laundry hookup in basement. 
$750/mo. Includes heat. Avail- 
able Oct 1st, 250-635-6350. 
EXECUTIVE DUPLEX fur- 
nished/unfrunlshed. 3 bed- 
rooms, 2 1/2 baths. 2 n/g fire- 
places, 5 appliances and car- 
• port. Available immediately. 
250-638-1885 730 FORSALE BY 
OWNER. ~ IMMEDIATELY, 3 bdrm home, 
big fenced back yard, full base- 
ment, half finished, 
Elec/wood/ngheat. F/s, w/d, 
$700/mo. Call 250-635-0257 
LAKELSE COTTAGE, highway 
side, Suitable for couple or sin- 
gle person. Available October 
1st. Natural gas. $450/mo. Se- 
curity deposit required. 250- 
847-3738 
LARGE NEAR new 3 bdrm 
condo, carport, n/g, f/s, yard, 
Blinds Included. No pets. Ref 
req. Avail Oct 1st. 250-635- 
2932 or 250.638-1053 
LARGE TWO BEDROOM. 
Main floor of house, walking 
distance to downtown, f/s and 
w/d. $750.00 PER MONTH. 
included. 250. w/d and hydro • 
635-5598 
TRUSTWORTHY FEMALE 
college student wanted. Ref 
req. $450/mo includes meals. 
Call 250-635-9446 after 5 p.m. 
PENDER ISLE Oceanfront Bed 
& Breakfast. Relax on 10 acres 
in own private deluxe suite with 
hot tub, ensuite bath, fireplace, 
deck. 1-800-663-6962 or 
www.alicesoceanfrontbnb.com 
PUERTO VALLARTA Mexico 
apartment for rent. Economic 
rates, the longer you stay the 
less you pay. Rates starting 
from $35-$70 per night. 
Minimum staying 1 week. Call 
for more into. 250-635-4783 
Patty. 
SKI SUN peaks BC (45 mln 
from Kamloops) Top of the 
Mountain Accomodatlon. Fully 
equipped 1,2,3.& 4 bdrm con- 
dos & chalets, hot tubs, saunas 
& jacuzzis. Ski In/out or 10 mln 
max (walking) to lifts. Kids 12 & 
under ski free with aduR full 
price ticket. Stay 6 nights and 
get 1st night freet Some restric- 
tions apply. Lift packages avail- 
able. 1-800-585-8834, www.to- 
pofthemountain.ca, email: sun- 
peaks@direct.ca 
SKI SUN peaks resort BC Visit 
our webslte at: 
www.sunpeaksrese r'vtions.com 
or call Sun Peaks Online at 1- 
888-578-8369. Hotels, condos 
& chalets. Ski in/out, hot tubs. 
Great Accommodation. Great 
• rates. Great Service 
CALL 635-9202 
outbuildings. Assessed value 
$220K. for appointment: 250- 
835.3941 
2 STOREY Cottage with electric 
and wood heat located at 
Lakelse Lake on private park- 
like setting. Beautifully land- 
scaped on large 75X200' lot. 
Downstairs: kitchen, diningroom 
and bathroom. Upstairs: master 
bedroom. A great relaxation in 
nature. Asking $65,000. For 
more info call 250-798-2456 
4 BEDROOMhouse on Bench. 
Quiet street in nice 
neighbourhood near Uplands 
school. Large kitchen, deck and 
matching vinyl sided shed. 6 
years old. 1400sqft. $142,700. 
250-615-8224 
4608 SCOTT Avenue $79,000. 
Two Bedroom house. One stor- 
ey bungalow on a concrete 
foundation. Wood floors in living 
room and both bedrooms. This 
home has many up-dates. The 
backyard has a shed and is fully 
fenced. We have outgrown our 
house. Make an offerl 250-638- 
7688 www3.te- 
lus.net/lanes/house 
2 ACRE lots, Jackpine Flats at 
Old Lakelse & Woeste. Phone 
250-638-8940. 
The Terrace Standard Is now mm mm 
online 
www.terracestandard.com 
Check  out  our  s i te  o r  carl  638-7283 for  ~dvor t lmlng  In fo rmat ion  
BrinE In A Picture Of YourH0meAIonE With lts Selling Features* 
an~ we will mn your HOME FOR SALE AD,,co.x.,,) 
in thisspe~al REAL ESTATE SECTION of the Terrace Standard, 
As well, your ad wi/I be listed as a word class~ed ad in our Weekend Advertiser and our 
Interest Class~eds http ://www, bcclassified,com 
Allt is oro,  $70/week 
Dis~nt for mult~ weeks. Your ad is distributed o th~ of homes inIhe Greater Tepee area every wee~J 
'50 ~rd! madmum PRIVATE ~t.ESONLY 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET, ERRACE, BC, 
638,7283 FAX 638.8432 MONDAY TO FRIDAY 8:00.5:00 
[••  If you've got EMAIL you can reach us':~ Ielectr0nically.We welcome letters, i news tips, sports and community I contributions, and feedback of all types. J 
standard@kermode.net Jill 
LAKELSE LAKE HIGHWAY SIDE 
2315 First Ave. 
Cottage 800 sq. ft. on 44 ft lake frontage. Creek runs 
through property, power and septic system, water. 
View by appointment only 
798-2528 
; . . . . .  . . .  , 
5.5 ACRE HOBBY Farm in 
Jackpine Flats. 4 bdrm double- 
wide with all appliances, oil & 
wood heat, large deck, wired 
workshop, barn & hayloft and 2 
large greenhouses. Outdoor rid- 
ing arena & numerous outbuild- 
ings in very private & fenced in 
setting. Asking $139,900 obo. 
For appointment call 250-798- 
2456 
LIVE MAINTENANCE free #8 
Kenney Estates. 1284 sqft. 2 
bdrm, 2 baths on main floor, ga- 
rage, 1/2 basement, reduced 
$159,000 250-635-3653 
NEWER HOME in Thorn- 
heights. 3 bdrm, split level, 
vaulted ceiling in living room. 
Landscaped, double driveway. 
Blinds, w/d. dishwasher 
included. 250-638-0014 
NEWLY RENOVATED 3 bed- 
room house with unfinished 
basement on Thomas. F/s w/d, 
dishwasher, hardwood floors, 
new furnace, hotwater tank, 
250-638-8998 or 250-638-0821 
after 6:00pm. Open to offers 
4 BEDROOM HOUSE ON BENCH 
Quiet street in nice neighbourhoed near Uplands School. 
Large kitchen; deck, and matching vinyl sided shed. 6 
years old. 1400 sq. ft. 
Asking $142,700 
Call 250-615-6224 far appointment to view 
Home ~,u~ sq. 11. on/z I~ x ]~uu r[ lake/romage. Has Nu neat, not 
water (new), 2 baths, 2 fireplaces, sauna, game room, laundry room, 
new metal roof, raised out of flood zone, new septic system, two car 
garage, workshop, large storage area. 
View by appointment only 798-2528 
Ph (250)  798-2528 (leave message) 
12X68 CRESTWOOD mobile 
home for sale or trade. $8000. 
250-426-8904 
1971 12' wide mobile home. 3 
bedroom, w/d, f/s in quiet park. 
$12,500 obo. 250-635-2126 
1977 12X68 trailer with joey 
shed, 2bdrm, + 1 storage room. 
Includes all appliances as well 
as air conditioner. Located In 
Sunny Hill Trailer Court. Close 
to town & schools. Asking 
$19,900 obo. Call 250-635- 
4491 
1993 14X70 mobile home 
w/10X40' finished addition, 4 
bedrooms, office, b/i dishwash- 
er and china cabinet, On a large 
pad w/garden and new8X10 
shed. $68,000. 250-635-4730 
or Troy_Ritter @telus.net 
3 BEDROOM trailer in trailer 
court. C/w f/s, w/d, gas heat, 
$12,500. 2bdrm trailer in trailer 
court-c/w f/s, w/d, gas heat 
$6500. 250-638-8811 
FACTORY DIRECT Chapparal 
modulars - all the features of a 
conventional homel Your plan 
or oursl Sheldon Custom 
Homes, 3075 Sexsmith, Kelow- 
na. Toll free 1-888-765.8992. 
DL10146. 
FOR SALE. Newer SRI manu- 
factured home, 2 bdrm, 2 bath, 
built in dishwasher and ml- 
crowave, f/s, w/d, n/g fireplace, 
built in china cabinet, master 
bedroom has large jacuzzi tub 
and separate shower, 6 person 
hot tub on large deck, Shed In- 
cluded, immaculate condition. 
asking $75.0000 For more Into 
250-635-6477 
1 112 Storey, 3+ bedroom, 2100 
sqft home, Natural gas heat, 2 
baths located at Lakelse Lake 
on private park like setting. 
Beautifully landscaped on 
75X200' fenced lot. Upstairs: 2 
bedrooms, bathroom, family 
room, sun room with balcony. 
Downstairs: 2 bedrooms, kitch- 
en living room, laundry, bath- 
room. Includes all appliances. 
Workshop: 2OX4ff fully wired 
and plumbed, Large green. 
house and gazebo. Asking 
$159,900 obo 250-798-2456 
3 BEDROOM rancher, f/s, quiet 
nelghbourhood in Horseshoe, 
large fenced back yard, deck, 
qarge shed. 250-615-3108 any. 
time, 250-635-5767 1 t :00am to 
2:00pro 
" - • ' : ======================================== :' " : :~"  :~ x""  ~'~-':"" " 
: .~ . . , . ~ : : : . : : ~ !  .~:..~ 
.' ........ .~ ..... ~i~ ~ir.. 
New Premium Home In Up-Scale Neighbourhood at 
3519 Cory  Drive 2 Blocks from New School 
Features:  
: oak flooring in living and dining rooms 
walk-in closet in master bedroom 
i ceramic tile floorinq in kitchen and entryway 
exterior finishing oFbrick an.d vinyl 
oak cabinets in kitchen and baths 
i double"car garage 
large deck off kitchen 
above finishing work a must see 
ensuite bath 
'I i 
Was listed at 'Y205-~ Reduced To $t99;g00 
Further Reduced To 
$195,OOO + GST 
NOW BELOW BUILDING COST 
For Appointment To View 
STRAAT-A-VARIOUS HOMES LTD. 
635-4097 
i 
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i 
878 RV 'S  
MOTORHOMES 
4916 II~. 16 West 6~.?~s7 
1-800-313-7187 ~t~,5958 
www.terraceautomall.com 
CHRYSLEF 
,2000 Chrysler Intrepid 
V6, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tllt, Pwr 
Windows & Locks, Cassette 
1 Left At $19,995 
2000 Jeep TJ Sport 
6 cyL, 5 Spd, Hardtop & Sofltop, 
0nly 15,000 km, 
NOW ONLY $23,995 
'99 Dodge Ram 1500 SLT 
4x4, Loaded, Leather 
NOW ONLY $29,995 
'98 Dodge Neon 
4 cyl., Auto, Air & More 
NOW ONLY $13,595 
'98 Dodge Ram 
1500 Quad Cab 
4x4, Laramie SLT, V8, Auto, NC, 
Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows, Power 
Locks & More 
NOW ONLY $25,995 
'98 Dodge Caravan 
Dual Sliding Doors, Air Conditioning 
NOW ONLY $17,488 
'98 Jeep Cherokee Sport 
4 Dr., 4x4, 6 Cyl., Air 
NOW ONLY $18,995 
'98 Dodge Ram 3/.4 Ton 
Quad Cab 4x4 
Air, Cruise, Tilt 
NOW ONLY $29,995 
INCLUDES PLOW/ 
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
NC, Auto, Tilt, Cruise 
NOW ONLY $12,995 
'96 Jeep Grand Cherokee 
Auto, 4 Dr., 4x4,Air, Tilt, Cruise, 
Windows, Looks 
Was $21,995 
NOW ONLY $19,995 
'96 Dodge Caravan ES 
V6,Auto, Dual Sliding Doors, 
Air, Cruise, Tilt, Windows, 
Locks, Tinted Glass 
Now ONLY $14,995 
FORD 'ii~ 
'99 Ford F150 XLT 
XCab, VC, Auto, 4 Door, NC, Power 
Windows & Locks, Tilt, Cruise 
NOW ONLY $26,995 
'97 Ford F150 Xcab 
V8, Auto, 4x4, NC 
NOW ONLY $17,995 
'96 Ford Crown Victoria 
4 Dr., VC, Auto, Loaded 
NOW ONLY $14,995 
'91 Ford Explorer XLT 
6 Cyl., Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
PowerWindows & Locks 
NOW ONLY $9,995 
GM 
'98 Chev Sonoma 
XCab, 4x4, Air Conditioning, 
Crulse,fllt, Power Windows & 
Locks, AM/FM, Cassette 
NOW 0NLY $19,995 
'97 GMC Silverado SLE 
Ext, Cab., V8,Auto, 3 Door 
Wss S2$,gse 
NOW ONLY $21,995 
'95 Chevrolet Camaro Z28 
Convertible, 5.7, va, 6 Spd., 
Leather, Loaded 
NOW ONLY $19,995 
'95 Chevrolet I~;~e LT 
No  25,995 
'91 Chevrolet Cavalier 
4 CyL, Auto, Air Conditioning 
NOW ONLY $5,995 
.. IMPORTS. 
'98 Toyota Sienna 
Dual Sliding Doors, Air, Cruise, 
Tilt, Pwr. Windows/Locks & More 
NOW ONLY $18,995 
'97 Mazda Pick-up 
4x4,X-Cab, NC, Cruise, Tilt, 
Power Windows & Locks 
NOW ONLY $17,995 
'94 Mazda 626 ES 
Ve, 5 Spd.,, NC, Cruise, Tilt, 
Power Windows & Locks, 
Leather & More 
NOW ONLY $12,995 
'94 Toyota Camry LE 
4 door, Auto, Air & More 
Was $16,99e 
NOW ONLY $14,995 
'93 Subaru Legacy AWD 
4 Door, Auto 
Waa $8,995 
Now ONLY $7,995 
1989 Jeep Cherokee 
6-cyl., auto, leather, loaded 
NOW ONLY $7,995 
914  CHILD CARE 
874 RV'S 5TH 
" WHEELS 
, . .944  
MISCELLANEOUS 
SERVICES 
81 5 TRUCKS FOR 
SALE 
:: 820 VANSiFOR . . . . . . 
SALE ii 
, : / . . ,  
E~,.¢ m 
4916 Hwy, 16 West 635-7187 
1-800-3B-7187 DU ,595s 
www.terraceautomall.com 
2000 GMC K1500 
NOW $27,995 
2000 Dodge Ram 
Quad Cab 
NOW $32,995 
1999 Yolks Golf 
Wolfsburg 
$19,995 
2-1999 Honda Civics SE 
$16,995 
1998 Dodge Caravan 
$17,995 
1998 Neon 
$13,995 
1 9 9 ~ X  
1998 Merc Mystique 
$14,995 
1997 Chev 3/4 Ton 4x4 
WAS $24,995 NOW $22,995 
1997 Chev 3/4 Ton 
Silverado 
WAS $27,e9s 
NOW $25,995 
1995 Ford 4WD Ext Cab 
$16,995 
1993 Pontiac Sunbird GT 
NOW $5,995 
1993 Buick Century Custom 
$10,995 
1992 Ford Explorer 
NOW $8,995 
1992 Mazda MX3 Precedia 
WAS $8,995 NOW $6,995 
1991 Mazda 626 
$7,995 
WAS15~~95 
1990 Dodge Grand 
Caravan SE 
NOW $7,995 
1990 GMC Jimmy 
NOW $8,995 
1988 Toyota Corolla 
$5,995 
1984 Toyota LEVan 
$1,995 
4838 HWY 16 W, TEBRACE e,~. ~2 1-800-665-1990 638-8171 
1997 RAV 4, white, 5sp, abs, 
full winter package. 
133,000kms, $14,900. Call 250- 
842-2455 
2000 PONTIAC Grand Prix, 4 
door fully Ioaded.CD player, 2 
years warranty, all service 
records. $20,000 obo, Call 250- 
635°6474 
~uy your 
"QUALITY 
USED" 
vehicles. 
For the best 
price, call 
us first. 
TOTEM FORD 
250-635-4984 
1-800-463-1128 
1986 CHEV Cavalier. 4 door. 
Runs Good. 250-635-1253 
1989 FOR 3/4 ton Lariat 4X4, 
5.0 litre, 5 speed, 137,000km, 
power everything, a/c, box liner, 
aluminum running boards, new 
Michelin tires, canopy, hitch, air 
bags, Well maintained. Best 
offer. Call 250-636-8960 
1989 SILVERADO truck with 
canopy and boxliner. $2900 
obo. 250-638-8386 
1992 DODGE Dakota ext. cab, 
automatic, shift on-the-fly, 4 
wheel ddve,  electdc overdrive, 
red and white with deluxe cano- 
py, 318 EFI V-8 (225hp) run- 
nlng boards, brash guard, wind- 
ow vent visors, air, cruise, flit, 
power windows and locks, cas- 
sere,  H ighway ddven only, no 
• rust, well maintained, (by Ter- 
race Chrysler) many re- 
pair/sBrvlce records, Excellenl 
condition. $6000 Firm. Phone 
250-635-3179 after 6:00 pm, 
1994 FORD F150 4X4 extend- 
ed cab, short box. Well main- 
tained, very clean, must  be 
seen to be appreciated, 
175,000kms, Many  extras 250- 
• 635-4186 
1995 DODGE Neon $7200 obo. 
Good running condition, 250- 
635-6893 
1990 DODGE Caravan Extend- 
ed model. 250-635-7996 
1996 DODGE Caravan Sport, 7 
passenger,  3.3 litre, pearl white. 
Excel lent condition, must be 
seen, $13,500. Call 250-635- 
5237 
1998 WlNDSTAR 66,000kin. 
$16,000 Firm. 250-638-5775 
I i KEN,S MARINE 
2000 Polaris 
RMK 800 
2", 141"Tro& 
 6,995.00 
Harbercraft 
14' Aluminum Boats 
 1,599.00 
Riverboat Renlals 
Available 
Now. = 
Used Misty 
River 18' Boat 
w/iroiler 
 1,399.00 
1998 GMC Jimmy SLT. Fully 
loaded, heated leather seats. 
Heated side mirror, power wind- 
ows/locks, c/d, keyless entry. 
Only 45,000km. asking 
$28,000. Call 250-635-6824 
TRUCK AND Camper for sale: 
1989 GMC Sierra PU, 1991 9' 
Northern Lite Camper and ca- 
nopy. Well maintained. Must 
see. Asking $16,000 for pack- 
a.qe. Phone: 250-635-6791 
1998 22ft. Marinex Riverboat 
454 Kodiak Marine engine. 
Hamilton 212 Jet, galvanized 
EZ loader trailer. Depth sounder 
and VHF radio. $32,500. 250- 
635-7487 
2-4S4'S running, complete with 
new heat exchangers and water 
cooled manifolds. Asking 
$10008a. 2 Hamilton 1013 jet 
units complete. Asking $500ea. 
Will sell separately or together. 
Phone 250-632-4655 
MUST SELLt Welded 1/8" mar- 
Ine aluminum 3 man jet boat. 
Complete with tunnel, kicker, 
and trallor. Brand new 40hp Ya- 
maha Jet. $10,000. Phone 250- 
632-4655 
870 RV'S 
CAMPERS 
24FT TANDEM Kit Companion 
Holiday trailer. New tanks, and 
hoses, new floodng and uphol- 
stery, Front kitchen, rear bed. 4 
burner stove w/oven Bath and 
shower. Like new inside. Also 
12it aluminum boat and 9.5hp 
motor. 250-635-5887 or 250- 
635-4488 
STILL CAMPING " 
STILL:FISHING 
EXCH/ Si s: : 
:; RIVER IPARK: [: ;'; 
BARDSE~!I~ND/ 
ADVENTURES 
Bank say.s. NO7 
• All Credit Applications Accepted. 
• Easy, Fast and Confidential 
• No Hassles 
or Embarrassment ,(. :-~ 
• YES tO poor credit ~'"J:~ 
orno credit, ,:',1, ~,'~,,,, ~ 
888-921-CREDIT ( ] [  ? [~ 
'Musthav~Jo~' _L&,/ 
yOU we,k  yD.  d r ive!  ' ~ t ~  
IMPORT/SMALL TRUCK 
camper. 1982 model in good 
condition. All applianc'es in 
working order. Gas and electri- 
cal systems recently upgraded. 
$2500. Includes all mounting 
hardware, and one year storage 
fee. 250-638-1245 
1991 SECURITY Penthouse 33' 
5th Wheel w/full basement. Full 
winter package. Awning. 2 sky- 
IRes. Ceiling fan air conditioner. 
Microwave. Gas range & fur- 
nace. 2 way fridge & freezer. 
w/d, queen bed and fold down 
chesterfield. Base board elec 
furnace. Much more must be 
seen 250-635-6830 leave mes- 
sa.qe. 
2000 24' .Rustler' trailer used 
once. a/c, microwave, cd/tape 
stereo, awning, Iv, antenna, 
front queen island bed, fddge, 
freezer, dual propane. Superb 
condition. Must sell $18,500. 
250-635-3412 
JUST KIDDIN Pre-School is 
now accepting registration 
2001/2001 Program. Just Kid- 
din Pre-School is a new school 
offering a safe environment for 
your child to play and learn that 
is truly second to nonel We are 
a licensed pre-school, with a 
fully qualified eady childhood 
educator. Benefits like 5000sqft, 
small class sizes, competitive 
rates, drop ins available and of 
course the largest indoor soft 
play unit the Northwest has to 
offer. We assure you a wide 
range of acitvities for your child 
whatever the weather. For more 
info please call Just Kiddin at 
250-638-1383 3-8pm Mon.Fd. 
10 am to 8pro Sat/Sun. 
SPANISH NANNY Housekeep- 
er, excellent cook• Seeks full 
time live-in position in Terrace, 
Good references. Call after 6 
pro. 250-638-0681 
CLASS "A" motorhomes. Big- 
gest selection, best service, un- 
bearable value. Call us today 
for all your motorhome needs. 
1-877-7.17-7947. Fraserway RV 
Centre at the Automall In Ab. 
botsford. 
i, 
(.r Looking for TM 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information on 
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or call 638-1113. 
Skeena CCRR is a program of the 
Terrace Woman's Resource Centre 
and is fu,ded by the Ministry of Social, 
Development and Economic becudty,~ 
%, J 
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Dry ~ 
SERVICES LTD. 
SPECIAL ISTS  IN  .CLEANING 
• CHIMNEYS & FURNACES " .SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
• AIR DUCTS .SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
• BOILERS .CATCH BASIN & 6UMP PITS 
• FIREPLACES .REST. GREASE TRAP6 
• ATI'JC INSULATION REMOVAL .ELECTRIC SNAKE 
• AIR CONDITIONING 5YSTEMS .FLOOD CLEAN UPS . 
• PAINT SOOTHS .VACUUM EXCAVATION 
I ndust r ia l  Vacuum Trucks 635"  1132 
i i 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. 
between. Pick- 
I ~ n  eT rrace, C.O.D. and 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot:. 635-7676 
:.:'.':: ........ ..'~I~i.:.::.:>.., ~, I~ ;:~=,:; ..... 
W a n t  ........ : .... ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  >;~ ;i,:i:~,.:;. i:i~ . .. ... ..... 
! A gho.~ ~ I:":~A[ ~ ~ SC I  probe 
t (~ ,%'n 'B  ,~  : : "  ' ' v~bran¢ ; ;. !, underway Did you see a ohoto in the saner that ., ,o I I I P ' .~ ,  ':/'~! ................ 
you want a copy of?. The Terrace i~:i;i:-.'i:{i!.;~!J}~.;~[:((::.} ~:!~};~: 
Standard along with ~ :!,:.,..;ig~.:.! ~ l I l~"~I t~~ :!>:'..~.:~'-"- 
Northern Photo Ltd. ~>- -~ ~::~;:::"~'[:'i}:~ 
now orovtdes tlus servme , ~ ~ ~ ~  ,,,,.,,~,~:~,,,,,~,:= 
Come rote our office located i51.;;::~.; fi~!.,~"iiia-r" ~,?~}}~;%.'i",""--'r:' 
t 3 10 C nton Street and mdtcate i ~.~:,~ .....:, .,,>,,:,,:,,,; q, .~,~=. - -  
the photo of  your choice and s,ze. i ~':.: . .. ..~.~. ~.  ~~i . - - :~ . -  
I A I t~ "!1 ~llv'711 OH~e_rslze s I '~, ~!'~".;~ ~,"_ ' ; "~ l I~  = ' -= 
t x ~.-:', ' ~ ed for lea ership progra n 
northern photo 
"Your Headquarters For Digital 
Cameras And Digital Imaging Services" 
4"4736 Lo~else Avenue 
STANDARD 
Ph:638-7283 Fox: 638"8432 
~ , , ~  Com~ni t l l  N~w~paper ,H~etwork  To ~i,c,, _ • 
utass l zzea  / avertlslng . . , , , o , . ,o , . . . , . . , , , .  
- -  I cal l  thl8 nowspaper  or 
Reach  2 .3  mi l l i on  BC & Yukon  readers  fo r  $309 (6o~i ~.~=== 
,.,or 11 million readers nation-wide for $1411 ¢ietmL~ed~.b©C0mmunltynewI .com 
I 
B U S~ LN ES $. O _P.P O RT.U_N.I~J_E~ . . . . . .  ~ _DU._C..A~0N_ . . . .  
FIND NEW CLIENTSt Use the 
most powerful classified 
syslem In Canada and reach 
millions of readers, lnlrigued? 
Conlact thls newspaper and 
ask about Network Classifieds, 
Q[.ca LI 604"6_69-9222. ext,3. 
LOVE...CLOTHES? EXTRA 
Income? Trips? Balance 
Fashions Is one of the most 
successful home-based 
clolhlng companies In 
Canadian FashionI Gorgeous 
c lo th ing  plus accessories. Ask 
about our all new Casual 
Consultant programl Toll-free 
1 -877-565-5646.  
w ~w~: b_aJ_a n_c eJ~_s hiD n_s,_co_ .m ._L_ _, 
PUT YOUR PC Io Workl 
Make money from homel 
www.success411fecenlral.com 
1-800-732-5480. 
CONTRACTS NOW 
AVAILABLE for the 2002 
season to grow Echlnacea. 
Guaranteed prices. For more 
Inlo can Get Real i',laturai 
Home & Body Productsl 780- 
499.7111 or 780-997.4376. • 
1000% RETURN ON 
INVESTMENT, Earn 10OK, 
each & every yearl Strong after 
sale supporll Limited oppor, in 
each markell Min, investment 
• C .A..R E_ E~.o.P.P O__R _1U NJ_T~...- 
MILL WORKSHOP LOCATED 
in Richmond doing hotel & 
reslaurant flxlures & wo~xlwork 
reqs exp'd shop foreman, to 
run a workforoa ol 20 
employees, Fax resume 604- 
244-2210 or phone 
604-244.3113, 
FREE 128 page 'Career 
OpportuntUes" Guide shows 
you how to train at home for 
top paying lobs. Earn More, 
Call Granton Institute tedey at 
1-800-361-1971 for your free 
gQde-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
.CA .R. E ER_ T_R...AJ_N/N._Q. . . . . .  
PRESENT JOB not cutting n? 
Be a carpenter, mechanic, 
eleclricisn, plumber, or other 
tradesman ol your choice. 19 
week couree provides skills, 
work placement, Opportunity 
Ior apprenticeship, Starts 
October 15, 2001, Falrvlew 
College, Falrvlew, Alberta, 
On Campus residences. 
t -888 .999 .7882;  
www,tei~[e_w{~o~!q g e,c o.m, ...... 
PHARMACY TECHNICIAN 
TRAINING. Thompson Career 
Cottage, Kamtoops, PC, 
Program starls Feb. and Sept, 
Call toll free 1-s77.840.080a; 
www.kamloopa.net. ' Our 
sludeqls gra_duat e job re._.ady _
E DUFATt0N_ ....... 
" A NEW CAREER? Train to be 
an Acartmenll Condominium 
BE an INTERIOR 
DECORATOR with our unique 
home.study course. Call lot 
your Free brochure. 1-800.287- 
t82g. ShelUeld School of 
Interior Design. 1304 • 38 
McArlhur Ave., OItawa, ON' 
K1L 5R2. 
GREAT JOBS IN Travail 
Training and Job placement 
assistance available for these 
lobs - Airline poslUons, on- 
board crulseshlps, flight 
atlendanls, travel agenls, hotel 
slaff, and many more, 
Contact us today. 
www.tourlsmconege,com, 
1-000.66S.9301, 
COUNSELLOR TRAINING 
INSTITUTE, Earn Your 
Professional Cenrucate, Work 
I~ an agency or privale 
practice. On campus or 
distance learning, Registrations 
Now Accepled, Catalogue 
1 -600-665-7044,  
.w~_ w..cou_n s.e l_.o rt r__aI_ ~nln g: .cp_m_. _ 
EMPLOYMENT 
. . . . .  ~P_P_O_ ~T~_NI~T!ES . . . . . .  
FULL.TIME AND WINTER help 
for feedlot/larmlng operation, 
Driver's licence, high school 
diploma. HouMy wage, 
overtime, benefits. Namaka 
Farms, Box 240~, Stralhmore, 
AS, TIP 1K3, Fax 403.934- 
6133, 
CONSTRUCTION PROJECT 
MANAGER requbed Ior a 4-6 
monlh contract to work fn Iha 
Edmonton area overseeing 
projects In the 112 to 1 million 
dollar range, Accommodation 
provided or - living. 
oul allowance available, 
Experienced project managers 
can reply to Brenda Burdon, 
HR Department, Permasteel 
Corporation by fax 
(604) 946.7947 or by emall at 
a dm.Jnge~@ pe_rm_a..steeJ .C. or~ .. 
HAVE FUN & EARN $$$ 
Selling our GIll ~roducts to 
stores, friends, at parties, No 
experience necessary. Part- 
time or full-time, We're serious, 
~ re ,Y.o. u?. _1.: 8_.88 "7_.4.62.9_9.6~: r . ,  
COMPLETE HOME 
ENTERTAINMENT package: 
27' TV, 700 wall dolby-dignal 
stereo, B speakers, DVD player 
and VCR, Only se8,sa/monlh, 
Limited Time, Bigger TVa 
available• 1.800.2e7.9466. 
W~V .w...C [ .a z# C a.ts_dir.e.c _  p_m ..... 
WORK FROM HOME, Earn 
$450. • $1500•lmonth pan- 
lime; $2OOO, • $4500. fun.lime; 
www,PlaneoO.com or 1.888. 
3~3.8~e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS 
1or a licensed GM technician. 
Please forward resume to: 
Sewlce Man~ger, dO Western 
Chev Olds, Box 398, 
OrUmheller, AB, T0J OYO. Fax 
EMPLOYMENT EMPLOYMENT 
.... 0.PPQRTUN!TJES . . . . . . . . . .  OPP_._O .RT._UN.ITIES __. 
PRODUCE MANAGER BUSY CHRYSLER 
REQUIRED at Stave Lake IGA. DEALERSHIP has an opening 
Competitive wages and for a sales person. Brown's 
commission. Fax resume to Chrysler is located in Westlock, 
780.849.3839 or phone 780- 45 minutes North of Edmonton 
849-367_8.._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  In the Heart of Farming 
TRAVEL 
TIMESHARE RESALES, 
Worldwide Selection. Era 
Stroman Since 1979. Call Nowl 
Buyers call 1-800-613-7987, 
Sellers call 1-800-201-0864, 
MECHANICS• Keep us on the 
move throughout Alberta. Join 
the Cardinal Team and 
discover Ihe satislying rewards 
of a career in fleet vehicle 
maintenance. Cardinal has 
career opportunities Ior 
mechanics willing te relocate te 
communities In which we 
operate Ihroughoul Alberla, 
Working wilh Cardinal Coach 
Lines means leaving the 
Counlry with proximately to the www•timeshsrelink.com, 
oll and lumber Industries. - -  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ............ 
Brown's provides a good TIMESHARE AUCTION. ERA 
commission plan and 
Stroman • Since 1979. employee benefit paokage. 
Fax resume to 1-780-349- Realtors® Worldwide 
6493 or can 1-e88-348-5566 Selection. Free laiD * Call Nowl 
or mall Io: 10011 - 93 Ave., 
_W.e_s~ oc.k, .AS ,.T 7. p 21~. ! " . . . . .  BuyerslSeliers, 1-800-275- 
6. 4.3_9_. w~,~W...times. h a ra .n k com. _F.I N A .N_CI.._A L.._S E R VI.C_E.S 
mydebtsolutlon,eom "Debt TRUCKS 
SptulloOs...O.n !Ln_e, Anyt!_m. p ,, " ' ..................................... 
0 DOWN O,A.C." Guaranteed fruslrallons of repairing poorly 
mstnlalned vehicles behind, It . . . . .  FOR SALE .MISC~ .. . . .  
means using your heavy duty 
experience to keep our fleet ol 
motor coaches and school 
buses in top operating 
condition, It means that you 
are a self slarler and 
perfeotionlsI in your trade who 
will enjoy your Independence 
while working with our high 
quality maintenance program. 
You are an experienced 
Iourneyman heavy duty or 
automotive mechanlc with air 
brake, air suspension and 
other related bus/truck 
experience. We offer excellent 
lob security end working 
conditions Including rates of up 
to $25, per hour tor a top notch 
Individual, a complete medical 
plan, tool allowance and 
challenging year round full-time 
day shill employment, 
Interested? Please fax your 
resume with references to: 
SAWMILL $4995.00. All new 
Super Lumbermste 2000, 
larger capacities, more 
options. Norwood Industries, 
manufacture of sawmnls, 
edgers and skldders, Free 
information, 1-800-566-6899, 
ext,.4OO~O_T. . . . . .  
$29,1MONTHI No money 
down, Greatesl deal In 
Canada, No payments until 
2002, 8OOMHz Intel computer. 
Call 1.588.a55.5527, 
Apply online o,a,e• 
W_w~.._. Lb._u c_k. a.da Y: _cgm, ............. 
HELP WANTED 
ATTENTION: Driver Training 
Programs• Including 
professional driver classmor~ 
instruction & loaded mountain 
training. Funding source & 
career counseling, Job 
plaoement available. 1-a77. 
763.8040. MJ Bloomfield & 
Gordon MgoLe $q3-2.23:56"/...4.. O k~nagan Unive~s!ty C_oJege:.. 
SHEET METAL MECHANIC OFFICE ASSISTANT Ior 
required for work In Norlhern remote 4.season Adventure 
Alberta Must be self. Wilderness Tourlsmbusiness, 
mollvated. Resume required, High-school gradualion & basic 
Contact Terry 7so.st8.7039, computer knowledge required, 
Fax res._um.eto78.0:_624.2190.__ Waling Io train mollvated 
SERVICE TECHNICIAN for Individuals. Fax resume, 
credit approvals. Trucks, 4x4's, 
crew cabs, diesels, sport 
utililles, cars & vans. ReDo's, 
broken leases, heavy duty 
eqmpment, Take over 
payments, Free delivery. Call 
Lawrence Siecla BC's largest 
finance broker, 1-800-993- 
3673. Vancouver 604.327- 
6377, 
A WORKING PERSON'S 
TRUCK/CAR LOT. Are you 
sen-employed (or not)? Is no 
proof ol income a problem? No 
down payment? Declined by 
your bank of your dealership? 
We can he/pl Repossession or 
bankruptelea ccepted, We will 
lend you eur money from 1.9 
for Fords, Dodges, GM's, One 
of Canada's only flue cuslomer 
service oriented dealer groups. 
Wa will help you make it 
happenl Call now for further 
heating and plumbing required 
for work In Norlne rn Alberta. 
Must be self-moUvated. 
Resume required, Contacl 
Terry 780-618.7039. Fax 
resqrnq to 7e_0.624.:2!.90, . .... 
COMMERCIAL PLUMBER 
REQUIF~ED for work In 
Northern Alberla, Musl be self- 
inDUrated. Resume required, 
( 2 50)2  3 8 • 2 24  1 , Informatlon, JoanneorPault- 
.ww,q,chi!pp_igh._0od_ays. com_ ..... 800.e50.4829, 24 hrs 7 
PRODUCE MANAGER & 
GROCERY Assislant Manager, 
Unique  Klondike City In Yukon, 
3-5 years experience grocery 
retail/strong background retail 
marketing, lelzon ordering, 
merchandising, hands on 
operators /hardwork ing .  
days/wk, Guaranteed approval 
ot we'll give you $1001• 
.www,pred!t.king:com, _ . 
._YAC.~'rLON.SPOT s . 
SAVE $ VACATIONINGI Visit 
Lake Okanagsn Resort or 
Contact Terry 780-61a.7039, Fa-X 6e-7~.99-3:5..8.1.3 - .  
Fax resume to 780-624.2190, HELP WANTED 
EMPLOYMENT 
.... _o.P P O R. T_U. N.I_T.I.Ee_ . .  
BUSY FLAT RATE dealership 
requires a journeyman 
techn ic ian  snd  tube  techn lc len  
with opportunity for 
apprenticeship• Brown's 
Chrysler Is a well eslebllshed 
dealership 45 minutes from 
Edmonton with many long term 
employees, The successful 
appllcanls will be expected 
Io be self.motivated, 
• conscientious, reliable 
employees and we will provide 
a good working environment, 
good pay plan and employee 
LICENSED AUTO 
TECHNICIAN required In busy 
shop at Whistler, Modern 
fscnlty, top wageslbenefns. 
Accommodations available. 
Full.lime permansnL Call e04. 
932-3199 or lax resume to 
604-932-6310. 
. . . . . . . . .  L. OA_N~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
PAYDAY LOANSI GAD Credit? 
No Credn? No Problem. 
Borrow up to $600 until 
payday, Have s job? 0el s 
loan Guaranteedl 1 hour 
Approval 1.86e-3.PAYDAY 24 
br .s/2_. ,dqys.__ _w~. _,p_~direc&¢ oro._ 
Falrmonl Vacallon Villas and 
learn about vacation ownership 
worldwide, Two.hour tour 
required, For married coup(as 
2g÷ with household earnings of 
$60,000+, 4day/3nlght slay for 
only $$9 regular value $500, 
Call for details 1-8OO.663-6333 
N.W_A_oOL _ _ _ 
BLAZE KING WOOD 
STOVES, elllclenoles to 
82.5%, Thermostatically 
Manager, Many jobsl Job 403.823=72a7, Emsll; benefltpacksge, Westlocklss pA~..T.ELEpH0.NE$.ERV, - controlled, Long burn times up 
. ' ,  P"  "i!'i~Y~"'~;~=~sr~en(~o;ipb:pl:l~l:qnUa~:~, ~ i f l i i i i !~! ! ! ! ; l i e i~o~]Oi i i~!~i~ ~:a i i4 ; : i :~e~m arsatdaaler 
" [ " : Or  
8339, www,rmtLca. Call Jim at 780.542.448e. Wesllock, AB, T7P 2N1, 2100, $2,gS/mln, le+.  ' 
